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ACHIEVEMENT OF ROUTINE AUTOMATION OF NAA SYSTEMS AROUND 
ALGERIA RESEARCH REACTORS 
 
M. TOUIZA, S. LAOUAR, M. SALHI, M. MOUGHARI, N. BARBECHE, M. HEBBOUL, L. MEBSOUT, 
B. ZOURAREN 
Nuclear Research Centre of Birine. PO Box 180, Ain Oussera, Algeria 
E-mail: touiza_maamar@yahoo.fr 

 
Abstract 
 
The promotion of neutron activation analysis technique in the scientific and industrial Algerian 

community, as an elemental analysis tool, has resulted in an increase of the call for this service these last years. 
However, lack of automation especially in analysis process has restricted enormously the capacity of NAA to 
fulfill client needs. To address this situation, we have proposed as first step to install automatic sample changers 
around detectors which permit to increase the collection rate and to optimize human resource. The developed 
sample changer consists of a single 3-axis positioning mechanism which serves two detectors at the same time 
and permits to move and to position the capsules with a high degree of accuracy. The developed control software 
provides a user interface to control the measurement processes for both detectors in accordance with the user-
defined program. 

  
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Enhancement of research reactor utilization is often pursued by increasing the neutron 
activation analysis (NAA) activities. Whereas the markets for NAA laboratories may have 
been identified, and quality may have been established, an underestimated problem remains 
the absence of automation, which limits tremendously the analytical capacity. To resolve this 
problematic, IAEA has planned a new CRP project titled “Development of an Integrated 
Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis”. The Agency invited a 
range of NAA laboratories with different skills and experiences to propose together a unified 
modular approach to automation would enable each laboratory to select those components 
that best suit its needs and allow further independent development. These modules include 
sample changers, automated fast rabbit systems, software/hardware interfaces and an 
integrated NAA software packages.  
 
For our NAA laboratory at Es-Salam Research Reactor, in spite of the availability of four 
nuclear gamma spectrometry chains based on HPGe detectors with different efficiencies, the 
laboratory cannot respond to a strong request of NAA analysis. Currently, the placement of 
each sample to be analyzed for each detector is done manually. With a single shift operation, 
keeping the detectors operational permanently in the laboratory becomes problematic. The 
effective solution to this problem is the installation of automatic sample changers. The main 
objective is to leverage the existing detectors and MCA systems investment by making 
overnight and weekend hours productive counting hours. Furthermore, this automation 
process leads to improve laboratory efficiency by reducing human errors and radiation 
exposure.  
 
In the framework of the CRP project, a first sample changer of capacity up to 180 samples is 
developed in the laboratory. It consists of a single 3-axis positioning mechanism which serves 
two detectors and allows selecting any capsule and moving it through the same mechanism to 
the chosen detector with a high degree of accuracy. The developed control software offers all 
the benefits of automation. It permits to set the parameters of measurement, to conduct the 
automatic sample changer and to control the acquisition process in accordance with the 
defined strategy.  
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPED SAMPLE CHANGER  
 
2.1. THE PROPOSED DESIGN 
 
Considering the location of detectors in our measurement room, we have decided to design a 
first sample changer which will serve two detectors at the same time. This solution permits to 
satisfy the space constraints of measurement room and leads consequently to optimize the 
cost of the system. The proposed design is illustrated in figure 1. The capsules’ tray is placed 
between two detectors’ castles; the capsule positioning is assured by a single  3-axis 
positioning mechanism located above of the two detectors.  This proposal allows selecting 
any capsule and moving it through the same mechanism to the chosen detector without 
moving the tray. In this case, the shielding will be placed easily around the tray without any 
congestion.  

 
FIG. 1. General view of the designed sample changer. 

 
2.2. Positioning mechanism  
 
As illustrated in the design, the main component used to make our sample changer consists of 
a preinstalled three axis positioning mechanism M303 manufactured by DriveSets Company 
(www.drivesets.de). It permits to move and to position samples with a high degree of accuracy 
between the various defined positions. Kinematics is composed of 3 linear axes driven by 
three stepper motors controlled through a provided Xemo R controller with power integration 
suitable for the motors and some digital and analog inputs/outputs. The controller can be 
operated either as an autonomous control system or with the included Windows DLL 
providing necessary functions to control the system by program through its connection to the 
PC via USB Port. 
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FIG. 2. The selected 3-axis positioning system with controller and its constructed support. 

 
According to our need to cover all workspace, the main characteristics chosen for the 
proposed positioning system are: maximum trajectories of 1500mm, 400 mm and 500 mm for 
the 3 linear axes with a speed of 0.1 m/s and an accuracy of less than 0.1mm. Each axis is 
provided with two ends and one reference sensor as well as a linear incremental encoder 
which allows the determination of the position of the carriage. To install our positioning 
system above the detectors’ castles, a metallic support is fabricated in house. It is designed to 
insure a good stability of the mechanism during operation. 
 
2.3. GRIPPER  
 
The chosen gripper to hold the capsule from the tray is the EGP40 produced by SHUNK 
Company (figure 3). It is a small size electric 2-finger parallel gripper with 4 cm of width. It 
can pass easily through the holes of the detectors’ castles (diameter of 10 cm). It features a 
positive close and grasp design, so that an unexpected power loss will not cause the capsule to 
drop. The gripper drive is carried out by its integrated control electronics.  No additional 
external control units are necessary, the power supply and the control of opening and closing 
of the gripper is insured by our DriveSets Xemo controller through two digital outputs 
connected to the open and the close pins. Special two fingers suitable to the shape of our 
capsule are fabricated of stainless steel to catch thoroughly the capsule and for easy 
decontamination. As well, an adapter plate is fabricated for mounting the gripper in the 
bottom of the vertical axis of positioning mechanism. 
 

FIG. 3. The selected SHUNK EGP40 Gripper for the Sample changer.        
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2.4. CAPSULES’ TRAY  
 

A single tray is fabricated of polypropylene to serve the two detectors with a maximum 
capacity of 180 positions. The minimum spacing between capsules in the tray is determined 
by the gripper size. The capsules’ tray is fixed to a fabricated metallic table which is placed 
between the two detectors’ castles at the same level (figure.4). It is designed to support the 
heavy shielding around the tray using 4 inches thickness wall of lead bricks.  

 
FIG. 4. Fabricated capsules’ tray. 

 
2.5. DESIGNED SOFTWARE TO CONTROL THE SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
To control efficiently our sample changer, automatic acquisition software written in Visual 
Basic is developed. This software controls the state of art automatic sample changer and 
measurement process of both detectors for a batch of up to 180 capsules. In order to automate 
the counting process by our program, we used the complement programming library S560 
from Canberra which provides all routines to access in Genie 2000 environment. The 
principal routines which will be integrated in our program concern mainly the acquisition 
process. The analysis process can be investigated and integrated later in our program. The 
delivered XemoDll library by DriveSets Company provided all necessary functions to control 
effectively the 3 axis positioning system and the gripper of the sample changer. The 
developed software offers all the benefits of automation. It permits to set the parameters of 
measurement, to conduct the automatic sample changer and to control the acquisition process 
and the measurement data storage.   

FIG. 5. The block diagram of sample changer control software. 

Sample Changer Control Software GUI 

DriveSets Xemo.dll  
Library 

 

Genie 2K S560 
Programming Library   

Lynx 1 
(Canberra) 

Detector 1 
(Canberra) 

Detector 2 
(Canberra) 

DriveSets Xemo 
Controller  

Lynx 2 
(Canberra) 

DriveSets M303      
3 Axis system 

SHUNK EGP40 
Gripper 
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The Main screen of the software is shown in figure 6. It offers through its interface the 
possibility to observe separately the current measured data (spectra) of each detector and its 
status during the measurement.   

FIG. 6. Main screen of the Sample Changer Control Software. 
 

In MCA1 and MCA2 sub-menus (figure 7), we can manually control the acquisition for both 
detectors. They provide standard functionalities to start, stop, save and configure a 
spectroscopy measurement.  In Sample changer sub-menu, before starting the measurement 
cycle, we prepare for each detector the list of samples to be measured by programming user-
defined sequences including mainly sample identifiers and their locations in the tray. After 
that, we can start the automatic measurement for each detector through its control panel in 
accordance with the programmed sample sequence. The sample changer can operate for both 
detectors simultaneously. Since the counting times are relatively long, the mechanism can be 
shared easily by the two detectors. 
 

 
FIG. 7. Functionalities included in the developed control software. 
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3. DISCUSSION  
 
The implementation of our designed sample changer has been successfully achieved at the 
NAA laboratory as shown in the figure 8. It is optimized to serve two detectors 
simultaneously and presents a cost-effective solution comparing to the proposed commercial 
systems. The automatic sample changer is able to increase the production of the specific 
detectors by as much as a factor of 2 relative to their historic average on a manual system. In 
addition, this automation process excludes seemingly the need for operator intervention hence 
reducing human errors and radiation exposure.   
 
As soon perspective, new sample changers will be designed in the laboratory for the remained 
detectors. Furthermore, more data processing functionalities for the analysis process will be 
investigated and integrated in our developed software to fulfill the automation process 
including Gamma analysis, NAA calculations, reporting and related QA/QC.   

FIG. 8. Real view of the implemented sample changer. 
 
4. CONCLUSION  
 
The participation in the CRP was highly fruitful by sharing experience between the 
participants in developing and implementing automation processes in their NAA laboratories. 
It demonstrated practical benefits in developing hardware, software and data management 
tools. The various designs of the sample changers presented by the participants provided for 
us a good source of inspiration, motivation and reference points for designing our sample 
changer.   
 
The other practical results earned through this CRP are the establishment of long-term 
cooperation between participating laboratories to enable future development and also the 
creation of an e-learning portal to facilitate knowledge transfer between experienced and new 
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staff in NAA laboratories. All those new aspects lead to the performance improvement of 
NAA facilities. 
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FINAL REPORT OF ACTIVITIES BY ANSTO RELATING TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO ROUTINE 
AUTOMATION OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
 
ATTILA STOPIC1, JOHN W BENNETT1 
1 Australian Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights, Australia 
E-mail: john.bennett@ansto.gov.au 
 

Abstract 
 
The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) participated in IAEA 

Cooperative Research Project 1888/F1.20.25 on Development of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation 
of Neutron Activation Analysis through Research Agreement number 17306 of the same name.  ANSTO chose to 
focus its efforts on the task of integrated data management. It has successfully developed an NAA database to 
enable more streamlined and faster operations, reduce errors, increase sample throughput and improve QA/QC. 
Practical benefits have included time-savings of between 10% and 30% in performing various tasks. The 
database was developed entirely with the use of existing software tools (Microsoft Office) and without the use of 
any customised coding or add-ins. This approach should ensure its maintainability into the future.  In its present 
form the database should be easily implemented by laboratories using the same software combination as ANSTO 
(HyperLab and Kayzero for Windows) and with the a little additional effort should be adaptable for other users 
with different platforms. Development will continue beyond the CRP to include interfacing to hardware modules 
and add more safety and quality capabilities. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. BACKGROUND 

 
ANSTO’s 20 MW OPAL multi-purpose research reactor [1] was designed and built in the 
early years of the new century. It was fitted with relatively sophisticated irradiation facilities 
for neutron activation analysis (NAA) and delayed neutron activation analysis (DNAA). To 
complement these facilities new laboratories were fitted out with state-of-the-art instruments, 
including analytical balances, gamma-ray detectors, digital spectrometers and a commercial 
automatic sample changer. 
 
Given that a sample changer naturally produces a large number of spectra in a short space of 
time, it became obvious that the next logical step was to acquire the ability to deal effectively 
with the increased flow of data to achieve an efficient, high output, high quality NAA 
laboratory. Managing all data, from initial receipt of sample through to analysis, is a central 
requirement and using a database is key to accomplishing this. 
 
Although all of the component parts making up the NAA laboratory were microprocessor-
controlled, and therefore capable of automation at some level, little or no integration existed 
between the hardware modules or the software packages used to perform data analysis. Prior 
to the CRP, data generated by the various components were recorded in several different 
locations and often handled multiple times before being input into the software used for the 
analysis and production of results. For example, a series of forms were used to record sample 
weights, irradiation target assembly details, and information on the re-use history of monitors 
and irradiation cans. Usually this information would be transferred to a spreadsheet before 
being copied again into the analysis software. The method was laborious, added unnecessary 
steps to the workflow and increased the risk of incorrect results due to transcription errors. 
 
It was clear that the ANSTO NAA laboratory would have to add significant levels of 
automation in order to progress from the commissioning stage to a productive facility that 
could meet the needs of end-users with respect to throughput and quality. The CRP came at an 
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opportune time for ANSTO to engage with the international NAA community on the topic of 
automation, to share ideas, to benefit from the joint efforts of the CRP and to make a concrete 
contribution to the overall output. For the reasons given above, ANSTO chose to focus its 
efforts in the CRP on the topic of integrated data management. 
 
1.2. OBJECTIVES 
 
The principal objective of ANSTO’s participation in the CRP, as stated in the Research 
Agreement, was to reduce to a minimum the number of times information and data must be 
entered or transferred manually between software packages and hardware. The focus of the 
work was to develop methods to automate many of the functions in the NAA laboratory using 
SQL (Structured Query Language) to manage data in an integrated relational database. It was 
expected that the outcomes would be more streamlined and faster operations, reducing errors, 
increasing sample throughput and improving QA/QC. 
 
The basis of the approach was to improve information exchange between existing components 
in the laboratory rather than to add new hardware. The longer term aim was to maximise the 
utilisation of existing hardware whilst minimising the need for human input. It was envisaged 
that: analytical balances would store weights electronically at time of weighing instead of by 
the operator; irradiation start and end times would similarly be stored electronically; and the 
analysis software would import all relevant input data in bulk rather than one-by-one 
transcription by the operator. 
 
The prerequisite to achieving these outcomes was to create a central data repository (database) 
where all relevant information would be stored and could be readily accessed for analysis, 
reporting and quality assurance/control. Having established such a database and proven its 
reliability, various hardware components could be configured to transfer their data directly to 
the database without human intervention. 
 
1.3. STRUCTURE 
 
This report first considers the possibility of using two existing databases to meet the 
objectives (one proprietary and one freely available) and then explains the decision to develop 
a new database in house. The structure of the database is described and illustrated. A section 
describes an approach to interfacing hardware with the database, even though this was not 
practically implemented before the end of the CRP. Achievements and benefits of the project 
are discussed and future improvements and developments for the database are suggested. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
2.1. INTEGRATED DATA MANAGEMENT 
 
Initial investigations looked into whether a database was already available that would enable 
the objectives of the project to be met. Being able to use an existing database would have 
greatly accelerated the project and potentially made it easier to adopt the approach in other 
laboratories. 
 
One possibility was to use and/or adapt the database used in the k0-IAEA software package 
[2]. As its name suggests, k0-IAEA was developed under the auspices of the IAEA. The 
software is designed to provide a relatively easy path for laboratories to carry out NAA using 
the k0-method of standardisation. Given that the software is free, the initial concept in this 
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project was that anyone could use the database backend to manage NAA-related data for 
automation, whether or not the main function of the software, to perform k0-NAA, was used. 
 
k0-IAEA uses a multiple database structure. One database (called the permanent database) 
contains information that doesn’t change often (eg. calibrations and geometries), while the 
remaining information is recorded in user created databases (called series databases). Many of 
the fields required by this project already existed in the series databases, but not all. It was 
found however that the software uses an outdated file-based database derived from Microsoft 
Access. While adding additional fields and relationships could be done (using older versions 
of Access or other third party applications), the limitations of this particular format would 
likely prove to be problematic because the information held in the database would continue to 
expand over time. It is generally recognised that this particular database format (Microsoft Jet 
Database Engine) is only suitable for limited database sizes.  The philosophy of k0-IAEA is 
for a new series database to be created with every batch of samples. In order for this to work 
in the highly automated environment envisioned in this project, a single large database would 
have to be used which all hardware could seamlessly address. Using k0-IAEA with a single 
large database would make it difficult to navigate and use, almost certainly cancelling out the 
benefit this project would bring. It was decided that the k0-IAEA database implementation 
was not directly usable in this project, although elements of its design would be used in the 
ANSTO version. 
 
The only other database that was identified having a structure suitable for the project was that 
of the commercial gamma spectrometry analysis software package HyperLab [3]. HyperLab 
is a program for calculating peak areas from gamma spectrum files and has powerful detector 
calibration features. The software uses a robust server-based Microsoft SQL database as its 
backend, which is suitable for managing large amounts of data and is proven in a multi-user 
environment. Although the software’s primary focus is on gamma spectrometry, close 
examination of its database revealed the presence of many of the fields required by this 
project, including sample and irradiation information, although additional tables and 
relationships would need to have been created to achieve the desired functionality. The author 
of the software in Hungary was consulted about the presence of these fields and the possibility 
of using the HyperLab database as part of this project. The response was that those fields had 
been created to facilitate some unspecified future functionality. While the fields could be 
utilised by users, their presence was an ‘unofficial’ feature and as such there was no guarantee 
that the data would be retained in future releases of HyperLab. It was decided that the 
potential loss of functionality at some time in the future was too great a risk to allow the 
HyperLab database to be adopted as a platform. 
 
With the existing database possibilities exhausted, a decision was made to create a new 
database in-house to meet the objectives of this project. It was further decided that the new 
database would be developed using Microsoft Access, the current version using the accdb file 
format. The main reason for choosing this format was that most other software used for NAA 
[ORTEC and Canberra spectrometer interfaces, HyperLab, k0-IAEA and Kayzero for 
Windows (http://www.kayzero.com/)] use the Microsoft operating systems and most 
laboratories have Microsoft Access available as a component of Microsoft Office. The current 
version of Microsoft Access also allows ‘up-sizing’ of a file-based database to a more robust 
server-based SQL implementation (such as that used by HyperLab). 
 
2.2. ANSTO NAA DATABASE 
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The database developed at ANSTO follows the workflow and naming schemes used at 
ANSTO.  It does not include any gamma spectrometry related information, as this is retained 
in the HyperLab database and the intention was to minimise data duplication as much as 
possible. 
 
Appendix 1 shows the tables and relationships in the database. Central to the database is the 
‘Sample Register’ table. This contains the typical administrative information pertaining to a 
client-supplied sample that is generally found in a laboratory information management system 
(LIMS). It is linked to the ‘Job’ table which is in turn linked the ‘Client List’ table.  Crucially, 
the ‘Sample Register’ table matches the laboratory sample identifier with the client identifier.  
Each sample defined in this table can have an infinite number of subsamples. The 
‘Subsample’ table records the weighing and encapsulation information, including additional 
information such as which balance was used and who performed the weighing. The 
‘Subsample’ table follows ANSTO’s weighing practice where each sample is weighed three 
times and the median value is taken as the final mass.  Net mass is recorded as required by 
Kayzero for Windows; if k0-IAEA is used then gross mass should be recorded. 
 
In parallel to the ‘Sample’ and ‘Subsample’ tables are the ‘Standard’ and ‘Standards – 
Prepared’ tables. These are very similar to the ‘Sample’ and ‘Subsample’ tables respectively, 
with the key difference being that these are not associated with any particular client.  
Additionally, elemental concentration data can be associated with each standard via the 
‘Standards – Concentrations’ table. Queries can calculate the elemental masses in each 
prepared standard or perform QC analysis (eg calculate z-scores or En-scores) if the 
appropriate information is available. 
 
A separate table ‘Irradiations’ defines irradiations and records the corresponding irradiation 
channel, start time and end time. An irradiation target can (also known as a rabbit) can be 
associated with an irradiation, which is useful for tracking cans that are re-used. To define 
which subsamples and prepared standards are present in an irradiation, the linking table 
‘Irradiation Assembly’ is used. This table records the relative position of each sample in an 
irradiation (row, column). The flux (or Fc if using Kayzero for Windows) and the presence of 
any cadmium covering are also recorded in this table. 
 
Additional tables are also present, including two for performing moisture determinations, two 
defining irradiation channels and associated neutron spectra, and one for recording results. At 
ANSTO cross-database relationships have also been established between this database and 
that of HyperLab. This linkage allows cross-database queries to take place where spectra 
corresponding to samples can be located. 
 
TABLE 1. MOST COMMONLY USED QUERIES OF THE ANSTO NAA DATABASE 
Query Description 
Outstanding jobs Lists all jobs where the completion date field is empty 
Subsamples to be weighed Lists all subsamples where the final mass field is empty 
Standards to be weighed Lists all prepared standards where the final mass field is empty 
Unassigned subsamples Lists all subsamples not associated with an irradiation 
Future irradiations Lists all irradiations where the irradiation end field is empty 
Active samples awaiting 
disposal 

Lists all subsamples from completed jobs where the disposal method 
field is empty 

Au monitors Lists all gold standards showing number of days since last irradiation 
SRT cans in use Lists all short irradiation target cans, showing total number of 

irradiations and total irradiation duration for each 
Certified Masses Calculates masses of all certified elements in each prepared standard 
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QC materials – En scores Calculates En score of any result where there is a corresponding 
certified value (in the Standards – Concentrations table) 

Measurements needing 
peak fitting (HyperLab) 

Lists all gamma spectra which do not have a corresponding peak 
table 

Peak fit search by sample 
(Hyperlab) 

Lists all irradiation and measurement particulars for any subsample 
with a corresponding completed irradiation and peak table 

 
The greatest power of the ANSTO database derives from being able to perform queries. 
Queries will retrieve matching data from various tables and present it to the user in a logical 
fashion. Table 1 presents a list of the most commonly used queries at ANSTO. 
 
The final query in Table 1 is the most useful as it forms the basis for exporting data to the 
various forms of analysis software such as k0-IAEA (import functionality already present) or 
Kayzero for Windows (import functionality pending). It can be expanded upon to also search 
for the evaluated areas of specific gamma peaks (query currently only lists the corresponding 
spectrum/peak table file name) if the user, for example, wanted to perform relative-
standardisation calculations directly using a spreadsheet. 
 
3. DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. BENEFITS 
 
By the end of the CRP the ANSTO database had been in use for nearly two years.  During the 
first six months it was operated in parallel with the old system of forms and spreadsheets, but 
it proved to be sufficiently dependable and easy to use that it was adopted as the sole system 
thereafter. The ability for multiple users to concurrently access (and add to) the database was 
found to be a particularly useful feature. 
 
As expected, significant benefits and savings have been realised through the replacement of a 
large number of forms and spreadsheets with a single centralised database. Part of the gains 
are made during the data recording stage. Data are now typically entered only once, 
minimising transcription errors. Information can generally be relied on to be up-to-date and 
progress through the workflow can be tracked very easily. Because information is now 
intrinsically linked, eg clients-samples-irradiations, data can be sorted in a multitude of ways, 
depending on the questions being asked. 
 
Whilst it is not easy to quantify the gains in efficiency achieved through the implementation 
of the database, some estimates of the time savings in various NAA tasks are presented in 
Table 2. The savings relate to the workflow in the laboratory before the database (Figure 1) 
compared with the workflow after the database was in use (Figure 2). 
 
TABLE 2. ESTIMATED TIME SAVINGS ACHIEVED THROUGH THE USE OF THE ANSTO 
DATABASE 

Aspect Time saving 
Client management 10 % 
Irradiation planning 30 % 
Sample/irradiation preparation 15 % 
Sample analysis 15 % 

 
A significant number of physical components used in OPAL irradiations are re-used and each 
component has a particular rule regarding re-use and ultimate disposal. Gold monitors for 
example are re-used after a minimum decay period of 90 days. Cans used in the short 
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irradiation facility on the other hand can be re-used only a certain number of times, depending 
on their history – currently either 20 irradiations or 45 minutes accumulated irradiation time, 
whichever comes first. When all of this information used to be recorded in forms (and 
considering that hundreds of individual gold monitors may be in use), it was very difficult to 
carry out searches to find components that did not violate the rules for new irradiations. The 
use of the database and appropriate queries now provides virtually instant feedback on the 
state of all of the re-usable components. This capability alone has resulted in the single 
biggest gain in efficiency in the irradiation planning stage. 
Although it was not a direct aim of the project, implementing the database has also resulted in 
administrative and statistical benefits. A list of outstanding jobs and detailed information 
regarding samples within a job which require attention can be easily attained. The physical 
management and tracking of samples post-analysis has improved, including both irradiated 
vials and un-irradiated remnants. Useful performance statistics can also now be generated 
more easily, such as typical turnaround times or numbers of samples of a certain type that 
were analysed during a given time period. 
 
Whereas an important aim of the project was to interface hardware with software in the NAA 
laboratory, it has become evident that the biggest gains in terms of time-saving, efficiency and 
quality will have been met through use of the database alone, while the expected future 
benefits of hardware interfacing would now appear to be ‘icing on the cake’.  

 

 
FIG. 1. Workflow before database. 
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FIG. 2. Workflow using database. 

3.2. PLANNED FUTURE WORK 
 
3.2.1. Hardware Interfacing 
 
Although it remains a longer term goal for ANSTO, interfacing of hardware to this database 
was not accomplished during the period of the CRP. Currently most data is entered manually 
into the database. The exception is gamma spectral data, which are automatically read by 
HyperLab. The initial focus for interfacing has been on weighing data and irradiation data. 
 
Weighing data are entered at the time of weighing by the user. Although a human element 
remains, this is an improvement on the previous workflow, where weights were written onto a 
prepared form, transferred to a spreadsheet and the form later scanned as the ‘official’ record. 
ANSTO uses Mettler-Toledo analytical balances for the preparation of targets for NAA, 
which readily interface to computers using RS-232 connections Hardware integration could 
be rapidly achieved by using the proprietary LabX Direct Balance software, which transfers 
balance data to the computer’s cursor. The option of writing custom software is also being 
investigated as the Mettler-Toledo RS-232 protocols are available for end-user use. Balances 
by other manufacturers such as Sartorius and Ohaus can be similarly interfaced. 
 
Irradiation data are also currently entered manually. Interfacing of the OPAL reactor’s 
irradiation facilities to the NAA database poses many challenges, some of which have been 
recently overcome. The source of the difficulty lies in the fact that the irradiation facilities are 
a sub-set of the reactor control and monitoring system, which is high security system and is 
therefore not easy to interface with  The system can only send data to the ‘outside’ using a so-
called ‘data-diode’. Until very recently the irradiation information, particularly for short 
irradiations, had not been directly usable because the reactor control system was not 
synchronised to a master clock. As a result, there was always a significant time difference 
between its own clock and those of the gamma spectrometers, which are synchronised to a 
central time server. In a recent upgrade the reactor control system was set up to synchronise 
with a master clock (linked to GPS), so the process of enabling irradiation data to be exported 
across the data diode can now be pursued. 
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3.2.2. Database Development 
 
Currently most data is entered manually into the database. The exception is gamma spectral 
data, which are automatically read by HyperLab. The initial focus for interfacing has been on 
weighing data and irradiation data. Currently data are transferred to the analysis software 
(Kayzero for Windows in ANSTO’s case) using cut-and-paste methods. The ability to import 
data directly from the database without further manipulation remains a very important goal 
and ANSTO is working with the software developer to achieve it. The import functionality 
already exists within k0-IAEA but a corresponding export function has not yet been 
implemented in the database because ANSTO does not regularly use k0-IAEA. 
 
It is planned to add various safety-related or quality-related checking routines to the database. 
An example may be to check that targets are not over-weight or that samples have the 
necessary approval to be irradiated in a particular irradiation channel. Since scheduling 
information can also be added to the irradiation table, another useful future feature could be 
the ability to display future work plans graphically in a calendar-type layout. The ability to 
check quality-control standards using z or En scores is at an early stage of development but 
may include graphical displays of such information. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Whilst ANSTO is likely to have created an NAA database at some point as part of a process 
of continuous improvement, the IAEA Cooperative Research Program on automation in NAA 
came at an opportune time in the development of the laboratory. The CRP accelerated our 
process and provided focus and structure to our efforts. It is certainly the case that working in 
the international project environment of the IAEA CRP encouraged us to be less insular and 
to strive to develop a more general database that could be used in a variety of laboratories and 
with a range of software and hardware modules. 
 
At the commencement of project, it became clear that if ANSTO were to increase its NAA 
throughput, better management of its existing hardware investment was more important than 
procuring additional equipment or further increasing hardware automation. To that end a 
database was successfully developed which had several benefits including streamlining of 
record-keeping and far greater power in data retrieval. Benefits have included time-savings of 
between 10% and 30% in performing various tasks. The database was developed entirely with 
the use of existing software tools (Microsoft Office) and without the use of any customised 
coding or add-ins. This approach should ensure its maintainability into the future. In its 
present form the database should be easily implemented by laboratories using the same 
software combination as ANSTO (HyperLab and Kayzero for Windows) and with the a little 
additional effort should be adaptable for other users with different platforms. 
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Abstract 
 
An automatic sample changer for the HPGe gamma counting system was developed under the CRP. A 

pneumatic system based sample changer for gamma counting was constructed and installed in the existing HPGe 
detector (Canberra, 25% relative efficiency; 1.9 keV resolution at 1332 keV of 60Co) coupled with a digital 
gamma spectrometer (ORTEC DSpec JrTM) and Maestro-32 acquisition software (ORTEC). A new, moveable 
counting chamber was fabricated to change the sample to detector distances between 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm 
depending on the dead time. A new software package was developed for the control and management of the 
counting procedure by interfacing all the fabricated mechanical devices with the existing data acquisition 
software. The home-made auto sample changer coupled with the HPGe system is now facilitated the 
measurement of the irradiated samples automatically without any human intervention. The new technology was 
adopted under the IAEA-CRP. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC) NAA activity has been started at the 
Institute of Nuclear Science & Technology, Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Savar 
using the 3 MW TRIGA Reactor and J-25 neutron generator at about 3 decays back.  The 
reactor has several irradiation facilities. A pneumatic transfer system (PNS) was installed, 
with a transfer time of approximately 4 sec, to carry the sample to the reactor core for 
determination of short-live radionuclides. The dry central thimble and rotary specimen rack 
(Lazy Susan) were also installed in the reactor core and its surrounding, respectively. Semi 
auto irradiation can be performed using the existing PNS but others channels are manual. For 
gamma ray counting of irradiated samples, two HPGe detectors with digital gamma 
spectrometers and other laboratory accessories are available at BAEC NAA Lab. None of the 
two existing gamma ray spectrometry systems of BAEC NAA Laboratory is working in 
automatic mode for sample counting. The laboratory is well equipped for manual operation. 
 
It has all the potentials of demonstrating the relevance of a BAEC TRIGA research reactor via 
its applications in programs of social-economical relevance and by providing services, at a 
competitive price, to third parties such as governmental bodies, universities, hospitals, NGOs 
and industry. Still, the BAEC NAA group does not succeed in this due as it is operating in 
manual mode with limited capacity, using only the office hours for performing measurements 
focused mostly on R&D and education [1-5]. One of the problems of this NAA group is that 
while it has in principle an outlook for many end users’ and samples, the laboratory is 
operated only at a few percentage of its capacity since a lot of time is lost in manual sample 
counting, data handling and file transfer activities. Customers (external and internal) 
expressed that while the accuracy of the laboratory is very good [6]; the observation of the 
accorded turnaround times is deceptive. The absence of automation limits tremendously the 
analytical capacity of BAEC NAA. Automation is essential to extend its utilities. 
 
Automation is needed at different stages such as automatic sample changers both for 
irradiation and gamma ray measurements, more efficient use of detectors, automated data 
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handling and analysis procedures, faster quality control process and reporting software. Under 
the CRP the full automation of BAEC NAA is difficult due to the lack of funding. Fabrication 
of an auto gamma ray counting sample changer is one of the major components for full 
automation of NAA.  The commercial auto sample exchanger for gamma counting is 
expansive and involved high technology [7]. Thus, the present project aims to fabricate an 
auto sample exchanger for gamma ray counting by adopting own technology with low cost. 
This will facilitate the measurement of the irradiated samples automatically without any 
human intervention. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
The following steps were followed in building an auto sample changer for gamma counting: 
fixed the conceptual design, collected of raw materials/equipments as per design, fabricated 
mechanical devices, made electrical and electronics circuits, developed a software package for 
controlling mechanical devices and interfacing with the acquisition software Maestro-32, 
installation of all the devices/software to develop the auto sample changer. 
 
2.1. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 
The following conceptual design was fixed for fabrication of an auto sample changer for 
gamma counting as shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
FIG. 1. Conceptual design of the sample changer for gamma ray counting. 

 
2.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AUTOMATIC SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
The automatic sample changer consists of two distinct sections, the sample capsule transfer 
station and the Sample Counting Station (SCS), separated by a distances of 150 cm. Transport 
between these positions is accomplished by the sample capsule transfer station. A Rotary 
Rack and rotary type Mechanical Arm (MA) is used to locate the sample in transfer station 
driven by two gear motors through electronic control circuit and pneumatic system to carry 
out the microcontroller program. A distance adjustable Sample Counting Station (SCS) along 
with transfer tube for polyethylene capsule (26 mm x 64 mm) is installed in the existing 
vertical type Detector Shielding. The Adjustable sample counting station is allowed to hold in 
a desired distance between the sample and the detector within a range of 20 cm.  
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The main features of the system are described in the following Sections. 
 
 

 
FIG. 2. Basic mechanical component of automatic sample changer. 

 
2.3. INSTALLATION OF AIR COMPRESSOR AND COUPLING OF AIR FILTER 
 
To operate the pneumatic transfer system for loading and unloading of the sample dry and 
clean compressed air is needed. An air compressor with the capacity of 30 gl and discharge: 
5.2 CFM is installed to exert pneumatic force in this transfer system. An air filter- regulator is 
hookup with the compressor outlet to remove moisture and air particulate matter, and to 
control the air pressure as in Fig.3. 

 

                                
 

FIG. 3. Air compressors with a filter. 
 
2.4 MODIFICATION OF SHIELDING FOR INSTALLATION OF A MOVABLE 

SAMPLE COUNTING STATION 
 
The detector shielding of the vertical type HPGe detector (Fig. 4) consists of 20 mm low 
carbon steel jacket, 50 mm low background lead and 1 mm copper graded lining with a 
dimension of W 45 cm × D 45 cm × H 55 cm. This was modified to adopt the locally 
designed and fabricated movable Sample Counting Station (SCS) with pneumatic transfer 
system for sample capsule, as in Fig. 5(a). The sample counting station is adjusted to change 
the counting geometry (sample detector distance) in two alternate ways. One is by moving the 
counting chamber itself within the shielding and the other option is to change the detector 
position by a Scissor lift along the detector base as shown in Fig. 5(b).  
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FIG. 4. Modification of the HPGe detector shielding. 
 

The counting system was arranged to change the counting geometry (sample detector 
distance) in two alternate ways. Firstly, by moving the counting chamber itself within the 
shielding and the second option is to change the detector position using a Scissor Lift, as in 
Fig. 4. The source to detector distance can be varied up to 30 cm. 

 

 
FIG. 5. Construction of (a) a movable counting chamber inside the detector; (b) a Scissor Lift to 
change the detector position. 
 
2.5.  DEVICE FOR MOVABLE SAMPLE COUNTING STATION AND CONTROL 

SYSTEM 
 
A Double Acting Air Cylinder (DAAC) is used to adjust the movable Sample Counting 
Station (SCS) in a desired distance from the detector. The SCS is adjustable through the 
extended and retract stroke of the DAC, which is operated by a Pneumatic Control Circuit. 
The DAC is locally designed and fabricated with a hollow piston to pass the sample capsule 
through it. The SCS is fixed in the bottom end of the piston and other end of the piston is 
fixed with a drawtube by sleeve and seal to flow the sample capsule through the tubing during 
pneumatic transfer.  The drawtube is extended by aluminum and rubber tubing to the loading-
unloading terminus of the Automatic Sample Changer. The SCS is made of clear plastic 
provided with an air inlet port and the space for a single sample capsule with close dimension 
so as to keep the same geometry for every measurement and to return back the capsule by 
pneumatic system after counting. 
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FIG. 6. Device for movable Sample Counting Station and Control System. 

 
2.6.  CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSFER STATION, ROTARY RACK AND 

MECHANICAL ARM ASSEMBLY 
 
The rotary rack assembly is designed to accommodate 10 counting sample capsules which are 
laid in a circular array at an angular distance of 36 degree, as shown in Fig. 7. From the rotary 
rack, sample capsule is transferred one by one to the transfer terminus (loading and unloading 
port of the transfer station) by the rotary type mechanical arm  
(Fig. 8). The rotary rack rotates by a gear motor (6 VDC, 3 rpm). The rotary rack rotates at 36 
degree and then the mechanical arm holds the sample capsule from a place of annular opening 
of the rotating rack. Then the mechanical arm transfers the sample capsule to the counting 
station by pneumatic force through the microcontroller programming control circuit and 
electro mechanical devices (Limit switches, position sensors, Relay). The mechanical arm is 
also operated by another low rpm gear motor moving in clock and anti-clockwise direction for 
the alignment of transfer terminus and the angular port of rotary rack. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 7. Construction of transfer station and counting capsule outlet storage rack. 
 

 
FIG. 8. Gear motor to control the rotary rack assembly. 

Mechanical 
arm 

Outlet 
storage 
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2.7. MECHANICAL AND PNEUMATIC DRIVE UNIT 
 

The driver circuit for low gear motor has prepared with microcontroller based motor driving 
program, as shown in Fig. 8. 
 
2.8. PNEUMATIC TRANSFER CONTROL SYSTEM 
  
The pneumatic transfer control system was fabricated as in Fig. 9. 
 

 

 
FIG. 9. Pneumatic transfer control system. 

 
2.9. PROGRAM FOR CONTROLLING MECHANICAL DEVICES AND INTERFACING 

WITH ACQUISITION SOFTWARE 
 
The gamma acquisition software MAESTRO-32 (ORTEC) is an emulation software which 
combined with multichannel buffer hardware and personal computer, emulates and MCA with 
remarkable power and flexibility. The emulation continuously shows the spectrum being 
acquired, operating conditions and other operations such as peak location, insertion of regions 
of interest and display scaling. It also offers the flexibility of constructing automated 
sequences or job stream. 
 
2.10. CONTROLLING OF MAESTRO-32 EMULATION SOFTWARE 
 
Our objective was to control the Emulation software. The automated sequence or job stream 
is pre programmed with some instruction set. It has own programming functionality for some 
jobs with small scale like variable declare, loop, command, input-output etc. But this 
programming command is executable from MAESTRO-32 software only. 
 
2.11. TASK OF JOB STREAM PROGRAM 
 
The job stream program initiates from the Emulation software. Then the program runs its 
instruction set and perform it continuously until complete the loop. For each counting it 
executes another program that will send a signal to microcontroller. 
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2.12. GENERATION OF JOB STREAM PROGRAM AND PROGRAMMED OF 
MICROCONTROLLER 

 
The MAESTRO acquisition software can be operated by job file (Service/Job Control menu) 
which consists of one or more lines of commands represented by ASCII text. For establishing 
a consistent processes from initiating point this approach is frequently used as well as run 
multiple jobs in separate instances. The job program is shown in Fig.10. 
 

 
 FIG. 10. Job program for controlling the detector and other program (interfacing.exe). 
 
The commands of the job program are sensitive even sometimes a single mistake like dot or 
space does not allow to run the job schedule. At the same time it is inconvenient to write the 
number of samples or counting time, description and the name of the file. So we have made a 
graphical user interface using c# programming language for making this job program (Figs 
11-12). For writing program we used Visual studio 2008. 
 

 
FIG. 11. User interface to generate the job program according to number of samples max (10), 
counting time, description and file name. 
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FIG. 12. Event handling code for generating job file automatically. 

 
2.13. PROGRAMMED OF MICROCONTROLLER 
 
A single-board microcontroller called Arduino Uno was used for controlling the process flow 
as well as serial communication with computer (Fig. 13). The microcontroller based on 
Atmega328P. It has 14 digital input/output pins where 6 pins can be used as PWM outputs, 6 
analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and 
a reset button. The detail information of this microcontroller can be found in the following 
website: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardUno. 
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FIG. 13. Microcontroller Arduino Uno. 

 
This microcontroller is programmed for different tasks. At first it works on the compressor for 
out the sample from detector. Then send signal for pulsing the gear motor to move the rotary 
rack which contains the samples. The next pulse works on the solenoid bulb to move the 
mechanical arm for holding sample from rotary rack to transfer station. At last the 
microcontroller triggers an electronic circuit to control the air piston and compressor to move 
sample from mechanical arm to detector through the transfer station. After finishing the 
counting, the job program save the spectrum and start the second loop. 
 
One of the ASCII command [RUN "Interfacing.exe"] in the job file is used for Serial 
Communication with Microcontroller. For communication with microcontroller, the c# 
program was used. In the serial communication software, at first a serial port was declared. 
Then the following code was written (Fig. 14) using Visual Studio 2008 for triggering the 
microcontroller. 
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using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.ComponentModel; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Drawing; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
namespace WindowsFormsApplication1 
{ 
    public partial class Form1 : Form 
    { 
        bool comState = true; 
        public Form1() 
        { 
            InitializeComponent(); 
            serialPort1.PortName = "COM4"; 
            serialPort1.BaudRate = 9600; 
            try 
            { 
                serialPort1.Open(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                string s = ex.Message.ToString(); 
                MessageBox.Show(s + ""); 
                comState = false; 
            } 
        } 
        private void Form1_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
            if (comState == true) 
            { 
                serialPort1.Write("1"); 
                serialPort1.Write("0"); 
                if (serialPort1.IsOpen) 
                { 
                    serialPort1.Dispose(); 
                    serialPort1.Close(); 
                } 
                this.Close(); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                MessageBox.Show("Please Check the Communication Port"); 
                this.Close(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

FIG. 14. interfacing.exe program for communicating between computer and microcontroller. 
 

The Arduino Uno was programmed using C programming language and Arduino Software 
(version 1.0.5). To use this Arduino software the Java Development Kit (jdk 1.7.0) was 
installed. The program was written to follow the sequences in Fig. 15. 
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  // Program for getting signal from computer 
  // Pins Configuration 
   
  int rack  = 13;   // initiate for the rotary rack 
  int arm   = 12;   // sample containing arm 
  int samin   = 11; // control air pressure bulb for sample in 
  int samout  = 10;   // control air pressure bulb for sample out 
 
  void setup(){ 
  //initialize the pin as an output 
 pinMode(rack,OUTPUT); 
     pinMode(arm,OUTPUT); 
 pinMode(samin,OUTPUT); 
 pinMode(samout,OUTPUT); 
 //initialize the serial as input 
 Serial.begin(9600); 
  } 
  void loop(){ 
 //read the state of the serial value 
 if(Serial.available()){ 
  int c = Serial.read(); 
  if(c=="1"){ 
 
   //sample out from detector 
   digital.Write(samout,HIGH); 
   delay(3000); 
   digital.Write(samout,LOW); 
   delay(3000); 
   //rotary rack move on 
   digital.Write(rack,HIGH); 
   delay(500); 
   digital.Write(rack,LOW); 
   delay(6000); 
   //arm with sample move to station by  
   digital.Write(arm,HIGH); 
   delay(2000); 
   digital.Write(arm,LOW); 
   delay(5000); 
   //sample in to detector 
   digital.Write(samin,HIGH); 
   delay(5000); 
   digital.Write(samin,LOW); 
   delay(10000); 
  } 
  else{ 
 
   //serial read equal to zero 
   digital.Write(samout,HIGH); 
   digital.Write(samin,LOW); 
   digital.Write(rack,HIGH); 
   digital.Write(arm,LOW); 
  } 
 }//serial available 
  } // loop 
FIG. 15. Microcontroller program to control the rotary rack, sample holding arm, solenoid bulb for 
sample in and out. 
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2.14. INTEGRATION OF ALL THE DEVICES/SOFTWARE TO DEVELOP THE AUTO 
SAMPLE CHANGER 

 
All the fabricated devices and software were integrated to develop an auto sample changer 
and coupled with the HPGe detector, as in Fig. 16. 

 

 
 

FIG. 16. Fabricated auto sample changer is coupled with the HPGe detector. 
 

The following four sequences were applied to run the auto sample changer: 
 Sample out from the detector (Air Pressure); 
 Move the Rotary Rack (Gear Motor); 
 Move the sample containing arm from rotary rack to transfer station (Air Pressure); 
 Finally sample enters into the detector (Air Pressure). 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Commercial automatic sample changer is costly and doesn’t fit with the local experiment 
conditions. Under the IAEA CRP, a pneumatic system based automatic sample changer for 
gamma counting was successfully fabricated. The fabricated sample changer was installed in 
the existing HPGe detector coupled with a digital gamma spectrometer in BAEC NAA 
laboratory.  A new software package was developed for the control and management of the 
counting procedure by interfacing with the existing data acquisition software Maestro-32. A 
new technology is adopted with the funding of the project using our local expertise. 
Automation of gamma counting will enhance the analysis capacity and quality of the 
laboratory that will ensure the effective utilization of research reactor. All of these increase 
the visibility and impact of the facility and eventually may result in socio-economic benefits 
of Bangladesh. 
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Abstract 
 
In CDTN there are 3 different counting systems used in the NAA technique. Their utilization is very 

limited due to a manual sample positioning. With the support of the IAEA, under the CRP 1888 “Development 
of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis”, we developed and built our 
sample changer, specially tailored for our requirements and imposed restrictions.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
The neutron activation analysis is a well-known analytical technique. At CDTN/CNEN the 
irradiation is performed in the TRIGA MARK I IPR-R1 reactor, that is equipped with four 
facilities for irradiations: the carousel facility, a central thimble and two fast pneumatic 
transfer systems, one inside the core for determination of elements with radionuclides with 
short half-lives and the other outside of the carousel to determine uranium by delayed neutron 
fission analysis. The rotary rack facility (at 100 kW the average thermal flux is 6.6x1011 n cm-

2 s-1) is often used for irradiating the routine samples because 40 samples in the lower layer 
and 40 more in the upper one can be irradiated simultaneously. 
 
Nowadays, LAN-CDTN/CNEN has an average demand of 600 - 700 samples/year (multi-
elemental analysis) producing around 30.000 results and only three gamma spectrometry 
systems. For sure this number could be higher, but the bottleneck is the gamma spectrometry 
related to sample changing. Therefore, the productivity of this technique is not so high as 
other techniques as atomic absorption spectrophotometry.  
 
There is an urgent need to improve the neutron activation analysis at CDTN and, 
consequently, the use of the reactor TRIGA MARK I IPR-R1. Therefore, summarizing the 
reasons to develop and deploy an automatic sample changer can be mentioned:  

 Need to increase the productiveness of the gamma spectrometry systems in order 
to become NAA more competitive related to other analytical techniques, in terms 
of time of execution of the analysis and cost;  

 More flexibility concerning irradiation day, because nowadays, the irradiation is 
schedule according to availability of an operator to change samples few days after 
irradiation,  

 To become independent to change samples that need to be changed frequently 
during the night, weekend and holidays,  

 Concerning radioprotection, more active samples may be counted without 
exposing the operator to extra dose.  

 
This proposal aims at developing an automatic sample changer to increase the productiveness 
of the neutron activation technique applied at CDTN/CNEN; improving productiveness 
(optimization) of the neutron activation technique related to use of gamma spectrometry 
systems, increasing its competiveness as an analytical technique in relation to other such 
techniques, for it will be able to offer results in a more suitable period of time with lower cost, 
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keeping its quality and specific advantages; the automatic sample changer can be adapted to 
other equipments and techniques. 
 
Since there are few commercial sample changers, and besides their high prices and specific 
applications, depending of the geometry of the vials, it was decided to develop and construct 
an equipment to fulfill the specific characteristics of the CDTN vials and laboratories. 
 
This report describes the development and construction of the sample changer, giving details 
of the most important components and makes a projection foreseeing the development of 
sample changers for the similar systems at CDTN. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
2.1. DESIGN 
 
It was decided to construct a Cartesian system with 3 axes driven by 3 step-motors. The vials 
are picked up by a small cup in which vacuum is applied when a vial is detected in the Z axis 
way. The vials are distributed in a matrix tray that moves only in the Y direction. 
 
The vials employed are small cylinders, made of very slippery plastic and have no neck or 
point to be easy picked. They have 3 different heights. Besides that, to guarantee a good 
positioning repeatability over the detector, as already an analysis routine, just one acrylic 
template is employed for the three vials sizes, making the lowest one accessible only by its 
top face (Fig.1,Fig.2). 
 
To overcome these issues one could consider the changing of vial geometry. But this is out of 
our plans, because is not feasible at this time, since we have a lot of vials in stock and a 
fabrication of a new model will be very expensive and it will lead to delays, and to revise our 
analysis procedures, calibrations, etc. 
 
So, the vacuum pickup could be a good option, as being capable to take even the lowest vial, 
entering inside the template (Fig.3). After tests with the vacuum pickup system, it was 
established that a vacuum between 10kPa and 50kPa is enough to pick up and maintain the 
sample vial gripped firmly. 

FIG. 1. The three vials sizes. 

FIG. 3. The pickup suction cup grabbing the lowest vial. 

FIG. 2. The different vials inside the template. 
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A vacuum pump also must be very silent and clean, because it will work in the counting room 
environment. The pump acquired (Fig.4), from GTECH showed up to do the job, going up to 
60kPa and is very silent too. 
 

 
The Z axis was made with an aluminum square profile, guided with ball bearings 
encapsulated in Delrin and moved by a NEMA 17 step motor (Fig.5, Fig.6). It has a detector 
that senses the sample height and stops when it reaches it. This is important, because it 
automatically adjusts to the specific sample height and also blocks the movement in an 
accidental case, preventing a wrong operation. 

FIG. 5. Z axis complete in prototype FIG. 6. Z axis complete in final version. 
 

FIG. 4. Vacuum pump. 
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The final Z axis design was improved, with double ball bearings and a rigid aluminum base. 
The motor placement also has been changed, to enhance the precision of the sample 
positioning. The motor, vacuum valves and vacuum sensor disposition can be seen in Fig.7, 
below. 
 

 
There is a great number of different suction cups from suppliers like Yonsha, Piab and  SMC 
of adequate dimensions for our purposes. It was acquired various models in order to test them 
and choose the best one. They can be seeing in the Fig. 8.  
 

FIG. 8. Different models of suction cups. 

Vacuum sensor 

Vacuum valves 

FIG. 7. Z axis assembly frame details. 
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In some analysis, a spacer is placed between the detector and the sample template, 
consequently changing the height between the suction cup and the top of the sample. There 
are 3 different heights that can be used: 3cm, 5cm or 10 cm. To know this distance 
automatically, an ultrasound system was installed to measure the template position height, 
Fig.9. 
 

 
 
The X-axis, from Igus company and the Y axis, from Irwin, are mounted in the aluminum 
profile structure (Fig.10, Fig.11), both moved by synchronous belt. The X-axis has a Nema 23 
motor, while the Y-axis, lighter, a Nema 17. 
  
  

FIG. 9. Ultrasound height measurement unit. 

FIG. 10. Sample changer assembled in aluminum structure (as designed). 
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A removable sample tray that can accommodate up to 100 different heights samples in two 
blocks of 50 is depicted in Fig.12. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 11. Sample changer assembled in aluminum structure (as built). 

FIG. 12. Sample tray (one block showed). 
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A vacuum pump, a reservoir, three solenoid valves, silicone pipes and two vacuum sensors, 
composes the vacuum system, (Fig.12). One valve, placed between the pump and reservoir, 
closes the reservoir against the atmospheric pressure, maintaining the vacuum inside it. The 
other two valves work in anti-phase, connecting the suction cup to the reservoir, gripping, or 
to the atmosphere, dropping the sample. One vacuum sensor monitors the vacuum in the 
reservoir and determines if the pump has to be turned on or off, depending of the vacuum 
value. The other vacuum sensor measure the vacuum in the suction cup and thus the controller 
knows if the sample was gripped or if there is a vacuum fault. The vacuum sensors are 
MPX5100dp from Freescale (Fig.13). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2. ELECTRONICS 
 
A prototype board was employed during the initial system development, (Fig.15). The final 
controller’s board was redesigned with many visual indications (LEDs) to check the inputs 
and outputs of the controller. Care was taken to indicate the signals and the connections 
distribution layout tried to be placed as logical as possible, (Fig.16, Fig.17). All the control is 
performed by a PIC18F4550 from Microchip, communicating with the PC through USB, 
(Fig.18). The end stop switches are built with precision Hall effect IC’s A1120LUA-T, from 
Allegro (Fig.19). 
 
The controller, the electronic motor drivers, main power supply and secondary power supply 
for the valves (with voltage indication) are accommodated in one plastic box, form Cemar, 
model 913429 with transparent cover, (Fig.20).  

FIG. 12. Vacuum system. 

FIG. 13. MPX5100DP vacuum sensor. 

VACUUM SENSORS 

RESERVOIR 

SUCTION CUP

SOLENOID VALVES 

VACUUM PUMP 
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FIG. 15. Microcontroller prototype board. 

FIG. 16. Final bare PCB (solder and component sides). 

FIG. 17. Populated final controller PCB. 
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FIG. 19. Hall effect end stop switches. 

FIG. 20. Electronics enclosure box. 
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\ 
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VACUUM  SENSORS 

ULTRASOUND 

FIG. 18. System block diagram. 
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Many measures have been taken in order to prevent or minimize fault conditions or 
malfunctions. The system will halt the sample changer in the following conditions (most 
relevant): 

 Vacuum in the reservoir less than 10kPa; 
 Vacuum in the suction cup during the grip action less than 10kPa; 
 Sample not sensed after the z axis traveled the expected distance measured by 

ultrasound; 
 Distance measured by ultrasound less or greater than values limits; 
 Ultrasound faults, like echo not returned after specific time; 
 Distance traveled by any axis greater than the maximum length of that axis, without 

end switch sense of the relative axis. 
 
2.3. SOFTWARE 
 
The software is composed by two parts, running in two different environments. In the PC, a 
high level program in Visual Basic version 6 (VB6) manages the entire acquisition process, 
sends the commands through USB to an external microcontroller to change the samples, 
controls the external multichannel analyzer and saves the counting results. Besides the 
operator´s window, there is also a maintenance window, through which the operator can 
interact with the sample changer, moving it to specific positions and changing parameters like 
maximum speed or acceleration, for instance. The microcontroller, programmed in C, 
performs all activities necessary to move the motors to positioning the samples and manages 
the vacuum to grip the vials.  
 
The microcontroller was programmed in ‘C’ language compiler of CCS Company [4]. It 
performs the acceleration calculation and has a set of commands that helps in the 
development stage and in the maintenance situation. Through USB cdc mode, each motor axis 
can be moved independently to a desired distance, the maximum speed can be set, the vacuum 
can be turned on/off and even composed commands like “take sample XX and put it in the 
position to count” or “remove the sample” can be executed. It takes care also of the sample 
height detection. The acceleration routines are based on the Austin’s algorithm [5].  
 
The vacuum of the pickup is also monitored in order to detect an abnormal situation like vial 
lost or leakage.  
 
To integrate the Genie 2000 with a custom program there are some approaches: one can use 
the S561 REXX package [6], use the S560 Programming package [7] or the simplest, use the 
available dlls in the “exefiles” of the Genie installation folder. This last one was chosen due to 
its simplicity and easy integration with VB6 language.  
 
The PC runs a VB6 program, which sends commands to the microcontroller specifying which 
sample should be moved. All the process is done with handshaking, minimizing error 
synchronization. After it receives the “ok” from the microcontroller, it starts the Canberra 
Multiport II MCA counting and waits until it finishes. The operator in the main program 
screen can preset the counting time and the number of samples to be counted. After the count 
stage, the spectrum is saved and the sample is removed from the detector, initiating a new 
cycle for the next sample, until the last one is processed. This process can be interrupted 
whenever it is necessary.  
 
The commands to the Multiport II MCA [8] are done using Genie2k dlls, instead of REXX 
language routines as many sample changers do [1], [2], and [9]. So, the start, stop, save and 
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display functions regarding the MCA are performed using the dlls of the Genie´s “exefiles” 
folder, following the S560 Programming Library Manual [7], much like in the Excel2Genie 
[10] new version program in which this author has collaborate [11].  
 
Since we use a k-zero procedures, the spectrum is saved as it is collected, in raw form, with 
no calculation or any manipulation.  
 
  

 
   FIG. 21. The PC´s program main window. 

Fig ure  6 :   Secondary window, for maintenance .   FIG. 22. The secondary window, for maintenance. 
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To avoid deadlock loop in the VB6 program, a timer was used to create a state machine 
system. Each 300ms a case structure is called and the current state is checked. If it is finished, 
control is passed to the following phase. In a very simplified form, Figure 22 depicts the flow 
diagram of such implementation. This loop is executed for each sample to be counted [12]. 
For each phase of the process there is also a timeout check in order to avoid endless loops and 
program hangs on.   
 

 
FIG. 23. The state machine structure. 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A sample changer was built, integrated with the Canberra´s Multiport II Multichannel 
Analyzer. The collected spectrum of each sample is displayed and saved. The system can 
change 100 samples, automatically identifying its height. The spacer´s height in front of the 
detector is also automatically measured and computed in the sample placement process. The 
user interface is simple and user friendly. Care was taken in order to avoid misoperation and 
fault conditions. The sample changer system implementation is expected to substantially 
increase our number of NAA analysis, making possible to use the counting system at any hour 
of the day, since the automation almost dispenses the operator attention. The quality of the 
counting process should be improved, being more regular and will minimize operator´s 
exposure. 
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The experience and knowledge acquired will be employed in the sample change 
automatization of two similar counting systems already installed in CDTN. 
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Abstract 
 
The Neutron Activation Analysis technique has unique features. Instrumental and multi-element 

properties allow a large number of samples to be analyzed with a single irradiation and a single measurement. 
The slow delivery of results, however, can cut into these advantages when the measurement systems are limited 
and must be operated manually. The Neutron Activation Analysis Laboratory of the Chilean Nuclear Energy 
Commission has used sample changers since 1985 but with old technology. Last year the irradiation and 
measurement facilities were improved. The irradiation facility was completely rebuilt improving the quality of 
its components. An automatic sample changer was built for the gamma spectrometry system with a Compton 
suppressor. Software was developed that takes data directly from the gamma spectrum, performs calculations, 
reviews the quality assurance parameters and issues reports. All this was validated by reference materials and 
proficiency testing. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Neutron Activation Analysis Laboratory (NAA) of the Chilean Nuclear Energy 
Commission began operations in 1974 and since then numerous research projects and services 
have been carried out, providing the staff with a great deal of experience (1). The NAA 
laboratory’s neutron source is a water pool-type nuclear research reactor (RECH-1), with 
5MW of maximum power, a water cooler, 19.8% enriched U-Al fuel elements and a 
maximum neutron thermal flux of 3.5 x 1013 n s-1 cm-2. The laboratory has three gamma 
spectrometers and a pneumatic irradiation system for short irradiations. 
 
The three gamma spectrometers are equipped with an automatic sample changer, and the 
generated gamma spectra are stored in a computer. The spectra are collected and the gamma 
spectra are evaluated using SAMPO90 and/or GENIE2K commercial software. One of the 
automatic sample changers was built by our staff in the Chilean Nuclear Energy 
Commission’s facilities. Also, the NAA laboratory has helped the activation analysis 
laboratory of IPEN, Brazil, to manufacture a sample changer. For some years the NAA 
laboratory has been using a Compton suppression system that does not have an automatic 
sample changer and must be operated manually. 
 
The data are semi automatically entered in an Excel spreadsheet. The report with analytical 
results and the review of quality assurance parameters are prepared manually. All the 
technology used by these systems is more than 15 years old but recent technological advances 
make it necessary to upgrade systems for improved efficiency and safety.  
 
The pneumatic irradiation is also semi-automated, but there is no communication between the 
irradiation system and the measurement system. Also, the pneumatic irradiation system uses 
very old facilities and equipment, causing frequent failures. 
 
The data processing, the review of quality assurance parameters, and the preparation of the 
report with analytical results are performed manually. 
 
Meanwhile, Chile's demand for chemical analysis has grown exponentially in recent years as 
a result of the country’s economic development. But this demand must meet certain 
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conditions: capacity for a large number of samples and fast delivery of reliable results. These 
conditions can be met largely by increasing automation and by integrating hardware, software 
and data management. 
 
For all the above reasons we decided to improve and update the sample measuring systems, 
including acquiring automatic sample changers, building a sample changer for the Compton 
suppressor system, rebuilding the pneumatic irradiation facility and developing software that 
will take data directly from the gamma spectrum, perform calculations, review the quality 
assurance parameters and issue there port with analytical results, all automatically. All this 
improvements will be done by engineers and technicians of the Chilean Nuclear Energy 
Commission through multidisciplinary working groups. The analytical results obtained with 
the improved systems will be validated through proficiency testing and reference materials. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
2.1 SAMPLE CHANGER FOR COMPTON SUPPRESSOR SYSTEM 
 
The automatic sample changer for the Compton suppressor was designed and built by the 
multidisciplinary working group that was set up for this purpose (2). This group consists of a 
mechanical engineer, an electrical engineer, a computer programmer and a member of the 
Neutron Activation Laboratory. 
 
In order to improve the process of measuring samples by gamma spectrometry with the 
Compton suppressor and to meet the project’s proposed objectives, a PLC linked to an HMI 
screen was used to automate the setting operation. The capsules in the spectrometer are 
exchanged during this process. The controller directs the movement of the upper detector, the 
insertion and removal of the capsule; and also maintains communication with the Multiport II 
interface, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 1. Diagram of Compton suppressor gamma spectrometer with automatic sample changer. 

1.Waste container; 2. Pneumatic tube discharge; 3. Pneumatic tube connection; 4. Sample holder; 5. Piston rod less linear 
guide; 6. Upper support detector; 7. Sodium Iodide upper detector; 8. Signal cable detectors; 9. Compressed air lines; 10. 
Capsule receiver; 11. Linear guide; 12. Capsule loader; 13. Sendstation; 14. Emergency stop; 15. Compressed air line; 16. 

Control panel; 17. HMI Screen; 18. Countingsamples; 19. Multiport II; 20. Computer 
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To carry out an analytical cycle, the operator must locate and place the capsules with samples 
to be analyzed, into the loader. Then operator has to program the system, specifying the 
number of samples and the analytical position, all this on an HMI screen located on the desk 
next to the PC. Subsequently, the operator has to normally program the 2000 Genie. 
 
Once the system configuration is completed, the HMI is started and the system operates 
continuously without the need for the operator. The sample loader stores all capsules for 
analysis. A pneumatic system under the loader sends the capsules one by one to a device 
beneath the upper detector. Later a pneumatic piston moves the detector and the capsule to the 
measuring position. While the capsule is being placed in this position, the gamma 
spectrometer begins to measure the sample. The PLC waits until the measurement is complete 
and then it changes the capsule.  
 
Figure 2 show the gamma spectrometry system with Compton suppressor without automatic 
sample changer and figure 3 shows the system with automatic sample changer. 

FIG. 2. Compton suppressor system without sample changer. 

FIG. 3. Compton suppressor gamma system with automatic sample changer. 
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2.2. PNEUMATIC IRRADIATION FACILITY 
 
The original pneumatic radiation laboratory was built in 1974 and both its mechanical and 
electronic components as well as the building components have been damaged with use and 
need to be improved. Figure 4 show a picture taken in 2013 of the original pneumatic 
irradiation laboratory and Figure 5 shows a diagram of the pneumatic transfer system. 

FIG. 4. Original pneumatic irradiation facility at RECH-1 nuclear reactor. 
 

 
FIG. 5. Pneumatic transfer system at RECH-1 Nuclear Reactor. 

 
The laboratory was rebuilt; walls, floors and ceilings were changed. All the tubes for 
transporting the rabbits were changed and also the air cushion assemblies. Figure 6 shows the 
new laboratory. 
 
A new air compressor with the following characteristics was installed: capacity 200 liters, free 
air delivery 560 l / min, maximum working pressure 190 psi, output power 5.5 HP. The air 
compressor has a new encapsulated high performance screw unit that guarantees top 
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prformance, high efficiency and reliability. It also has condensation drainage, a dryer system, a 
cooling system and a control panel with several functions for automatically stopping at 
min/max pressure, star/delta start-up, idle running, an emergency stop button, automatic 
restart, a maintenance alarm, an oil temperature alarm, motor thermal protection and a highly 
efficient air cooling system.  
 
The pneumatic system facility is able to send a rabbit from the laboratory to the core of the 
nuclear reactor in less than 2 seconds. Samples can be irradiated for 5 seconds to 10 minutes. 
The time controller has software that records and stores all times involved in the analysis. 
Once the samples have been irradiated they remain in decay until they can be handled. Then 
the sample is sent via a second pneumatic system to the gamma spectrometry laboratory for 
measurement. 
 
The second phase for improving the pneumatic system involves automating the process for 
loading and transporting the sample to the measurement system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 6. Pneumatic irradiation laboratory improved. 
 
2.3. SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT 
 
Automatic sample changers have been used in Chile for activation analysis since 1984, and 
have been controlled by S-100 Canberra software and later by Genie 2000 software. Both 
programs manage automatic sample changers safely, reliably and almost without failure. The 
gamma spectra collected were stored on the computer hard drive and then processed using 
homemade Excel-based software. 
 
The software that manages the data from the gamma spectra has been improved and we have 
developed new Delphi language software that automatically takes data directly from the 
gamma spectrum, performs calculations and reviews the quality assurance parameters (3). 
This improvement facilitates more efficient and safer work and makes a larger number of 
samples available, with fast delivery of reliable results. 
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FIG. 7. Excel spreadsheet for data management in Neutron Activation Analysis. 
 

The new program works with the Genie 2000 software’s .txt file extension. Once the 
radioisotopes to be used in the analysis are selected, the program records the photopeak areas, 
the pulse generator areas, and the time the sample measurements started. All of this data feeds 
into an EXCEL spreadsheet containing the previously entered sample weights and standard 
concentrations. Figure 7 shows the EXCEL spreadsheet. The software was validated by an 
analysis of reference materials and was tested in proficiency testing organized by WEPAL 
2015. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
With these improved facilities the neutron activation analysis technique can be carried out 
more efficiently and safely. Guidelines were developed for the integration of hardware, 
software, data management and related QC/AC in the automated Neutron Activation Analysis 
facilities. An interdisciplinary work group was formed, which periodically assesses and 
improves, if necessary, the operating conditions of the automated laboratory. 
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Abstract 
 
A new instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) automatic measurement system has been 

established at China advanced research reactor (CARR). This INAA automation system is mainly composed of 
five parts: 1) sample counting system, which contains three gamma spectrometers. The radio frequency 
identification (RFID) tag reader is mounted in the counting shielding chamber. 2) Pneumatic transfer system, 
which contains the capsule with the RFID inside and filtered fresh air with the maximum pressure of 0.4MPa. 3) 
Sample holder, which is designed as rectangular block with the capacity of 20 counting capsules each of ten sets. 
And the counted sample can be return to the top of same sample holder for requeue of next counting 
requirement. 4) Sample exchanger, which was designed with manual and automatic sample loading inlets and 
four sample transfer outlets. 5) Software control system, which was developed with the function of PLC, remote 
and automatic operations from Kingview6.55. Both manual and programed operation is  included. 

 The characteristics of the INAA automation system include: 1) Achieving an integration control for batch 
sample irradiation, cooling, measurement, and reducing radiation operation time, as well as the quality of NAA 
is improved; 2) Three detectors can be run simultaneously at 24 hours continuously and the work efficiency and 
the analytical quality is improved; 3) Each sample counting condition can be optimized through the automatic 
adjustment of sample counting position; 4) The use of the RFID tag is possible to realize the real-time tracking 
and the high consistency between the spectrum and counting sample; 5) A new sample holder and driving 
system design will reduce the shielding space and be better for big batch of samples counting simultaneously. 6) 
Delay neutron counting (DNC) system could realize one minute one sample determination. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Reactor neutron activation analysis (ReNAA) has many advantages such as high sensitivity 
(10-8 ~ 10-13 g), high accuracy, non-destruction, few contamination, automatic irradiation and 
measurement [1]. Due to its inherent sensitivity and accuracy for many elements, it has been 
applied for over 50 years in enviromental sciences, nutritional and health related studies, 
geological and geochemical sciences, material sicences, archaeological sutdies, forensic 
studies and nuclear data measurement. INAA has been identified as the most suited 
opportunity for the commercialisation of research reactor services [2]. NAA has been 
identified as the most suited opportunity for the research reactor services. However, lack of 
automation has been identified as a bottleneck in the capacity of NAA to meet client needs. 
Such a constraint is limited the ability of laboratories to service the needs of specific research 
fields, such as geochemistry, archaeology and epidemiology, where large numbers of 
samples are required. As routine INAA face calls to maximize  the lifetime and utilization of 
nuclear counting system, reduce workload and radiation exposure of operational personnel, 
increase the analytical capacity and accurateness, with existing or reducing budgets, INAA 
automation system offers a possible solution. With advantage of the integrated automation of 
software and hardware, INAA is not only accurate and multielemental, but probably 
productive as well. For this reason, a PC controlled automatic NAA system had been 
established in NAA laboratory at CIAE by Ni, et al. (2000), which includes some unique 
features in hardware, software and quality control procedures [3]. But the capacity of system 
cannot meet client needs due to system ageing and the negative impacts of compoent such as 
the limited capacity, one HPGe counting system, sometime blocked samples transfer using Y-
type pipe, etc. So it not suitable for analyses of large batch of samples. So a new development 
of automation system of NAA at china advanced research reactor (CARR) is requested 
urgently. Which should be consists of a series of components, the efficiency and reliability of 
analysis should be improved. China Advanced Research Reactor (CARR) is a high-
performance, multi-purpose research reactor with maximum power of 60 MW, in which the 
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neutron flux at core reflective layer is about 8 × 1014 n cm-2  s-1. It provides a platform with 
high sensitivity and high accuracy for NAA in China. In recent years, with the rapid 
development of electronic technology, INAA has a trend to fully automated way. Li et al. 
(2004) designed an automatic control system for fast sample exchanger using LABVIEW 
software and PCI-1200 at Munich research reactor with the sample transfer time of 200 ms 
[4]. Chung et al. (2008) established a new pneumatic transmission system adopting a 
programmable logic controller (PLC) at HANARO reactor [5-6]. A new rapid sample 
conversion control system was established at the NAA laboratory by Ismail et al. (2001), 
where the samples can be transferred to detector within 550 ms at distance of 20 m [7-8]. Mei 
et al. (2011) and Cuiyun et al. (2009) had respectively established a new system of automatic 
control for sample irradiation measurement at MYRR in China [9-10].  
 
At this moment, The IAEA CRP project brought together a range of laboratories with 
different skills, experience and needs, providing an effective network to perform the 
significant amount of research and development required. In this work, a new INAA 
automatic measurement system has been established at CARR, which can be automatically 
complete the irradiation, transmission and measurement of batch samples. 
 

 
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of INAA automatic system. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1. DESIGN OUTLINE OF INAA AUTOMATION  
 
Automation system of INAA consists of a series of components which mainly including 
sample loading device, pneumatic transfer system (PTS), three HPGe counting systems with 
automatic counting position adjustment, radio frequency identification (RFID) tag fixed 
inside of sample capsule and its reader, control software with wireless alarm module, data 
acqusition system, and ADNAA analysis software developed in-house, etc. A shematic 
diagram of INAA automatic system is given in Fig. 1. In order to reduce counting background 
and radiation exposure of staff, a shielding system consisting of Pb chamber surround the 
HPGe detector, and concrete walls separated the sample room (Fig. 1, Room A), counting 
room (Fig. 1, Room B) and data management room (Fig. 1, Room C). The INAA automatic 
control system is controlled by software Kingview6.55 which can send commands to PLC 
through FX485PC and FX-485ADP. Then the PLC controls other devices such as sample 
loading device, sample exchanger, MCA, solenoid vavles, and receives the feedback signals 
from optical sensors simultaneously. All the passing routes of sample capsule will be 
monitored and displayed through the optical sensors installed at the key nodes of the 
transmission channels. This procedure is used for guaranteeing the reliability of sample 
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transportation. Once an accident happens, the system operation will be interrupted, meanwhile 
a preset alarm message will be sent to the person in charge automatically. 
 
2.2. SAMPLE LOADING AND RETRIEVING DEVICE 
 
The previous sample loading device used in the INAA system has only one sample holder 
with the limited capacity of 30 samples and no functions of sample requeue for next counting 
on request [11]. Therefore, a new sample holder and an automatic sample loading and 
retrieving device (Fig.2) were designed to solve aforementioned  shortage, which have the 
capacity of 200 samples each time and the functions of automatic requeuing of the counted 
samples for subsequent measurements on request. The new device mainly consists of ten 
capsule magazines (Fig.2, 5), three cylinders (Fig.2, 2,4,8), optical sensor (Fig.2, 6), step 
motor and linear module (Fig.2, 7) and its control cabinet, etc. Thereinto, each magazine has 
the capacity of 20 capsules. Capsules can be pushed one by one from the magazines into the 
transfer tube (Fig.2, 10) fixed at the side of stainless steel holder by the cylinder (Fig.2, 8). 
When the first capsule is in the transfer tube, it is be sent to sample exchanger by the 
compressed air (Fig.2, 9). And then the capusle is transferred to assigned one of three HPGe 
detectors for counting via the multi-channel sample exhchanger (Fig.3). When the finish of 
sample counting, the capsule will be retrieved to the capsule magazine through sample 
receiver (Fig.2, 3). After a capsule is sent in the receiver via transfer tube (Fig.2, 1), one 
cylinder fixed on the top (Fig.2, 2) is pushed down to guarantee the capsule stay into the 
receiver fully, and the other cylinder fixed at the side (Fig.2, 4) is retreated, then the capusle 
will drop down into magazine automatically for sample retrieval for next counting on request. 
And the two cylinders are restored to their orginal position. When the capusles in the first 
magazine have been transfered and retrieved, the motor actuator will move the second 
magazine to the inlet of transfer tube, and the follow-up working process is similar.  
 

 
FIG. 2. Blueprint and picture of Sample loading device. 

 
In addition to automatic mode controled by PLC and KingView (control interfaces, Fig. 2), 
the sample loading device can also be controlled by manual operation.This device reduced the 
workload and radiation exposure of operation personnel, and the shielding requirement. It is 
especially suitable for the analyses of large batch of samples. 
 
2.3. SAMPLE CAPSULE AND RFID TAG 
 
For long irradiation, the capsule is made by aluminum with the size of φ32 × 70 mm (Fig. 3, 
1) and the short capsule is made by aluminium and polyurethane for minutes and seconds 
irradiation respectively with the size ofφ20 × 30 mm (Fig. 3, 2 and 3). The counting capsule 
is made of polyester (Fig. 3, 4). RFID tag with the size of 20 × 10 mm (Fig. 3, 5) can be rolled 
into the measurement capsule, the information can be set/read by a tag reader (Fig. 3, 6) 
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which works on the frequency of 915 MHz and the distance of 0.5 m. The advantage of RFID 
tag in INAA is to reduce the handling time of radiation sample, ensure the consistency of the 
counting sample and spectrum, and improve the reliability of the counting system. 

FIG. 3. Sample capsule and RFID tag. 
 
2.4. PNEUMATIC TRANSFER SYSTEM 
 
In the pneumatic tranfer system (PTS), sample capusles are transferred through sample 
exchanger between sample loading device and counting system by penumatic apparatus. 
Therefore a proper operation of PTS is the most improtant part for the accurate and efficient 
operation of NAA [13]. In this system, the PTS is comprised of air compressor and FRL 
combination (air filter, pressure regulator and lubricator), multi-channel sample exchanger, 
optical sensors, tranfer tubes, electrical control units of PLC and motor, solenoid vavles, 
counting terminals, etc., which is shown in Fig. 4.  
 

 
FIG. 4. Actual picture of pneumatic transter system. 

 
In this PTS, according to the system commands sent by PLC and KingView, a sample holder 
attached to a stepping motor inside the multi-channel sample exchanger takes a role of 
sending the capsule to assigned one of six tube inlets for automatic/manual loading sample, 
three counting detectors, sample retrieval. The sample exchanger solved the problem of 
blocking sample transfer caused by previously used Y-type tube, and can continuously 
provide samples for three HPGe detectors, that will improve the analysis efficiency and the 
utilization rate of NAA equipment.  
 
The system control program with PLC developed by ladder language (LD) for local and 
manual operations of PTS can control individually all soleniod valves, motors, and receive 
feedback signals from optical sensors (Fig. 5). The program for the remote and automatic 
operations was developed with KingView software communicated directly with PLC via 
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RS485 bus. Therefore, the position of transfered sample capsule will be monitored and 
displayed in the PTS through the optical sensors installed at the key nodes of the transmission 
channels. However, before irradiation and counting for large batch of samples, the necessary 
parameters need to be preseted such as number of samples, number of selected detectors and 
counting time, etc. And after that the PTS will transfer samples automatically according to the 
preseted information from sample loading device to the counting system through the muti-
channel sample exchanger. 
 

 
FIG. 5. Compoents of PTS control units. 

 
2.5. SAMPLE EXCHANGER 
 
The sample from sample holder is transferred into exchanger by using SXPC electromagnetic 
valves, compressed air and pneumatic system. The sample exchanger with the size of 596 × 
155 × 188 mm, and the weight of 17.4 kg stainless, is an important part of the INAA 
automatic counting system shown in Fig. 6. The main components included six pipes for 
sample in and out, one for sample manual in (Fig. 6, 9), one for sample holder (1), one for 
sample storage (2), three of them communicated with HPGe detectors (3, 4, 5), a motor (6) 
and its driver, optical sensors   (7, 10), sample mobile holder (8) with gas supplier (12) and 
fiber sensor (14) collected with cylinder (11) and its gas supplier (13). The system is 
controlled by computer and connected with PLC and its communication device as well as 
valves. 

 
FIG. 6. Sample exchanger. 

 
The control scheme of sample exchanger is shown in Fig. 7. The operation procedure is that 
computer sends an command through FX485PC and FX485ADP of Kingview communicated 
to PLC. Then the PLC sends a signal to relative devices such as a valve for sending sample to 
the definite detector or return, motor driver for moving a definite distance, a RFID reader for 
getting the fixed rabbit number and position, etc. According to the received command, the 
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device will give a feedback to computer through PLC after the work done. Then the computer 
will send another injunction for next step. In this way, three detectors will be run 
simultaneously at 24 hours a day continuously.  
 
The software of the control system was programed in three languages. Kingview specific 
language is used for designing system interface, control algorithms, storage and set 
parameters and so on. The ladder logic programming language (LAD) is in charge of 
communication and control algorithms for PLC using GX Developer software. The process 
design language (PDL) is used for programing control algorithms for driving motor. In order 
to ensure the accuracy of sample holder moving position of the sample exchanger, the two 
ways are adopted: firstly, the control algorithm for precise movement of the motor is 
programed using PDL, and moving step is designed with 4μm per pulse. Secondly, the motor 
position signal is feedback to system by optical sensors. In addition, the motor zero position is 
designed automatically in the sample exchanger when the system is powered up. 
 

 
FIG. 7. Control system diagram of sample exchanger. 

 
2.6. COUNTING SYSTEM AND DATA ACQUISITION 
 
The counting system consists of three sets of HPGe spectrometer with the relative efficiency 
better than 40% and the resolution better than 1.75 keV for 1332.5 keV (60Co). Meanwhile, 
each detector is equipped with one automatic counting position changer installed on the top 
and RFID reader fixed inside of Pb chamber respectively (Fig. 8). Accurate measurements 
require the optimization of the input count rates of each counted sample, regardless of sample 
size, matrices, and counting techniques. In addition to automatic transfer system, the PTS 
should optimize the sample-detector distance according to the counting rates or dead time of 
analyzed samples and counting system [14]. So in this system, all HPGe detectors used at 
NAA lab have been calibrated with full energy peak efficiency funciton at a reference 
counting position, the effective interaction depth (EID) and total efficiency function at certain 
counting position [15]. Firstly, a preseted sample-detector distance according to the expected 
dead time (1%-10%) for the most of counted samples. Secondly, the sample position can be 
adjusted automatically when dead time of analyzed sample is much higher (>10%) or much 
lower (<1%), excluding the case of sample-detector distance is the maximum (0mm) or 
minimum (320mm). Hence, the counting system optimizes the measuring sample spectrum 
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and reduces invalid measuring data caused by higher or lower irradiation of analyzed samples, 
that provided better and accurate results. 
 
Additionally, the RFID tag affixed to the sample capsule and its reader fixed inside of Pb 
chamber are used to ensure the consistency between the counting sample and its spectrum, so 
as to prevent from confusion. In other words, during the sample counting or after counting 
finish, the RFID tag number of sample capsule readed by its reader will be recorded with 
spectrum information by computer together. This is especially important for large batch of 
samples counting, ant it can also distinguish whether two or more samples are simultaneously 
counted on the same HPGe detector. 
 
Additonally, a hybrid k0-relative NAA program named ADVNAA, which consists of k0 
method alone, relative method alone, and both k0 and relative methods, is used for calculation 
of elemental concentration and production of analytical report. Some requried parameters 
have to be setup such as  irradiation time, decay time, sample weight, comparator, and 
neutron flux at irradiation station, etc., as detailed in references 3. 
 
The optical sensor is designed at important position of the sample transfer route. The function 
is to guarantee that the sample has passed a correct point in the system. If that is not the case, 
the process will be interrupted and automatically send a preseted message to the staff for 
alarm through wireless alarm module (GRRS-MODEM). 
 

 
FIG. 8. Compoents of PTS control units. 

 
2.7. OPERATION INTERFACE  
 
Besides the automatic control for sample measurement, the manual control mode is also 
designed in the system. The software interface which designed by Kingview6.55 is shown in 
Fig. 9. Left side in Fig. 9 is manual control buttons for sample driving valves of air supplier. 
The corresponding LED indicators represent the valve status (ON/OFF). The second column 
of icons associated with sample exchanger valve (rabbit valve, cylinder valve) and the sample 
in or out position from 0 to 5 connected with HPGe detectors, sample holder and storage. The 
motor zero position can be initialized by clicking the reset button manually. The upper part of 
the third column contains the current status of the cylinder and the sample indicator (red light 
indicates the sample is in the mobile holder). The rest part consists of three control buttons 
and LED indicators of MCA. The video screen is also designed for view the condition in the 
lab. 
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FIG. 9. Main interface of INAA automatic control system. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Accordding to previous experience, the gap between sample capusle and transfer tube and 
supplied gas pressure for capsule transfer are main reasons of the pneumatic power loss in the 
PTS, that causing transfer delay or failure. Therefore, in order to optimize the the pneumatic 
efficiency of INAA automation for the efficient operation and to prevent transfer failures, in 
addition to aforementioned matters need attention, a few special features of which should be 
taken into account for the design of PTS. First, gas pressure regulator or one-way throttle 
valve is added in each supplied gas tube for different needs such as to limit velocity of 
transferred capsule to prevent sample damage or to save gas for cylinders only requries little 
gas pressure. Second, high precision of motors and repeat positioning accuracy of sensors are 
used to assure the position accuracy between movable sample holder and six tube inlets in the 
sample exchanger, and between sample receiver and entrance of capsule magazines on the top 
of sample loading device. Third, PTS should be operated remotely except for system 
maintennace and manual operation. 
 
Therefore, after hundreds of tests the following parameters of components are selected to be 
used in the INAA automatic system. The high repeatability sensors (0.005mm) and good 
precision of motors (0.01mm) are required with existing budgets. The moving speed of step 
motor should be slow (0.1 m s-1) to match the response time of sensors. The gas pressure is 
adjusted between 1 bar and 10 bar. The sample capsule is made of polyethylene (PE) with 
outer diameter of 19mm and length of 31mm, and the transfer tubes with the inner and outer 
diameters are 20mm and 22mm respectively, the capsule magazines constructed of 
polycarbonate (PC) are designed into rectange type with inner volume of 
32mm×20mm×400mm. In order to reduce gas leakage and match well with transfer tube, all 
the tube connetors are disigned into conical type. Additionally, the calibration function of 
original position for each motor is added to reduce moving accumulative error. Local and 
manual operation for each step is added to implement the program functions if the automatic 
control system malfunctioned, that is good and conveninet for maintennace and test. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the existing facilities of NAA laboratory at CIAE, a new INAA automatic control 
system with three detectors has been established adopting industrial control technology of 
programmable logic controller (PLC) and KingView software. Hundreds of transfer tests are 
carried out and there is no failure occurred indicates that all elements of INAA automation are 
working properly. It is especially suitable for the analyses of large batch of samples (200 
samples each time), and each sample counting condition can be optimized through the 
automatic adjustment of sample counting position to maintain a reasonable dead time. The 
NAA software with the functions of k0-relative method, interference correction as well as 
NAA report is also connected with the counting system. The NAA data management can be 
carried at any time through batch or single sample analysis. 
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Abstract 
 
The NAA laboratory at ETRR-2 participated in the IAEA CRP-1888 project under the title: Development 

of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis at ETRR-2” with Contact No. 
17361. The goal of the participation in the project was to increase the level of automation in the laboratory with 
the first priority of installing two sample changers for two HPGe detectors. This in turn increases the capacity of 
the laboratory through increasing the number of irradiated samples measured per day. The achievement of the 
participation in this project is the installation of a sample changer for the first HPGe detector while another 
sample changer for the second detector is going to be implemented. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) stands at the forefront of techniques used for the 
qualitative and quantitative multi-elemental analysis of major, minor and trace elements. 
NAA offers excellent multi-elemental capabilities and has characteristics that inherently 
provide few sources of error compared to most other analytical techniques. In addition, NAA 
provides intrinsic quality assurance characteristics that often allow measured results to be 
internally evaluated and cross checked [1]. 
 
NAA has been identified as the most suited opportunity for the commercialization of research 
reactor services [2]. However, lack of automation has been identified as a bottleneck in the 
capacity of NAA to meet client needs [3]. The absence of automation limits tremendously the 
analytical capacity of NAA laboratories. The level of automation in most NAA labs does not 
compare to what modern industry provides for alternative techniques such as X-ray 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy (XRF), Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) and Inductively 
Coupled Plasma (ICP) Spectroscopy. Data processing in NAA often requires an unequal 
amount of human intervention since the existing software packages were never designed for 
routine service applications. Equally, commercially available sample changers do not fit for 
handling the NAA sample vials. In most of the cases the NAA service requests have to be 
rejected not because of lack of research reactors availability, but because of limited capacity 
in automation and data processing. It emphasizes the relevance and urgency to support the 
development of NAA automation procedures and implementation thereof at different stages 
such as automatic sample changers both for irradiation and measurements, more efficient use 
of detectors, automated data handling and analysis procedures, faster quality control process 
and reporting software. 
 
Automation of NAA consists of a series of components that, put together, can improve the 
efficiency and reliability of analysis. Although many of the components already exist 
commercially and in various laboratories, there is no common interface that allows them to be 
integrated with local systems available in specific labs. Many laboratories suffer from a lack 
of in-house technical and engineering support. As a consequence there is an urgent need to 
provide a ‘framework architecture’ for the entire NAA process that will allow the 
development of building block that may be combined into an integrated whole. 
 
Automation of NAA requires a significant effort for the development and implementation of 
software, hardware and data management. This often represents an insurmountable barrier for 
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individual NAA laboratories that are typically staffed by only a few people, hindering the 
efficient use of the facility. 
 
Although a few NAA laboratories have successfully implemented systems that provide a high 
degree of automation, it is not easy to gather a complete picture from the literature. As a 
consequence, it is not easy for laboratories that would like to adopt automation to know what 
path of good practice to follow.  
 
This situation has stimulated the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to adopt a 
CRP-1888 entitled "Development of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of 
Neutron Activation Analysis" to enhanced and sustainable research reactors utilization by 
increasing NAA capacity through automation, resulting in more opportunities to engage in 
scientific research and commercial services.  
 
2. NAA LABORATORY AT ETRR-2 
NAA laboratory at ETRR-2 is an analytical laboratory carrying out qualitative and 
quantitative determination of elements using the Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis. 
The laboratory is located at the Egypt Second Research Reactor, ETRR-2. The laboratory 
receives geological and biological samples from universities and research institutes to analyze 
about 35 elements in the samples. For sample irradiation purposes, ETRR-2 has 23 manually 
loaded irradiation positions located in the irradiation grid (out-core) which can be utilized for 
long irradiation purpose. Sample holders were designated for manually loading of samples in 
the irradiation position located in the irradiation grid facility. The capacity of each sample 
holder (and hence irradiation position) is 16 irradiation aluminum canisters arranged in 8 
shells spaced by 9 cm. Normally, each Al irradiation canister can be filled with up to 12 
samples capsulated in polyethylene vials. The neutron flux is in the order of 1014 cm-2 s-1 in 
the nearest irradiation positions.  
 
For analysis that requires short lived radionuclides to be measured, the samples were 
irradiated using a computer pneumatic irradiation transfer systems. The neutron flux density 
was in the order of 1011 cm-2 s-1. Each samples is irradiated individually. Therefore, the time 
of irradiation was automatically adjusted to give precise timings for the irradiation of the 
samples. 
 
For the samples activities measurements, two coaxial HPGe P-type Ortec detectors with 
relative efficiency of 100% and resolution of 2.1 keV at 1.333 MeV Co-60 line for each were 
used. In addition, the Lab is equipped with n-type Ortec detector with Compton suppression 
system; with relative efficiency of 100% and resolution of 2.1 keV at 1.332 MeV.  The 
detectors are operated by Gamma Vision software and the gamma-ray acquisition system 
consists of the Maestro Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) emulation software card, coupled to 
the detector via electronic modules, all manufactured by Ortec. 
 
Currently, the NAA Lab is operated manually, except sending and receiving the samples for 
short irradiation, which obviously affects the through out of the Lab. 
 
3. IAEA CRP-1888 PROJECT 
 
The IAEA CRP-1888 (2012-2015) project:  “Development of an Integrated Approach to 
Routine Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis” aims to increase the level of automation 
in the NAA laboratories through the development of NAA automation procedures and 
implementation thereof at different stages such as: 
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- Automatic sample changers for both irradiation and measurements. 
- More efficient use of detectors. 
- Automated data handling and analysis procedures. 
- Faster quality control process and reporting software. 

 
4. OBJECTIVE OF PARTICIPATION  
 
The overall objective of NAA laboratory at ETRR-2 participation in the IAEA CRP-1888 is 
to contribute to enhanced and sustainable utilization of ETRR-2 by increasing NAA capacity 
through automation, resulting in more opportunities to engage in scientific research and 
commercial services. As an initial step, this goal could be achieved through installation of two 
sample changers for two HPGe detectors to increase the capacity of the laboratory through 
increasing the number of irradiated samples measured per day. The two detectors of interest 
are P-type Ortec detectors with relative efficiency of 100% and resolution of 2.1 keV at 1.333 
meV Co-60 line for each. The detectors are connected by ASPEC-927 Dual Input 
Multichannel Analyzer System with 927-OPT-1 Female BNC Adapter Cable for sample 
changer and operated by Gamma Vision software, all manufactured by Ortec. The MCA 
system and the Gamma Vision software facilitate the interface between the sample changer 
and the counting system. The Gamma Vision has the option of creating a JOB Files from lines 
of ASCII text representing a series of commands that can automate most of the functions of 
Gamma Vision.   
 
The laboratory participated in the IAEA CRP-1888 project under the title: Development of an 
Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis at ETRR-2” with 
Contact No. 17361. 
 
5. ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
Before designing the sample changer, the possibility of coupling a sample changer for each 
detector was tested through creating a Job file contains commands of automatic changing 
sample, counting, saving spectrum and clear spectrum in a loop manner. The signal sent from 
the MCA after each process is measured using an oscilloscope. The measured signal is -5V. 
This signal will trigger the controller of the sample changer.  
 
Different designs for the sample changer were proposed and were offered to the companies 
for the construction. The previous design presented in the third meeting of the CRP is shown 
in Fig 1. This design was made fully by pneumatic solenoid valves and cylinders. Due to the 
difficulty of providing the component to suite the internal dimension of lead shield and to set 
accurate position, this designed was modified.  
 
The new design consists of three movement axis X, Y and Z to handle the sample using both 
pneumatic and DC and AC drives instead of fully pneumatic old system, all system actions 
are controlled by PLC. The sample is catch by the aid of vacuum pump. The new design was 
constructed by GFCO Company (Cairo, Egypt). Schematic drawing of the new design is 
shown in Fig 2. As shown in the figure, the system is controlled by the touch screen panel. 
Four motions are available in the system: (1) Movement the carriage in x-left and x-right 
directions, (2) Movement the carriage in y-left and y-right directions, (3) Movement the 
carriage in z-left and z-right directions and (4) Movement of the pneumatic cylinder piston up 
and down movements. The ample holder has a capacity up to 20 samples. A lead shield 
chamber as a container for the samples after counting was planned to be constructed as shown 
in the figure.  
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FIG.1. Old design of a sample changer. 

 

 
FIG. 2. New design of a sample changer. 
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The system operation sequence is as the following: 
 

 Put the samples to be counted in the sample column. 
 Define the catching, counting and release positions using the setting option in the control 

panel. 
 A piston will release one sample from the sample column making it available for sample 

catcher. 
 The sample catcher holds the released sample and then moves to the counting position. 
 The sample changer send a signal to the multichannel analyzer to start counting 
 After counting the spectra acquisition system saves the spectrum and send a signal to the 

sample changer to start the next step. 
 The sample catcher releases the sample in a storage lead chamber. 
 The above steps are repeated for each sample. 

 
Fig. 3 is a photo of the integrated system. From several tests of the sample integrated changer, 
it is noted that the system is working properly except the sample catcher. Sometimes, it fails 
to catch the sample and sample may be not in a right vertical position during the counting. 
The work is carried out to overcome this problem. The catching of samples by vacuum may 
be replaced by a mechanical clamp. 

 

 
FIG. 3. Photo of the integrated sample changer. 

 
6. FUTURE WORK  
 
As a future work regarding the increase of the level of automation in the neutron activation 
analysis laboratory at ETRR-2 the following are considered to be implemented: 
 

 Construction of the second sample changer for the second detector. 
 Installation of a sample changer for short irradiation rabbit system in conjunction 

with an HPGe detector. 
 Setting-up of a data management, analysis and reporting automated system.  
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Abstract 
 
Improvement of Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) laboratory have been done by applying the 

automatic system and two types of research related to the development of NAA method. The automated sample 
changer was built for data acquisition of -Spectrometry at NAA laboratory of Center for Technology of 
Advanced Materials, National Nuclear Energy Agency of Indonesia (BATAN). The sample changer built has X-
Y-Z type, and it can handle up to 200 samples. This sample changer is controlled by self-development software 
of BATAN Data Acquisition for -Spectrometry. This software can control not only sample changer but also 
access to multi-channel analyzer through Multiport II. Parallel with the automated system development, two 
research on Flux Mapping on Rabbit system and Epithermal INAA have also been done and presented in this 
report. The thermal neutron flux has been mapped on target position for two types of irradiation capsule. 
Meanwhile, Cd-ratio, ratio Boron-ratio, as well as, Advantage Factor, have been determined for a selected 
element on Epithermal INAA. Integration of automated systems and the development of methods have improved 
the NAA laboratory capacity in research and services. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. AUTOMATED OF SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
NAA is a reliable nuclear analytical technique to determine an elemental concentration on 
various samples. This method is very useful because it has the capability on multi-element 
measurement [1][2] non-destructive properties with a high enough accuracy and sensitivity 
[3]. NAA is a reliable technique for elemental analyze of various matrices, such as 
environmental, geochemical [4][5], archeology [6], food [7] and air particulate matter [8]. 
Unfortunately, this technique has some disadvantages. INAA take time for full analysis 
because each radionuclide has a different a half-life, from short to long half-life. This case 
will become a crucial issue if a lot of samples analyzed by multi-element analysis requests. 
The NAA is also dependence to the reactor operation that provides a neutron source. One of 
the obstacles in own NAA laboratory is the limited human resources so as not to anticipate the 
needs analysis, both from consumers and from internal users for research. The aim of this 
work is to improve an efficiency of the NAA analysis, especially in a gamma counting 
system, we need improvement in counting system by applying the automation counting 
system. The design and construction of the sample changer in the laboratory of NAA at the 
Delft University of Technology have given ideas and a new inspiration in the design and 
development of sample changer. The sample changer has been developed to meet an essential 
requirement, easy to operate and long term reliability [9][10][11]. The automation system on 
data acquisition of -spectrometry should be applied to improve the NAA laboratory 
capability. The application of automatic systems in the laboratory will increase efficiency and 
laboratory resources. 
 
1.2. FLUX MAPPING 
 
Among various methods used in neutron activation analysis, the method of k0-Instrumental 
Neutron Activation Analysis (k0-INAA) has advantages on the automation application. 
Recently the utilization of k0 method for quantification of elements in various samples trends 
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to increase. It is independent of the availability of standard comparator [12][13], based on the 
numerical method and traceable to standard. The use of single radioisotope as a neutron flux 
monitor is also very beneficial [14]. However, this approach requires an accurate data of 
reactor parameter and counting system. 
 
One of the critical reactor parameter used on k0-method is a thermal neutron flux at the target 
position inside the irradiation capsule. The thermal neutron flux at the target on the irradiation 
capsule depends on the type of capsule material, the channel used and the reactor power. So 
far, the data of thermal neutron flux distribution inside the target capsule has not yet available 
for all irradiation channels used for NAA at GA. Siwabessy reactor. 
 
Thermal neutron flux of GA. Siwabessy reactor has been determined and published [15]. 
However, this study did not specify the type of irradiation capsule and the target distribution 
inside the capsule. In the k0 method, matrices and materials of the capsule were influential 
significantly in the quantitative calculations due to the interaction between a thermal neutron 
with various materials have a different effect [16]. Therefore, there is a need to determine the 
flux distribution accurately at the target capsule to optimize the k0-INAA method. 
 
1.3. EPITHERMAL INAA  
 
Epithermal instrumental neutron activation analysis has been used widely to determine the 
elements concentration at sample contained high concentration of Na, for instance, biological 
sample [17], geochemical [18] and marine sediments. This technique used a thermal neutron 
filter to inhibit the thermal neutron interacts with a nuclide target. The thermal neutron filter 
of Cd and Boron can reduce the Compton background caused by a 23Na(n,)24Na reaction. 
D.C. Stuart [19] and R.L. Njinga [20] have discussed the utilization of Cadmium and Boron 
as shielding for the thermal neutron. Boron has some advantages over Cadmium, in particular 
for the determination of short half radionuclide using short irradiation at the high flux reactor. 
Boron has the capability to filter higher energy than that Cadmium [19]. As a result, it could 
be used for many elements. Compare to Cd filter; the Boron was not strongly activated. 
 
Two parameters have been used to characterize the epithermal neutron activation analysis, i.e. 
Boron ratio, Cd ratio and Advantage factor. The RB and RCd have been calculated using 
formula as following [19], 
 

𝑅 𝑜𝑟 𝑅 =  =
.∅   .∅

 .∅
=  

.∅

 .∅
+  1     (1) 

 
Where A and AC are the activities obtained from irradiation without and with neutron filter 
cover respectively, th is the thermal neutron-cross section, th is a thermal neutron flux, epi is 
an epithermal neutron flux, I0 is the resonance integral (include 1/v contribution), and epi is 
epithermal neutron cross-section. Meanwhile, the advantage factor, Favg, relative to the 24Na, 
was calculated using formula [19], 
 

 𝐹 =  
( )

( )
         (2) 

 
Where (RB)Na is Boron ratio for Na and (RB)Element is Boron ratio for each determined 
elements. 
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2. MATERIAL AND MEASUREMENT 
 
2.1. AUTOMATED SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
Three mechanical arms of X, Y, and Z, were obtained from Hiwin, Taiwan. Each component 
is equipped with a stepper motor from Vexta Stepping Motor, Japan. They consist of one unit 
models CSK-566-NA equipped with PK-566-NAV stepper motors and drivers. One unit of 
model CSK-596-NAP with PK-596-NAP stepper motor plus driver, and one unit of CSK-
543-NAP model with a PK-543-NAP stepper motor and drivers.  
 
Controller was purchased from Arcus Technology, USA, model PMX-4ET-SA that can 
control up to 8 motors and drivers. This controller connected to the PC through an Ethernet 
cable and D-Link hub. Three switches power supply, obtained from a local company, will 
provide a power supply for the sample changer system.  
 
Sample support made from flexi-glass purchased from the local company. The sample support 
was backed up by six aluminum rods to ensure the stability and coordinate of sample position. 
This sample support provides 200 holes to accommodate an irradiated sample up to 200 
samples, both for 0.7 mL and 1.7 mL Polyethylene vial respectively. The sample clamp is 
designed to take both sizes of 5 mm and 13 mm diameter. 
 
2.2. FLUX MAPPING 
 
Three mg of Al-0, 1% Au (IRMM 532RC, wire, purity 99.99%) were weighed and put it into 
0.2 mL cleaned PE micro-vial (Cole Parmer). Targets were then arranged to form a stack and 
layer inside irradiation capsule using a polyethylene tube, to fix a position at axial direction as 
described at previous publication [21]. For PE capsule, 32 micro-vials (32 positions) formed 
four layers, while there are 24 micro-vials (24 positions) on Al capsule formed three layers 
(Figure 1). 
 

 
FIG. 1. The configuration of the target for the thermal neutron flux mapping study [21]. 

 
The target was irradiated in the rabbit facility of RS01 and RS02 at a reactor power of 15 
MW. The results of induced radiation were counted using a high-resolution HPGe detector for 
15 minutes after the cooling time of 1-2 days. The Region of Interest (ROI) for energy peak of 
E= 411.80 keV produced from a nuclear reaction of 197Au(n,)198Au were determined. 
Thermal neutron flux was calculated by the k0 software provided by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) while the open-source software of R statistics from CRAN have been 
used for a flux mapping. 
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The capsule position number 1 to 7 on the same layer is determined from the results of the 
calculation while for the eight positions can be determined precisely. The assumption used is 
that the high Flux is placed close to the terrace, to the lowest course being away from the 
terrace. Since the distance is quite small, estimated to be slight difference flux. The 
polyethylene tubes were used to determine the location for the vertical direction (axial), which 
means that position one on 1st layer, will correspond to position one on 2nd layer, 3rd layer, 
and 4th layer respectively. 
 
2.3. EPITHERMAL INAA 
 
Fifty mg of NIST Standard Reference Materials was weighted on cleaned 1.7 mL micro Vial 
(Cole Parmer, Polyethylene, 983 mg/L) and was sealed using hot glass rod. Then target 
placed inside Cd-tube (Figure 2) and Flexi-Boron (Shieldwerx USA, 25.3% Boron isotope) 
filter (Figure 3). The Cd-foil of 0.7 mm and Flexi-Boron of 3.4 mm thick have been used as 
thermal neutron filter. Irradiations have been carried out at the channel of rabbit system at a 
reactor power of 15 MW for 900 seconds for Flexi-Boron, and 30 seconds for Cd-filter. 
 

 
FIG. 2. Cd-foil container (left), and target configuration on Polyethylene capsule (right). 

 

 
FIG. 3. Flexi-boron container (left), and target configuration on Aluminum capsule (right). 

 
The irradiated samples were removed from the filter. The result of induced nuclear reaction 
was measured using a high-resolution HPGe detector (Canberra, Coaxial type, Resolution of 
1.99 keV at 1332.4 keV of 60Co, P/C=40) after 5-10-minute cooling time for 180 seconds 
counting time. The gamma ray spectrum analysis has been done using the free PC Hypermet. 
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3. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
3.1. AUTOMATED SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
Sample changer was designed to meet the needs in the laboratory NAA, in particular, to 
acquire a data spectral emitted by the irradiated target. The sample changer designed has X, 
Y, Z-type, simple and can handle a lot of samples. This system could be integrated to existing 
Multichannel Analyzer and can be operated using in-house software. The use of automation in 
data collection is one way to overcome the shortage of resources and increased efficiency in 
the laboratory. 
 

 
 

FIG. 4. Sample changer connected to the HPGe detector. 
 
Figure 4 shown the automated sample changer that has been built at own NAA laboratory. 
The sample changer consists of four main parts, namely the detector, sample handler system, 
sample storage and control box. Whole dimension is 120 cm (Width) x 120 cm (Height) x 90 
cm (Depth). The HPGe detector (vertical type, coaxial, efficiency of 25%, resolution 1.66 at 
E = 1332.4 keV of 60Co, P/C = 61.1) is placed inside a detector chamber from Nuclear Data, 
located at left side. The detector chamber can be opened manually from the top side. 
Meanwhile, the control box is located at right side of sample changer. Sample storage located 
at the center of the sample changer shielded with Pb.  
 
3.1.1. Hardware Characteristics 
 
Three axes have been provided to support a movement on x, y and z-direction. This XYZ 
system is relatively simple and does not require a large space. Four stepper motor and drivers 
are responsible for handling the sample. All motor will be controlled using Arcus 
Programmable Controller obtained commercially. The system has been equipped with auto-
switch on each axis to protect the system from over-run. 
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FIG. 5. X, Y, Z axis component on sample changer. 

 
The sample changer has equipped with two types of sample storages surrounded by lead-
shield, and it will support up to 200 samples vial. Pb-shield is used to protect the operator 
from radiation emitted from the irradiated sample, and also to reduce a background on the 
detector. The dimension of sample storage is 50 cm (W) to 80 cm (L) which provided 200 
precision holes. This storage will support up to 200 samples which have a diameter of 7 mm 
and 13 mm of polyethylene vial respectively. 
 

 
FIG. 6. Sample holder accommodates up to 200 irradiated samples type A (0.7 mL) and type B (1.7 
mL) vial. 
 
Sample clamp is mounted on the Z-axis, which moves up and down. We use an 
electromagnetic system mechanism to open and to close the brace. This clamp can be applied 
for the small vial (5 mm Diameter) and other larger vial (13 mm Diameter). In the first stage, 
the counting position above the detector is set manually.  
 
A control box accommodates the Arcus programmable controller (A), power supply (C) and 
driver (B). This control box located at left side of the sample changer for easy for 
maintenance (Figure 8). 
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FIG. 7. Sample clamp is used to take the irradiated target from sample support and to move it to 

detector chamber. The sample clamp use the electromagnetic properties. 
 

 
FIG. 8. Control box unit accommodate Arcus controller (A), driver (B) and Power Supply (C). 

 
3.1.2. Movement 
 
Sample changer has three movements, each in the x, y and z-direction. This movement is 
conventional system and simple. Movement speed is about two to three minutes to put the 
sample on the detector and return it to the initial position. The optimum speed of movement 
can be set using a program from Arcus software. This period is relatively slow when 
compared to the advanced robotic systems. 
 
Home position, where the initial position of sample clamp, is at X=0, Y=0, and Z=0, located 
close to the detector chamber and sample position number one. Z-axis has up and down; Y-
axis has movement backward and forwards while X-axis has movement on approaching and 
away from the detector. 
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FIG. 9. Block diagram of automatic sample changer for data acquisition. 

 
After initiation process finish, the sample clamp will move to HOME position and the sample 
changer is ON, ready to use. From HOME, at Z default position, the sample clamp moves to 
the 1st sample position. Sample clamp will take the sample by clamping vial, then move it up 
to the Z = 0 position. Furthermore, the sample holder on the X-axis moving closer to the 
detector and stopped right above the detector. Z-axis than moving down until locating the 
sample position above the detector, until it reaches the sample position above the detector. 
Clamp open and put the sample in a predetermined geometry counting position. Sample 
clamp then moves to the HOME position, and the system will execute the MCA for data 
acquisition. 
 
3.1.3. Calibration 
 
Two calibrations should be performance before using sample changer to assure an exact 
position of sample and detector coordinate (x, y and z value). The sample position calibration 
has been done using Performax ET program from Arcus software by moving a sample brace 
at X, Y and Z direction. The result of calibration store at NAASamplePosition.ini. 
 
Calibration, the geometric position of the sample on above detector, was calibrated with the 
same procedure. Each counting position should be calibrated, and the result was stored on the 
NAADetector Chamber.ini for a difference counting distance from the surface detector. 
 
3.1.4. Software 
 
Figure 10 shown the interface of BATAN Automatic Data Acquisition for Gamma 
Spectrometry (BADAGS). The software is running under Windows 32 platform. This 
software used to control both the operation of sample changer and the data acquisition from 
the multichannel analyzer. The sample changer was controlled by software through the 
Ethernet cable connected to Arcus controller. 
 
The software has been initiated using basic programming language under the window. This 
software is designed to run the sample changer that is simple, easy to use and is user-friendly. 
Meanwhile to acquire the data from the detector, we access the MCA through an interface of 
Multiport II from Genie (Figure 11). The initiation procedure should be done before operate 
the sample changer. This process will read the NAASamplePosition.ini and the 
NAADetectorChamber.ini created at the calibration step above. 
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FIG. 10. Main windows of data acquisition for sample changer. 

 

 
FIG. 11. Access to an existing Multichannel Analyzer (MCA) through interface Multiport II from 
Canberra. 
 
This software provides three modes of operation, namely manual, automatic and auto-
sequence mode. Manual mode is very useful for energy calibration and scanning the activity 
obtained from the irradiated sample. The automatic mode should be used on the irradiated 
sample that has the same geometric position and dead time. This automatic mode is suitable 
for an NAA comparative method. Meanwhile, the auto-sequence mode should be used for 
sample batch with difference activity or difference counting position. This process is very 
useful for k0-method. 
 
Figure 12 shown the block diagram of integration system for BADAGS software, installed on 
PC, how to control the sample changer and to access to the detector through Multiport II 
(Figure 11). The output of the system is two spectral with *.txt and *.cnf extension format 
stored on data directory. The next future, the spectra data can be used as input to the gamma 
spectrum analysis, either using Hyperlab, PC-Hypermet or other similar software. Table 1 
shows the technical specification of sample changer. It consists of four part, hardware, 
control, software, and detector. 
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FIG. 12. Block diagram of integration system for data acquisition using Multiport II. 

 
TABLE 1. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF SAMPLE CHANGER 

Parameters Specification 
1. Hardware  
1.1. Type XYZ type purchased from HIWIN, Taiwan 

KK10020C-1280A1-F3S2-CSK596NAP 
KK8610C-740A1-F5S2--CSK566NAP 
KK6605C-1280A1-F3S2--CSK543NAP 

1.2. Operation Mode a. Manual 
b. Automatic 
c. Auto-sequence 

1.3. Sample Volume and 
dimension 

Type A: 0.7 mL, 7 mm (D) x 14 mm (H) 
Type B: 1.7 mL, 13 mm (D) x 24 mm (H) 

1.4. Vial materials High density Polyethylene 
1.5.  Sample capacity Max 200 samples for both type A and Type B 
1.6 Sample brace type Clamping system with two fingers, Electromagnetic system. 
1.7. Sample holder Two flexi-glass with 200 holes, one for 8.5 mm diameter (Type A), and 

other for 14 mm diameter (Type B).  
Dimension: 40 cm (W) x 80 cm (L) x 1 cm (H) 

1.8. Support for sample 
holder 

Al-rod materials, 25 cm high from table surface. 

2. Control  
2.1. Controller Arcus Technology, USA, type: PMX-4ET-SA 
2.2. Motor and driver Three stepping motor taken from VEXTA, Japan 

X-axis: Model PK-566-NA, DC 1.4A, 1.1  
Y-axis: Model PK-596-NA, DC 2.8A, 0.47  
Z-axis: Model PK-543-NA, DC 1.0A, 1.0  

2.3. Power supply Local company,  
3. Software  
3.1. Name BATAN Data Acquisition for Gamma Spectrometry 
3.2. Product Self-Development 
3.3. OS Windows 
3.4. Platform 32 bit 
4. Detector system  
4.1. Detector Canberra, Coaxial type, HPGe, 25% eff, Resolusi:1.9 at E 1332 keV of 

60Co, P/C = 50 
4.2.  MCA Canberra, Multiport II 
4.3.  HVPS Canberra, Model 31060 
4.4.  Amplifier Canberra, Fast Spectroscopy Amplifier, Model 2024 
4.5.  NIM Bin Model 2100 
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FIG. 13. Box-Whisker for neutron flux distribution at PE and Al capsule for RS-01 and RS-02 
irradiation channels of GA Siwabessy reactor [21]. 

 

 
FIG. 14. The average thermal neutron flux for each layer on the PE and Al capsule [units given in 

n.cm - 2.s -1] [21]. 
 
3.2. FLUX MAPPING 
 
Characteristic of thermal neutron flux at different capsule and irradiation channel is vital for 
k0 calculation. Figure 13 show the Box-Whisker graphic for the distribution of average 
thermal neutron flux in Al and PE capsule at the RS01 and RS02 channels respectively. 
Average thermal neutron flux at the PE capsule was relatively higher than that in the Al 
capsule, or about 1.5 times greater. PE capsule contained more H atom, either on the capsule 
and micro-vial, compared to the Al capsule. The existence of H atoms will moderate the fast 
neutrons to the thermal neutron. As a result, the number of thermal neutrons inside the 
irradiation capsule will increase significantly. In contrast, for Al capsule, the contribution of 
H seemed slight. It could also mean that the impact of H is higher for bigger of PE contained 
[17]. The average value of the thermal neutron flux in at RS02 channel relatively higher 
compared to that at RS01 channels, both for PE capsule and Al capsule. 
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The utilization of plastic tube helped us to locate a position at axial direction. Meanwhile, it 
was hard to locate in a radial direction. The degradation on axial direction was determined by 
the average of all flux value obtained at the same layer. The PE capsule consist four layers 
while Al capsule has three layers as shown in Figure 14, and each layer consisted of eight 
targets. The flux measurement results at axial direction did not indicate any significant flux 
degradation, either for PE capsule or Al capsules, as shown in Figure 4. Irradiation position of 
rabbit capsule located at 30 cm above the ground, or in the middle position of fuel elements 
(60 cm), on the outside of the reactor core. The height of irradiation capsule is 10 cm for Al 
and 12 cm for PE. This size is relatively small compare to that of the fuel element. 
 
An accurate result of neutron flux mapping is highly demanded in the k0 method. The use of 
flux monitors can be reduced if the map of thermal neutron flux could be realized for each 
capsule type and irradiation channels. Mapping of thermal neutrons flux is presented in the 
form of a contour map, as shown in Figure 15 to Figure 17.  
 
Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows the contour map of thermal neutron flux on the PE capsule at 
RS-01 and RS-02 channels, for layer 1 (top) to layer 4 (bottom) respectively. Contour map for 
the RS01 and RS02 on PE capsule showed a systematic pattern on each layer. The flux 
density of the left side is higher than that to the right side, from about 6.5×1013 n.cm-2.s-1 to 
4.0×1013 n.cm-2.s-1. It means the left side indicated that the target position was close to the 
core. The capsule has a fix position at channels irradiation. It was not possible to determine an 
exact position in the radial direction of each layer. The difference of flux on each layer was 
slight, of about (1.0-1.5) x1013 n.cm-2.s-1. In this condition, the capsule received a neutron 
came from one direction. Thus, the target inside the capsule was not possible to get a 
homogeneous neutron flux. 
 
The Al capsule provided three layers for the target, which contain a total of 24 points for flux 
determination (Figure 16). The results of mapping flux showed a similar pattern with the 
pattern obtained in PE capsule. However, the amount of thermal neutron flux was smaller. It 
also suggested that the capsules were in a position fix during irradiation took place.  For the 
RS-01, the thermal neutron flux moved significantly from 3.8×1013 n.cm-2s-1 at left side to 
3.0×1013 n.cm-2s-1 at right side. In the case of RS-02 channel, the flux moved from 
4.0×1013 n.cm-2s-1 at left side to 3.0×1013 n.cm-2s-1 at right side. Same with PE capsule, the 
diversity was very small, of about 1,0×1013 n.cm-2s-1. 
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(a) RS01, PE, 1st layer 

 

 
(b) RS01, PE, 2nd layer 

 
(c) RS01, PE, 3rd layer 

 
(d) RS01, PE, 4th layer 

 
FIG. 15. Contour map of the thermal neutron flux at the PE capsule for RS01 channel, for 1st layer 
(left) to 4th (a,b,c,d)[21]. 
 
 

 
(a) RS02, PE, 1st layer 

 
(b) RS02, PE, 2nd layer 
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(c) RS02, PE, 3rd layer 

 
(d) RS02, PE, 4th layer 

FIG. 16. Contour map of the thermal neutron flux at the PE capsule at RS02 for 1st layer (left) to 4th 
(a,b,c,d)[21]. 
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(a) RS01, AL, 1st layer  

(c) RS01, AL,2nd layer 
 

 
(c)  RS01, AL,3rd  layer 

 
(d) RS02, AL,1st layer 

 

 
(e)  RS02, AL,2nd layer 

 
(e) RS02, AL,3rd layer 

 
FIG. 17. Contour map of the thermal neutron flux at the Al capsule for the RS01 channel (a,b,c) and 

RS02 channel (d,e,f) for 1st to 3rd layer respectively [21]. 
 
3.3. EPITHERMAL INAA 
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Gamma heating and high activity caused by irradiated Cd foil should be considered carefully 
because the experiment carried out at high flux reactor. The PE capsule is good enough for 
short irradiation at low power reactor of 1 MW for 180 seconds irradiation. After a cooling 
time of about 5 minutes, the radiation expose will decrease to 200-300 mRem where we can 
open the capsule and safe in 1 minute. After encapsulated, the irradiated sample than counted 
at 42 mm distance of detector and the dead time was 1%. This condition was suitable in the 
elemental analysis of Cl, Br, I, Ca, V and Mg through 38Cl (E=1642 keV, t1/2=37.21 min), 
82mBr(E=554.3 keV, t1/2=6.1 min), 128I(E=442.9keV, t1/2=24.99 min), 49Ca(E=3084.4 keV, 
t1/2=8.72 min), 52V(E=1434.0 keV, t1/2=3.75 min)  and 27Mg (E=843.8 keV, t1/2=9.46 min) 
respectively. At the high power of 15 MW, utilization of PE capsule for epithermal INAA is 
not recommended. It is due to the melting of the majority of the target vial in the capsule. The 
aluminum capsule is the best result for 15 MW reactor power for 900 seconds irradiation 
time. What radiation exposes at the target surface was 200 mRem after 10-minute cooling 
time. The Al-metal have good enough a heat transfer proprieties compare to the PE-capsule. 
However, the uses of capsules Al only suitable to determine a nuclide which has a medium 
half-life, such as Na, Mn, K, Sb, Fe.  
 
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the comparison of two gamma ray spectra obtained with and 
without thermal neutron filter of 0.7 mm thick Cd-filter and 3.4 mm thick Flexi-Boron. The 
utilization of Flexi-boron will reduce the Compton background significantly more than ten 
times lower. In spectra without the filter, we are difficult to locate a gamma peak of 443.9 
keV for 128I, but in the spectra with filter, the 128I could be identified. High Compton 
background produced by 23Na(n,)24Na nuclear reaction can be reduced significantly. 
 
Table 3 show the result of RCd and Fadv for a selected short half-life nuclide using Cd-filter, 
while Table 4 show RB and Fadv,B for Flexi-Boron filter. Table 5 shown a comparison of 
Advantage Factor (Fadv) for a selected element on Boron filter. 
 
 

 
FIG. 18. Comparison of -Spectra obtained from irradiated Typical Diet sample for epithermal NAA 
using Cd-foil as thermal neutron filter at 15 MW for 30-second irradiation. The sample was SRM 
NIST Typical Diet [22] . 
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FIG. 19. Comparison of -Spectra obtained from irradiated Typical Diet sample for epithermal NAA 
using Flexi-Boron filter at 15 MW for 600-second irradiation. The sample was SRM NIST Typical 
Diet. 
 
TABLE 3. THE RESULT OF RCd AND Fadv,Cd USING 0.7 MM THICKNESS OF CD FOIL AT 1 
MW POWER REACTOR [21] 

Element 
determined 

Isotope 
measured 

This work Stuart [19] 
Calculate [19] 

RCd  Favd RCd Fadv 
As 76As 2.7 10.4 1.9 14 2.8 
Au 198Au 2.9 9.6 2.1 13 2.1 
Br 80Br 2.1 13.3 2 13 1.9 
Cl 38Cl 20 1.4 43.5 - 36 
I 128I 1.2 23.3 1.3 21 1.7 
K 42K 14 2.0 23 - 20 

Mn 56Mn 19 1.5 16 - 18 
Na 24Na 29 1 28 - 27 
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TABLE 4. THE RESULT OF RB AND Fadv,B USING 3.4 MM THICKNESS OF FLEXI-BORON 
FILTER 

Element 
determined 

Isotope 
measured 

N Max Min Average Median SD Fadv 

Al 28Al 4 21.1 18.6 19.7 19.6 2.4 2.1 
As 76As 7 4.8 1.7 3.2 3.5 1.0 12.7 
Au 198Au 3 7.1 1.3 4.1 3.9 2.4 10 
Br 82mBr 4 7.0 3.5 4.5 3.7 1.5 9.1 
Ca 49Ca 4 21.0 14.6 17.7 17.6 2.3 2.3 
Cl 38Cl 3 29.2 20.9 24.0 21.8 3.7 1.7 
I 128I 7 2.8 1.8 2.0 1.9 0.4 20.5 
K 42K 11 60.9 21.8 33.6 30.6  10.5 1.2 
La 140La 10 41.6 8.1 22.1 17.5 10.3 1.8 

Na 24Na 12 85.2 22.3 40.8 33.5 17.7 1 
Sb 122Sb 8 3.9 1.6 2.6 2.4 0.9 15.5 

Sm 153Sm 12 7.5 2.3 4.3 3.5 1.6 9.6 
Th 233Pa 10 7.4 1.8 3.2 2.5 1.6 12.6 
Ti 51Ti 2 7.8 6.0 6.9 6.9 0.9 5.9 

U 239Np 4 2.2 0.8 1.8 2.1 0.6 22.6 
V 52V 4 39.3 21.2 31.3 32.4 6.9 1.3 
Zr 97Zr 3 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.1 32.7 

 
TABLE 5. ADVANTAGE FACTORS OF SELECTED ELEMENTS AND COMPARE TO 
STUART’S DATA FOR FLEXI-BORON FILTER 

Elements 
This work DC. Stuart [19] 

RB FAvg RB FAvg 

K 31 1.3 41 - 

Zr 1.2 32.7 1.3 49 

Sm 4.3 9.6 7.2 8.1 
Sb 2.6 15.5 3.6 - 
Th 3.2 12.6 4.9 13 
La 23 1.8 34 1.9 

U 1.8 22.6 2.9 - 

Sb 2.6 14.9 3.6 - 
Br 4.5 9 3.9 16 
I 2.4 21 2.6 25 

Au 4.1 10 9.5 6.7 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The automated sample changer for -spectrometry have been realized and can be operated. 
This sample changer can accommodate a sample up to 200 sample, both for small and larger 
vial. Integration between the automatic sample changer and the existing counting system have 
been performed using self-development software of BATAN Data Acquisition for  -
spectrometry (BADAGS). 
 
The flux mapping showed that the flux distribution in the target depends on the type of the 
irradiation capsule and channels used. The flux distribution on PE capsule was higher than 
that on Al capsule, both for RS01 and RS02 channels. In general, thermal neutron flux at 
RS02 channel was greater than that on RS01 channels. Thermal neutron flux at each position 
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of the target does not indicate uniformity, both for the capsule PE and Al. Contour map of 
thermal neutron flux for each layer had a similar pattern with a small diversity of all type of 
the irradiation capsule. 
 
Epithermal neutron activation analysis method has been optimized using both Cd-foil and 
Flexi-Boron neutron filter. Cd foil and Flexi-Boron filter are suitable for short-half-life 
radionuclide determination at 1 MW power reactor. While for medium half-life nuclide, the 
Flexi-Boron is recommended to be used. 
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Abstract 
 
The automation of Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) can benefit from a modern open system 

architecture (OpenNAA), that allows users to combine the best sub-systems, such as data acquisition, sample 
changers, and data processing modules, into one system, in a simple, modular, reliable, platform independent 
way. The development of the OpenNAA software provides an architecture that abstracts the various 
hardware/software and software/software interactions, and allows the development of interchangeable software 
modules for: communication with data acquisition systems, and specialised hardware such as sample changers, 
sample loaders; storage and retrieval of spectral data; data analysis; and searching and retrieval of analysis data. 
The adoption of OpenNAA based software by facilities will provide a path for easy migration to new hardware 
and software in the future, while preserving existing investments. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
 
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) is a sensitive multi-element nuclear analytical technique 
that has been routinely applied to a wide range of environmental, nutritional, health related, 
geological and geochemical studies [1]. Over the years Research Reactor (RR) facilities have 
been using NAA to deliver analytical services to the community, and  currently there exists a 
mature core of accurate methods and algorithms for peak area determination, identification 
and quantification. 
 
However, expansion of NAA services across the wide range of RR facilities and potential 
new user groups outside of these facilities, poses a number of challenges [2]. Basic NAA is 
somewhat time consuming and makes inefficient use of the analysts time. While automation 
offers substantial improvement in this regard, to implement, it usually requires access to 
significant engineering resources. There are few commercial off the shelf products and limited 
system architecture standards in this area, thus system designers are forced to purchase all 
their components from the same manufacturer, which limits their choices and increases the 
cost. 
 
Current NAA software lack key components, such as universal data acquisition hardware 
interfaces, and data management and quality assurance tools. In addition hardware 
manufacturers and software developers, commercial or otherwise, usually implement 
proprietary internal and external interfaces to the various components of the NAA chain, with 
little thought to standardization. Thus there are no standardized software interfaces to data 
acquisition hardware that will allows the construction of vendor neutral systems, where a 
subsystem from one vendor could be quickly and easily interfaced with a similar or 
complementary one from another. What is generally available are software toolkits that 
facilitate access and control of vendor hardware. However these are not standardized and 
usually require additional non-trivial resources to incorporate them into existing systems. 
Major NAA software packages such as k0-IAEA [k-zero], Kaywin [k-win], GammaVision 32 
[gamma32], and Canberra Genie 2000 [genie] all have differing internal application 
programming interfaces (API) and are unable to share functionality seamlessly.  
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This lack of a single system platform resulting from fragmented development efforts over the 
years, limits the appeal of NAA as a modern analytical technique, and key features such as 
automation, are placed outside of the reach of many NAA laboratories and user groups that do 
not have access to significant engineering resources.  
 
What is needed is a modern open system architecture for NAA (OpenNAA) [3], that allows 
users to combine the best sub-systems, such as data acquisition, sample changers, and data 
processing modules, into one system. The key to providing this common architecture lies in 
software that will provide an abstraction layer for various hardware/software and 
software/software interactions, and chart a path for easy migration to new hardware and 
software, while preserving existing investments. 
 
1.2. OBJECTIVES 
 
The objective of the research proposal is the development of an architectural framework 
specification (OpenNAA), and reference implementation. It will be developed as open source 
for active participation by the NAA community, and be specified as C bindings, because C is 
a mature, proven and stable language and is available on all platforms, with wrappers for 
C++, Java and other languages easily generated. The specification will offer one coherent set 
of functionalities that reflect the feature, service and capability requirements of the NAA 
process in the real world, decoupling the Application Programming Interface (API) from its 
implementation, such that a system architect can replace one implementation by a more 
appropriate one, without changing the rest of the system. 
 
The OpenNAA framework specification will define a common programming interface 
between an application and various classes of operations in the NAA process such as: system 
management; data acquisition and control; data input / output; spectrum processing; nuclide 
library management; reference library management; and analysis data management. 
 
The implementation will provide one common core library that can load plugins for each 
function or class of function.  
 
This model provides 2 useful features: 
 

(1) Functions from multiple providers can be used in the same system; 
(2) Support for new hardware and software interfaces can be easily added by creating and 

registering a new plugin, without having to rewrite the whole library or application. 
 
The framework will provide a low level application programming interface (API) for 
maximum flexibility, and a high level API  designed to remove complexity and accelerate 
design time by providing functions that wrap low level API functions, to deliver the basic 
requirements of developers in terms of functionality. An extension mechanism is also 
available to enable interactions with new hardware in the future without having to change the 
API. 
 
The OpenNAA low level and high level API provide functions to handle: 
 

 System configuration, loading and unloading of system libraries; 
 Communication with data acquisition systems, specialised hardware such as sample 

changers, sample loaders, etc; 
 Storage and retrieval of spectral data; 
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 Data analysis functions to perform peak energy, shape and efficiency calibrations, 
peak area determination, peak validation, corrections and quantification; nuclide 
library management; reference library management; and 

 Searching and retrieval of analysis data. 
 
The specification will introduce the use of descriptive metadata to capture information 
relevant to the analysis of the samples, for use by the data management system, such as: 
sample label; unique analytical identifier; project identifier; sample description, type and 
collection date; reference identifier; irradiation date, time, flux, duration, and batch identifier; 
sample counting date, time, duration and counting geometry; among other information. The 
use of metadata will greatly enhance the possibilities for the development of intuitive user 
interfaces for viewing, searching, and analyzing the data collected. 
 
2. ARCHITECTURE 
 
2.1. INTEGRATED DATA MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE 
 
The NAA process (Figure 1) is relatively straightforward, although the data processing can 
require some sophistication to take account for interferences and other details. Prepared 
samples are first irradiated in a reactor neutron field, then moved to either a holding device for 
decay or directly to a detector where data acquisition commences. After counting the sample 
is either returned to the reactor neutron field for re-irradiation or sent to a sample dump. In 
highly automated RR facilities specialized devices may be employed to perform sample 
loading, ultra fast pneumatic transfer, sample decay, and batch sample counting. 
 

For spectrum analysis, peak channel versus energy, peak channel versus shape and or other 
initial calibrations are performed, followed by peak analysis, identification, validation, any 
specified corrections, quantification, and finally reporting. Sample management and 
preparation information such as sample identification, sub sampling details, analyte material 
preparation, packaging for irradiation, weighing, temporary and archival storage, and disposal 
information must also be captured to assist the accurate and efficient analysis of the samples. 
 
The OpenNAA architecture defines various classes of operations in the NAA process. These 
are: 
 

 System management 

FIG. 1. NAA Process. 
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 Data acquisition and control; 
 Data input/output; 
 Spectrum processing; 
 Nuclide library management; 
 Reference library management; 
 Analysis data management. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 shows the general architectural model of OpenNAA, which can be considered as a 
plugin model that provides one common core library that can load plugins for each function 
or class of function. This model provides two useful features: 
 

(1) Functions from multiple providers can be used in the same system; 
(2) Support for new hardware and software interfaces can be easily added by creating and 

registering a new plugin, without having to rewrite the whole library or application. 
 
3. RESULTS 
 
3.1. OPENNAA APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE 
 
OpenNAA is an application programming interface (API) that specifies a standard set of 
functions to perform Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). It provides a low level API for 
maximum flexibility, and a high level API designed to remove complexity and reduce design 
time by providing functions that wrap low level API functions, to deliver the basic 
requirements of developers in terms of functionality. 
 
The API is divided into several category of operations, with each category handling a 
particular functionality (Table 1). 
 
  

FIG. 2. OpenNAA architecture. 
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TABLE 1. API CATEGORIES AND THE FUNCTIONS THEY PERFORM 
System Management 

naaLoadLibrary Initialise system. 

naaUnloadLibrary Unload system and release any allocated memory. 

naaAllocateSpectrumMemory Allocate memory for spectrum data and processing. 

naaReleaseSpectrumMemory Release memory previously allocated for spectrum data and 
processing. 

naaGetLibraryInfo Retrieve system runtime information. 

naaGetSystemDatab Get system byte or string variable data. 

naaSetSystemDatab Set system byte or string variable data. 

naaGetSystemDatai Get system integer variable data. 

naaSetSystemDatai Set system integer variable data. 

naaGetSystemDataf Get system floating point variable data. 

naaSetSystemDataf Set system floating point variable data. 

naaGetSystemDatad Get system double variable data. 

naaSetSystemDatad Set system double variable data. 

naaEnableChannel Enables or disables a notification channel. 

naaIsChannelEnabled Returns a value indicating whether a specified notification 
channel is enabled or disabled. 

naaLogPrintf Writes formatted output to the specified notification 
channel. 

naaLogOptionsArray Writes formatted array output to a buffer 

naaLogDoubleArray Writes formatted double array data to a buffer 

naaFormatBinary Writes formatted binary spectrum data to a .buffer 

Data Acquisition and Control 

naaDeviceConnect Establishes a connection to an OpenNAA device. OpenNAA 
provides access to various categories of devices such as 
multichannel analysers (MCA), sample changers, sample 
loaders, etc. Access is initiated by opening a connection to a 
particular device (via this function), which establishes a 
communication channel to the device whether it resides on 
the same machine on which the OpenNAA instance is 
running, or  on a networked machine. If the device resides 
on a networked machine, then communication is managed 
by a OpenNAA device manager instance which should have 
been installed during installation. When an application has 
finished communicating with the device it should close the 
connection via the naaDeviceDisconnect function. 

naaDeviceDisconnect Closes an open connection to a OpenNAA device. 
OpenNAA provides access to various categories of devices 
such as multichannel analysers (MCA), sample changers, 
sample loaders, etc. Access is initiated by opening a 
connection to a particular device (via this function), which 
establishes a communication channel to the device whether 
it resides on the same machine on which the OpenNAA 
instance is running, or  on a networked machine. If the 
device resides on a networked machine, then communication 
is managed by a OpenNAA device manager instance which 
should have been installed during installation. When an 
application has finished communicating with the device it 
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should close the connection via this function. 

naaGetDeviceList Retrieve the list of devices on the local machine (local) and 
on the network (remote). 

naaSetDeviceEventListener Register a function to be invoked whenever device events 
occur. 

naaRemoveDeviceEventListener Remove the device event notification function if one has 
been registered. 

naaGetDeviceProperties Retrieve the list of properties for a specified device. 

naaGetDeviceIntProperty Get the value of a integer property for a specified device. 

naaSetDeviceIntProperty Set the value of a integer property for a specified device. 

naaGetDeviceDoubleProperty Get the value of a double property for a specified device. 

naaSetDeviceDoubleProperty Set the value of a double property for a specified device. 

naaGetDeviceStringProperty Get the value of a string property for a specified device. 

naaSetDeviceStringProperty Set the value of a string property for a specified device. 

naaGetDeviceTimeProperty Get the value of a time property for a specified device. 

naaSetDeviceTimeProperty Set the value of a time property for a specified device. 

naaSendDeviceMessage Send a string message to a specified device. 
CLEAR_COUNT_PRESET_AND_DATA 
STOP 
START 
GET_START_TIME 
GET_COUNT_TIME 
GET_ACTIVE_STATE 
GET_COUNT_PRESETS  
COPY_MCA_DATA_TO_SPECTRUM 

Data Input/Output 

naaGetSpectrumReader Retrieve details of a spectrum reader module 

naaGetSpectrumWriter Retrieve details of a spectrum writer module 

naaVerifySpectrumFormat Verify format of spectrum data. 

naaReadSpectrum Retrieve spectrum data stored in a file using a specified 
reader. 

naaWriteSpectrum Write spectrum data to a file using a specified writer. 

Spectrum Processing 

naaOptions Get/Set list of options for spectrum processing 

naaOptionsInfo Get/Set value of spectrum processing options. 

naaAddPeakAnalysisListener Add listener to receive notification of peak analysis 
processing events 

naaRemovePeakAnalysisListener Remove listener that receives notification of peak analyis 
processing events 

naaIdentifyPeaks Identify the peaks in a spectrum using the nuclide library 
and an energy calibration. 

naaAnalyseSpectrum Perform peak search, peak fit, peak identification, peak 
correction, peak validation, and peak quantification steps. 

naaAnalysePeaks Perform peak search, and peak fit. 

naaGetPeakQuantificationFunction Retrieve peak quantification functions. 

naaGetPeakCorrectionFunction Retrieve peak correction functions 
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naaGetPeakValidationFunction Retrieve peak validation functions 

naaQuantifyPeaks Perform peak area qunatification. 

naaFindPeaks Perform peak search. 

naaValidateSpectrumPeaks Perform validation of identified peaks 

naaCorrectSpectrumPeaks Perform correction of peak area values based on supplied 
correction functions  

Nuclide Library Management 

naaAddGammaLibrary Create a gamma library of nuclides and associated gamma 
lines in the system database. 

naaRemoveGammaLibrary Remove a gamma library and associated nuclides and lines 
from the system database. 

naaUpdateGammaLibrary Update the properties of a gamma library. 

naaAddGammaLibraryNuclide Add a nuclide to a gamma library. 

naaRemoveGammaLibraryNuclide Remove a nuclide from a gamma library. 

naaUpdateNuclideProperties Update the properties of a nuclide. 

naaGetNuclideProperties Get the properties of a nuclide. 

naaAddNuclideLine Add a gamma line to a nuclide. 

naaRemoveNuclideLine Remove a gamma line from a nuclide. 

naaUpdateNuclideLine Update the properties of a gamma line. 

naaGetNuclideLines Get the gamma lines associated with a nuclide. 

naaFindGammaLibraryById Retrieve name and description of gamma library. 

naaFindNuclideByName Retrieve a nuclide by its element code. 

naaFindNuclidesByGammaLibraryId Retrieve nuclides by their association with a gamma library. 

naaFindIsotopeLines Retrieve nuclide lines properties. 

naaFindElementIsotopes Retrieve list of element isotopes in system library. 

Reference Material Management 

naaAddReferenceMaterial Create a reference material library of elements and measured 
values in the system database. 

naaRemoveReferenceMaterial Remove a reference material library and measured values 
from the system database. 

naaUpdateReferenceMaterial Update the properties of a reference material library. 

naaAddReferenceMaterialElement Add an element with measured and uncertainty values to a 
reference material library 

naaRemoveReferenceMaterialElement Remove an element and its measured and uncertainty values 
from a reference material library 

naaUpdateReferenceMaterialElement Update the measured and uncertainty values of an element 
associated with a reference material library 

naaFindReferenceMaterialById Retrieve a reference material library by its identifier. 

naaFindReferenceMaterialByElement Retrieve reference material libraries by the element 
associated with it. 

naaFindReferenceMaterialByType Retrieve a reference material library by its material type. 

Analysis Data Management 

naaAddSpectrumIndex Add spectrum details to the analysis data management 
system index. 
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naaRemoveSpectrumIndex Remove spectrum details from the analysis data 
management system index. 

naaClearSpectrumIndexes Remove all spectrum details from the analysis data 
management system index. 

naaUpdateSpectrumIndex Update spectrum details in the analysis data management 
system index. 

naaGetSpectrumMetadata Retrieve metadata for a spectrum from the analysis data 
management system. 

naaAddSpectrumMetadata Add metadata for a spectrum to the analysis data 
management system. 

naaFindSpectrumByMetadataFieldc Retrieve spectrum files by their metadata field contents. 

naaGetAnalysisResultsBySampleLabel Retrieve the analysis results for a sample. 

 
 

 
FIG. 3. Using OpenNAA to implement a spectrum file conversion program. 

 
The OpenNAA library consists of a static system library file and a number of dynamically 
loaded function module library files which provide the implementation code. The association 
between the OpenNAA function and the code implementing it is defined in a configuration 
file at installation time. This file can be changed to replace various implementations with 
others.  
 
When using the system the naaLoadLibrary function must first be called to load the various 
function implementations and attach them to the system define roster of functions. Similarly 
when the system is being shutdown the naaUnloadLibrary function must be called to unload 
these functions and release any memory.  
 
3.2. SOME USE CASES 
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3.2.1. Spectrum file conversion 
 
A common need in a NAA laboratory is the conversion of spectrum data from one file format 
to another. The OpenNAA library contains functions that will simplify this process.  
 
3.2.2. Data acquisition 
 
Another common need in a NAA laboratory is the control of the variuous data acquisition 
systems to collect gamma spectrum data. The OpenNAA library provides a common 
programming method for the various multi-channel analyers and thus can simplify and 
streamline the process of gamma spectrum data collection. 

 
3.2.3. Spectrum Analysis 
 

FIG. 4. Using OpenNAA to implement a data acquisition program. 
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Another common need for a NAA laboratory is to automate the analysis of spectrum files. 
The OpenNAA library provides the functions necessary to load the spectrum data and analyse 
it for peaks. 
 

 
FIG. 5. Using OpenNAA to implement a spectrum analysis program. 

 
3.3. REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Reference Implementation applications have been developed to assist in defining and refining 
the API, and provide the reference example for the use of the code libraries. The desktop 
application (NbNaa) runs under Java on Windows and Linux and currently allows control of 
Ortec MCB, spectrum peak search and area determination, and nuclide library lookup. 
 
A web based application (naa20) was also developed to both test the ability of the library to 
be used in a web based environment, and to give some guidance as to whether it was feasible 
to develop a full fledged reference implementation using a web based approach, given the 
current trends in computing environments. 
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FIG. 6. OpenNAA based desktop application. 

FIG. 7. OpenNAA based desktop nuclide library manager. 
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FIG. 8. OpenNAA based web application nuclide library manager. 

 

 
FIG. 9. OpenNAA based web application spectrum library manager. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The adoption of open standards is a well known method of minimising the total cost of 
ownership (TCO) for systems, by maximising interoperability, and allowing organisations to 
mix and match components within their system. OpenNAA seeks to provide interoperability 
benefits within the NAA application space, ensuring consistency of functionality, and 
abstractness of the application programming interface. By using OpenNAA compliant system 
software, RR facilities and NAA laboratories will safeguard their investment, by ensuring that 
all components of their system, either purchased commercially or developed in-house will 
work together out of the box, at minimal cost. As RR facilities search for ways to increase 
their utilization, the expansion of NAA services and adoption of OpenNAA will provide a 
solid path for development way into the future. 
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Abstract 
 
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) has been established in Malaysian Nuclear Agency (Nuclear 

Malaysia) since 1980s. Most of the procedures established from sample registration to analysis are performed 
manually. These manual procedures carried out by the NAA laboratory personnel are time consuming and 
inefficient. Hence, system automation is developed in order to provide an effective method to replace redundant 
manual data entries and produce faster sample analysis and calculation process. This report explains NAA 
process in Nuclear Malaysia and describes the automation development in detail which includes sample 
registration software, automatic sample changer system which consists of hardware and software; and sample 
analysis software. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) activity has been started in Malaysian Nuclear Agency 
(Nuclear Malaysia) since 1983 with the establishment of the NAA laboratory, not long after 
the installation of the only nuclear research reactor in Malaysia, Nuclear Malaysia TRIGA 
Mark II reactor in 1982 which provides the neutron source for the NAA work [1]. During 
operational season, it is normally operated for four days per week and about six hours per day 
with operating power normally between 500-750 KW. There are several irradiation 
compartments available in the reactor for sample irradiation such as rotary rack, pneumatic 
transfer system and central thimble. The NAA system was set up as part of the reactor 
utilization program to provide elemental analysis needs for the research and training activities 
in this research centre as well as for other potential users in the country. Since then, the NAA 
has become a major analytical tool besides other analytical instruments employed in this 
research centre. It has been used as a reference analytical technique for elemental analysis, 
owing to its better accuracy compared to other analytical techniques. 
 
In Nuclear Malaysia, the NAA activity is normally performed by personnel of the Analytical 
Chemistry Application (ACA) group under the Division of Waste and Environmental 
Technology. The group employs eight gamma spectrometers consisting of HPGe detectors 
with various efficiencies ranging from 10 to 30%. Software used for gamma spectrum 
analysis are GammaVision and Genie 2000 supplied by Ortec and Canberra respectively. In 
routine NAA work, comparative method is used for quantitative analysis, in which suitable 
standards and reference materials are measured together with samples and blanks under a 
similar condition. List of nuclides for routine analysis of NAA method employed by the group 
is given in the Table 1 [2]. 
 
The NAA system in Nuclear Malaysia has been used by research communities, environmental 
consultants, regulators and users from various institutions and private companies in the 
country. Number of samples analyzed by the NAA technique was about 1,418 and 1,360 in 
2013 and 2014 respectively. Scope of research carried out by the ACA group within the last 
10 years were mostly on environment, such as on marine sediment pollution, trace and toxic 
elements in food and air particulate pollution [3-5]. The group also collaborates with other 
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research groups and institutions in the country in carrying out research activities in other 
fields including geology, archaeology and agriculture. 
 
TABLE 1. NAA ROUTINE ANALYSIS AT NUCLEAR MALAYSIA 

Procedure Elements Nuclides Half-life -ray Energies 
(keV) 

 
1. Irradiation: 1-5 min 
    (Short irradiation) 
     

Cooling: 10-20 min 
    Counting: 5 min 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Cooling: 24 hours      
    Counting: 1200-3600 sec 

 
Al 
V 
Ti 
Ca 
Mg 
Br 
I 

Cl 
Dy 
Mn 

 

 

28Al 
52V 
51Ti 
49Ca 
27Mg 
80Br 
128I 
38Cl 

165Dy 
56Mn 

 

 
2.32 min 
3.75 min 
5.79 min 
8.80 min 
9.46 min 
17.60 min 
25.00 min 
37.32 min 
2.32 min 
2.58 min 

 

 
1779 
1434 
320 

3083 
1014 
617 
443 

2168 
95 

847, 1811 
 

 
K 
Ga 
Na 

 
42K 

72Ga 
24Na 

 
12.40 hours 
14.10 hours 
15.00 hours 

 
 

1525 
834 

1368, 2754 
 

 
2. Irradiation: 6-12 hours 
    (Long irradiation) 
     

Cooling: 4-7 days 
Counting: 3600-7200 sec 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Cooling: 20-30 days 
    Counting: 3600-7200 sec 

 
W 
As 
Br 
La 
Sm 
U 
Sb 
Yb 
Lu 

 

 

187W 
75As 
82Br 

140La 
153Sm 
239Np 
122Sb 
175Yb 
177Lu 

 

 
24.00 hours 
26.40 hours 
32.40 hours 
40.20 hours 
46.80 hours 
2.35 days 
2.70 days 
4.20 days 
6.70 days 

 

 
686 

559, 657 
554, 776 

1596 
103 

228, 278 
564 
396 
208 

 
 

Nd 
Ba 
Rb 
Th 
Cr 
Yb 
Ce 
Hf 
Fe 
Sb 
Zr 
Tb 
Sc 
Ta 
Zn 
Cs 
Co 
Eu 

 

 

147Nd 
131Ba 
86Rb 
233Pa 
51Cr 

169Yb 
141Ce 
181Hf 
59Fe 

124Sb 
95Zr 

160Tb 
46Sc 

182Ta 
65Zn 
134Cs 
60Co 
152Eu 

 
11.10 days 
12.00 days 
18.70 days 
27.00 days 
27.80 days 
32.00 days 
32.50 days 
42.50 days 
45.10 days 
60.90 days 
65.50 days 
72.10 days 
83.80 days 

115.00 days 
243.90 days 
2.06 years 
5.25 years 

12.70 years 

 
531 
496 

1077 
312 
320 

177, 198 
145 
482 

1099, 1292 
603 
757 

299, 879 
889 

1221 
1116 
796 

1173, 1332 
122, 1408 
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FIG. 1. Established NAA procedure. 

 
The established NAA procedure in Nuclear Malaysia is illustrated in Fig. 1. Currently, most 
of the NAA processes established in Nuclear Malaysia are performed manually. The samples 
are recorded manually in a logbook and given series ID. Then all samples are recorded on the 
irradiation vial and several forms prior to irradiation. The NAA Counting Laboratory had only 
one detector equipped with a commercial automatic sample changer (ASC) which can 
perform round the clock measurement for up to 20 samples. Meanwhile, the other units of 
detector system are utilized manually with limited counting hours per day. The spectral report 
which produced from spectrum analysis software which is either GammaVision or Genie 
2000 is then manually extracted and transferred to a Microsoft Excel calculation sheet to 
generate specific concentration value of elements. Hence, the current NAA system in Nuclear 
Malaysia requires a lot of human intervention from the sample preparation until the data 
analysis and reporting. These manual procedures carried out by the NAA lab personnel are 
tedious, time consuming and inefficient. They attribute to high possibility of human error 
during the NAA laboratory process. The main goal of this project is to reduce the human 
intervention in the NAA laboratory process in Nuclear Malaysia by implementing system 
automation. The specific objectives of the project are as follows: 
 

1. To establish a computer program for automatic sample ID entry and form generation 
in sample preparation. 

2. To design and develop a cost-effective and efficient automatic sample changer for the 
sample measurement of induced radioactivity. 

3. To develop software for comparative method of data analysis that can load data from 
the gamma spectrometry software automatically. 

 
The system design and development will be described in the next section which is 
Methodology. Under the Methodology section, there will be three sub-sections that will 
explain in detail each component development of the system. The results are discussed in 
Results and Discussions section, followed by Conclusions section. 

Sample receiving and preparation 

Irradiation of samples 

Short Irradiation  
(short live nuclides)  

(30s-5min) 

Cooling period 

2
nd

 cooling – 24 hrs 

Long Irradiation  
(long live nuclides)  

(1- 6hrs) 

Spectrum & data analysis 

1
st

 cooling – 5-20 min 

Counting on gamma spectrometry  
5 – 20 min 

2
nd

 cooling – 21 days 1
st

 cooling – 3 days 

Cooling period 

Counting on gamma spectrometry  
1 hr or more 

Reporting of results 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 
A programmable automatic NAA system is developed to analyze multiple samples efficiently. 
The development consists of hardware and software from sample preparation stage to 
computation of elemental concentrations. The computer software is developed by using 
National Instruments LabView development package and is responsible in data management, 
hardware control, analysis and reporting while the hardware enables the counting to run 
automatically and continuously. The system development can be divided into five main 
components: 
 

(1) sample registration software; 
(2) ASC hardware; 
(3) ASC interface; 
(4) ASC control software; and 
(3) sample analysis software. 

 
All five main components are developed separately. Once completed and tested all the 
software are integrated. The ASC components are also integrated to produce a complete 
system of ASC. Therefore, the common point between the software and ASC is ASC control 
software. The overview of the system development is shown in Fig. 2. The details of each 
system component are explained in the next sub-sections. 
 

 
FIG. 2. NAA automation system overview. 

 
2.1. SAMPLE REGISTRATION SOFTWARE 
 
At sample receiving and preparation stage, samples are recorded manually in a logbook and 
given ID number. The lab personnel will then need to fill up two forms which are the sample 
registration and reactor forms. The objective of this system component is to create computer-
based data entry software during sample preparation stage. This is an effective method to 
replace redundant manual data entries that need to be completed by lab personnel. By 
implementing a simple algorithm, the ID number will be automatically generated for each 
sample in a batch. The software will also generate sample code for each sample in one batch, 
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create printable registration forms for administration purpose and store selected parameters 
that will be passed to ASC control software. As shown in Fig. 2, the parameters that will be 
passed are the sample ID and the respective weight. The developed sample registration 
software consists of one main program and two sub-programs listed as follows: 

 
(1) Main program: Samples Registration Form; 
(2) Sub programs: 

 Samples Registration Data Entry; 
 Samples Registration Save and Print. 

 
The main program controls the software operation sequence implemented by stacked 
sequence of LabView. The program flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. The first sub-program 
component, which is Samples Registration Data Entry, will be called as soon as the user 
executes the program. This sub-program will allow user to input information required for the 
sample registration. Next, the sample ID will be generated. The sample ID is standardized 
according to the format as shown in Fig. 4. A dedicated algorithm is implemented to generate 
this ID which is repeated for each duplicate (A-E) based on user selection in Data Entry. 
Finally the Sample Registration Save and Print sub-program will be called when the user is 
satisfied with the completed form to generate a printable form. A text file that comprises of 
sample IDs and respective weights is created for sample counting and analysis.  
 

 
FIG. 3. Software flowchart of samples registration form. 
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FIG. 4. Format for Sample ID. 
 

2.2. AUTOMATIC SAMPLE CHANGER (ASC) 
 
An ASC for NAA counting process is designed based on solid samples. It must be able to 
accommodate a large number of samples and these samples differ in the level of their activity 
by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, safety consideration is important due to the 
radioactive material that must be handled during the counting operation. Besides changing the 
samples for counting automatically, the developed system is aimed to reduce the radiation 
exposure to human during handling. Another important consideration is to obtain accurate 
results in the reproducibility of the sample to detector geometry during the measurement. The 
ASC is designed to accommodate up to 30 samples prepared in a 14 mm diameter and 32 mm 
length of sample vials per batch. As shown in Fig. 2, the ASC development comprises of 
three components which are the hardware, software and interfacing between the hardware and 
software. The overview of ASC system is shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
FIG. 5. Overview of ASC system design. 

 
Figure 6 shows the overall design of ASC hardware. Overall technical drawing is attached in 
Appendix A. The hardware consists of five main parts which are detector stage, sample 
magazine with transfer chamber at the bottom, counting station, waste container and hardware 
control unit. The transfer of vial from the sample magazine to counting station is made by 
pneumatic transfer through a flexible reinforced nylon hose. The opening and closing of the 
sample magazine, waste container and vial stopper actuators at the counting station are 
pneumatically controlled by electronic circuit.  Infrared (IR) sensing devices are placed at the 
bottom of sample magazine and counting station as indicator to check sample presence in 
sample magazine and start the counting process respectively. The sample changer features a 
remote waste container to prevent built-up activities near the counting station and to reduce 
background interference. The sample magazine, counting station and waste container are 
made of aluminum and internally filled with lead sheets. A movable detector stage that can 
customize sample distance is designed to optimize the count rate performance. These ASC 
hardware components will be integrated and interfaced with in-house computer control 
software. 
 

L 14 0001 A 

A = sample duplicates (A – E) 

14 = 2014 i.e current year 

001 = sample serial number 

L = external sample, D = internal sample 
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FIG. 6. Overall design of the ASC hardware. 

 
Two units of 5/2 way pneumatic solenoid valve, single unit of air service unit combination 
with the flow rate of 2700 l/min and electrical accessories are assembled in the control unit. 
The interface circuitry board between the ASC hardware and computer will also be placed in 
the unit. The interface to computer is developed using PIC microcontroller PIC16F877A. As 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, the communication medium for the interface is RS-232 where will 
receive and transmit data serially. The ASC interface will control three units of pneumatic 
valves and read two units of infrared (IR) sensors of ASC hardware. The flowchart of RS-232 
interface for ASC is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
FIG. 7. Flowchart of RS-232 interface using PIC microcontroller. 
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The ASC control software is responsible to control the sample transfer of ASC hardware and 
initiate the data acquisition and analysis process in GammaVision software. The flowchart of 
ASC control software design is shown in Fig. 8. There are three steps in the execution of the 
control software which are initialization settings, counting sequence setup and data 
acquisition process. The data acquisition process and analysis is performed by GammaVision 
by using JOB Control Service where JOB file for each sample is created by the ASC control 
software in text file format based on input settings and call upon with GammaVision 
following the sample counting sequence set up by the user. 
 

 
FIG. 8. Flowchart of ASC control software. 

 
For the final step of the control software which is data acquisition process, there are six states 
involved in the design. The state machine is illustrated in Fig. 9. During the states of Send 
Sample and Eject Sample, character ‘s’ and ‘e’ is transmitted respectively via serial 
communication to PIC in order to execute operation as shown in Fig. 7. GammaVision 
software and JOB file for the current sample is called by ASC control software during the 
Sample Count state. Timers with certain delay period are set up for every state transition 
except for Sample Ready and Sample Out where based on a reading of IR sensor located at 
counting station of ASC hardware. 
 

 
FIG. 9. State machine for data acquisition process for ASC. 
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2.3. SAMPLE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
 
Sample analysis software is designed to read reporting text file from GammaVision software 
namely RPT file for each sample count and extract the data from the text file to be used for 
the sample analysis and calculation in Excel spreadsheet. Besides, this software will also 
extract information file from the ASC control software describes in Section 2.2 for each 
sample that compliments the RPT file for calculation purpose. The sample analysis software 
is dedicated for two types of analysis which are Rotary Rack 1 (RR1) and Rotary Rack 2 
(RR2). There are 20 and 23 selected energies for RR1 and RR2 respectively that can be 
referred in Table 1. The software allowed user to load up to 30 RPT files and extracted the 
information automatically and simultaneously. The flowchart of the analysis and calculation 
process is shown in Fig. 10. The development of the sample analysis software can be divided 
into four parts: 
 

(1) Load raw data (RPT file and ASC information file), 
(2) Energy and data selection algorithm, 
(3) Data transfer,  
(4) Automatic data mapping. 

 

  
 FIG. 10. Sample analysis and calculation process. FIG. 11. Flowchart for searching centroid energy. 
 
The software is designed to select energies for RR1 and RR2 analysis type automatically by 
comparing the centroid energy with ±1 keV error. If the energy is not found, the system 
automatically keys in 0 for the energy data. Meanwhile the data for energy found is stored in 
the assigned data array. The flowchart for searching centroid energy for both RR1 and RR2 is 
shown in Fig. 11. 
 
The data from RPT file is extracted automatically with the final purpose to transfer the 
selected data to Excel file and map to fit the Excel template file prepared by the NAA 
personnel for the final analysis and calculation. There are two types of template file since the 
analysis is carried out for two types of analysis which are RR1 and RR2. Even though there 
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are two different templates to be mapped, the steps used are the same where both templates 
consist of two Excel sheets. The first sheet of the template file contains extracted data from 
RPT file and matched parameter file while second sheet of the template contains data analysis 
and calculation in the reporting structure which will be the output of the software. For 
extracted data in the first sheet of the template file, the data are divided by two parts. Part one 
contains information about Energy (keV), Peak area/Net area count (counts), Background 
(counts) and Count error/Uncertain 1 sigma (%). Part two contains information about 
Irradiation date, End of irradiation time, Sample weight (g), Live time (s), Real time (s), 
Counting date and Start counting time. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
As described in Section 2, a complete system of ASC, sample registration software and 
sample analysis software have been developed in this project. All these components are 
integrated to build a fully functional NAA automation system that includes sample 
registration process, sample counting set up and data acquisition using GammaVision and 
sample calculation using Ms Excel spreadsheet. All the software are designed as graphical 
user interface (GUI) for user to input the required information into the specified fields in order 
to run the automation system. 
 

    
 (a) (b) 

FIG. 12. Sample Registration software (a) Dialog box for Samples Registration Data Entry. 
(b) Sample of form generated by the Sample Registration software. 

 
The sample registration software and the sub-program in a dialog box format and an example 
of the printable form with information entered by user is shown in Fig. 12. Each field in the 
dialog box is set as variable that will be imported to the main form. 
 
The blank rows in Sample Code column are generated based on the number of CRM and 
standard samples in the batch that has been keyed in the data entry. User is required to enter 
the sample code for CRM and standard samples, weight for each sample and additional notes 
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or remarks on the specified space accordingly. An additional file consists of sample ID and 
weight for every sample in a batch is also created automatically. This will help saving time 
that was previously used to enter the same data in different NAA process such as in sample 
counting and analysis. 
 
The developed ASC hardware shown in Fig. 13 is suitable for use with the majority of the 
existing gamma spectrometry systems which utilize germanium lithium (GeLi), high-purity 
germanium (HPGe) or sodium iodide (NaI) detectors in horizontal mode. The current 
measurement system consists of an HPGe detector linked to an Ortec 672 Spectroscopy 
Amplifier coupled to a computer with GammaVision software installed. The detector stage 
can move forward and backward in a range of 300 mm using a power screw with diameter of 
10 mm. A pair of precision shaft and two set of linear bearings used for the stage. The 
movement of the stage is performed manually by cranking the power screw handle. Detector 
to sample vial distance can be change from 50 mm to 150 mm. A dial indicator is fixed at the 
linear stage and a linear scale ruler is placed at the left side of the stage. 
 

 
FIG. 13. NAA ASC hardware. 

 
The sample magazine can stack up to 30 samples of 14 mm diameter and 32 mm length of 
sample vials per batch. In order to ensure safe operation and reduce the background radiation, 
the sample magazine, counting station and waste container is enclosed and shielded with lead 
casing. Upon the command received by the PIC on the interface circuit, a pneumatic valve 
will activate and direct a pneumatic actuator to retract and open the vial transfer chamber 
window. This will allow a sample vial to drop into the transfer chamber, by means of 
gravitational force. The transfer chamber window will immediately close when it reached the 
maximum open position. The air valve will activate and transfer the vial from the chamber to 
the counting station via the flexible hose. 
 
The counting station is connected with the waste container via the flexible reinforced nylon 
hose. The sample vial is ejected to the waste container once the counting operation has 
stopped for the current sample measurement and respective command is sent to interface 
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circuit by the ASC control software. The vial will be dropped by means of gravity and piled 
up in the waste container. The ASC control software is shown in Fig. 14. 
 

   
 (a) (b) 
 

   
 (c) (d) 
 
FIG. 14. ASC control software user interface (a) Initialization window; (b) Analysis setting window; 
(c) Status window before starting data acquisition process; (d) Status window while running data 
acquisition process. 
 
Each window of the ASC control software shown in Fig. 14 represents the three steps of the 
software execution as described in Section 2.2. On Initialization window, the user has to 
determine the GammaVision path, SDF file, nuclide library and calibration file where can be 
leave as default. These parameters will ensure the GammaVision can be called by the 
software correctly with the required analysis settings for data acquisition and measurement. 
Besides, user is also required to set the RS-232 communication port, live time preset in 
seconds and working folder path where the text file produced by sample registration software 
is saved. 
 
On Analysis Settings window, the user is required to set up the sample counting sequence 
along with the setting for each sample. The JOB file and sample parameters text file created 
for each sample during this step will be saved in a temporary folder located in the working 
folder. The final window will show the status of data acquisition process. During this step, the 
control software will communicate with the ASC hardware via the interface circuit to transfer 
the sample accordingly and call GammaVision with the respective JOB file to execute data 
acquisition process. The RPT files and other measurement files generated by GammaVision 
are saved directly in the working folder path. 
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There are two significant results from the analysis software development which are the 
analysis and calculation software itself where user will load the RPT files for extraction of 
data automatically and the calculation analysis in Excel format. The analysis software and 
final report file in Excel are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively. By referring to Fig. 15, 
in order to carry out sample analysis and calculation automatically, user just need to choose 
RR1 or RR2 type of analysis, select the RPT files for each sample and assigned the Excel 
template file. Once the Read File button is clicked, the data will be extracted accordingly for 
each sample and report in Excel spreadsheet for the analysis result is generated. 
 
The complete NAA automation system that has been designed is easy to set up and does not 
require a big space. All the three software are integrated into one software package that can be 
installed in any computer running Windows operating system. As shown in Fig. 13, the ASC 
hardware base is equipped with wheels so that it is moveable to ease relocation work if 
required. The comparison of NAA processes before and after automation is stated in Table 2. 
 
In term of total time spent to carry out sample counting using the developed ASC system, it 
takes only 5 s to transfer each sample vial from the sample magazine to counting station and 1 
s to eject the sample to waste container after the counting process. Each JOB file is 
programmed to wait for 15 s after acquisition process to allow sufficient time for the analysis 
and report generation to complete. By neglecting the total time spent to stack 30 sample vials 
into the sample magazine manually, for 1 hour live time preset, it will take about 30 hours and 
15 minutes to carry out sample counting process for a batch with 30 samples. Table 3 shows 
the analytical capabilities with the developed NAA automation system. 
 

 
 

FIG. 15. Sample analysis and calculation software. 
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FIG. 16. Analysis result in Excel format. The red dotted boxes indicate the parameters extracted from 
RPT and matched information file. 
 
 
TABLE 2. NAA PROCESSES COMPARISON BEFORE AND AFTER AUTOMATION 

 
Before  After  

Sample ID is recorded manually  Sample ID can be auto generated  

Sample form in hardcopy  Sample form in softcopy & hardcopy  
Sample details are manually transferred to 

Gamma Vision  
Sample details are automatically transferred to 

Gamma Vision by ASC control software  

Manual sample changing  Auto sample changing – up to 30 samples per 
batch  

Analytical parameters are manually transferred 
to Ms Excel  

Analytical parameters are automatically 
transferred to Ms Excel  

 
 
TABLE 3. ANALYTICAL CAPABILITIES WITH NAA AUTOMATION 

Before  After  

8 – 9 samples per day for 1 hour counting  Up to 23 samples per day for 1 hour counting  

3 – 4 hours for analysis of 30 samples  Less than 30 minutes for analysis of 30 samples  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The NAA automation system has been successfully developed at Nuclear Malaysia. The 
automation system will help to reduce the time spent for manual procedures and increase 
productivity. The developed software increases the efficiency and competency of NAA 
laboratory personnel by automatically generates the registration form for printing and 
reporting in Excel spreadsheet. Hence, human error can be significantly reduced. The ASC 
system allows a fully automated measurement for up to 30 samples in one run. The system 
has been constructed at Nuclear Malaysia electronic and mechanical workshop where similar 
system is not commercially available. Currently, the developed NAA automation system is in 
initial tests and the results are satisfactory. 
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Abstract 
 
CNESTEN designed and developed a modular Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) for 

the NAA Laboratory using open-source developing tools. This LIMS ensures a personalized management web 
space for sample acquisition and preparation, spectra processing and for final analysis of the sample. The system 
helps also dematerializing process for irradiation requests and for the acquisition of new equipments and 
samples. It allows managing circulating documents between different actors of the LIMS. Modules for 
concentration determination, facilities characterization are also included in this LIMS. New modules such as 
spectra fitting, true coincidence and attenuation corrections can be developed and integrated individually in this 
system. All data, including nuclear data libraries, are stored in a unique distant database via intranet network to 
allow instantaneous multi-user access. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
CNESTEN’s NAA Laboratory participated in the IAEA Coordinated Research Project 
(CRP1888) on Development of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron 
Activation Analysis by a contribution on Integrated Systems Approach (Modular Software). 
Under this framework, CNESTEN developed a Laboratory Information Management System 
(LIMS) managing all the activities within the NAA Laboratory. It is a multi-user web 
interface making a direct user-server communication. This multi-user web interface helps 
managing sample and data linked to every step of sample treatment (preparation, irradiation, 
counting, facilities characterization, spectra fitting and reporting). It helps also managing data 
linked to equipments, materials, certificates and irradiation facilities for NAA technique. In 
addition for QC, RSM section was added in data base in order to control calculation results. 
 
For QA we developed workflow processes for sample delivery, irradiation requests (towards 
the reactor operator) and samples irradiation (within the laboratory from reception, 
preparation to irradiation and counting). This workflow process is dotted with database for 
document management and for traceability. 
 
In this work we present all open source tools used to achieve objectives above mentioned. We 
also present graphical interfaces for: 
 

 Workflow processes, equipments and samples management modules, 
 Sample analysis module, 
 Facilities characterization module. 

 
2. WORK TOOLS  
 
Technologies and tools used to implement the LIMS are shown in Fig. 1 and are described 
below. 
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  FIG. 1. Tools and technologies used. 
 
2.1. ECLIPSE  
 
In computer programming Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE). It 
contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment. 
Written mostly in Java, Eclipse can be used to develop applications. By means of various 
plug-ins, Eclipse may also be used to develop applications in other programming languages: 
Ada, ABAP, C, C++, COBOL, Fortran, Haskell, JavaScript, Lasso, Natural, Perl, PHP, 
Prolog, Python, R, Ruby (including Ruby on Rails framework), Scala, Clojure, Groovy, 
Scheme, and Erlang. It can also be used to develop packages for the software Mathematica. 
Development environments include the Eclipse Java development tools (JDT) for Java and 
Scala, Eclipse CDT for C/C++ and Eclipse PDT for PHP, among others [1]. 
 
2.2. APACHE TOMCAT  
 
Apache Tomcat (or simply Tomcat, formerly also Jakarta Tomcat) is an open source web 
server and servlet container developed by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). Tomcat 
implements the Java Servlet and the Java Server Pages (JSP) specifications from Sun 
Microsystems, and provides a "pure Java" HTTP web server environment for Java code to run 
in. In the simplest config Tomcat runs in a single operating system process. The process runs 
a Java virtual machine (JVM). Every single HTTP request from a browser to Tomcat is 
processed in the Tomcat process in a separate thread [2].   
 
2.3. MYSQL  
 
MySQL is the world's second most widely used open-source relational database management 
system (RDBMS). It is named after co-founder Michael Widenius's daughter, while MySQL 
phrase stands for Structured Query Language. The MySQL development project has made its 
source code available under the terms of the GNU General Public License, as well as under a 
variety of proprietary agreements. MySQL was owned and sponsored by a single for-profit 
firm, the Swedish company MySQL AB, now owned by Oracle Corporation.  
 
MySQL is a popular choice of database for use in web applications, and is a central 
component of the widely used LAMP open source web application software stack (and other 
'AMP' stacks). LAMP is an acronym for "Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl/PHP/Python". Free-
software-open source projects that require a full-featured database management system often 
use MySQL [3]. 
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2.4. PROCESSMAKER  
 
Process Maker is a management tool simplified workflow. It makes it possible to achieve 
process diagrams directly by the mouse, by linking blocks representing tasks. Each task is 
then assigned to a particular user or group of users. The affection of tasks during the course of 
the process can be done in three ways: Cyclic, Manual and Variable [4]. 
 
3. ACHIEVEMENTS  
 
The objective of this section is to give a glimpse of the human / machine interface of the 
different features of the LIMS. These interfaces are intended to describe the set of use cases of 
the LIMS. The different use cases are modeled via either printed screens or diagram cases. 
The user can access the functionality only after authentication by entering his user name and 
password, while specifying his profile (Analyst, Preparer, Installation Manager, Responsible 
for the management of experimentation, RSO or Logger) (preparer, analyst), (Fig. 2). 
 

 
FIG. 2. Authentication page. 

 
After successful authentication, the user is redirected to the home page according to his 
profile/role. We will divide the presentation of human-machine interfaces in four modules:  
 

a. Module related to document management interface and paperless business 
processes, 

b. Module related to the automation of sample management interface, 
c. Module related to the automation of sample analysis, 
d. Module related to facilities characterization. 

 
3.1. MANAGEMENT OF MODULE INTERFACES 
 
3.1.1. Document Management  
 
The business process is divided into three workflows that are interrelated. These workflows 
manage flows between all the actors of the experiment and all documents used within these 
processes. They treat the following actions: 
 

a. Samples delivery workflow: Represents different tasks from the reception of samples 
to the approval or rejection of samples.  

b. Irradiation request workflow: Represents steps between the irradiation request and the 
rejection or acceptance of this request by the reactor manager (Fig. 3).  
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c. Sample irradiation Workflow: Represents different tasks performed by different users 
from the irradiation to the generation of the final report summarizing the results of the 
sample irradiation. 

 
After running the startup task workflow (Fig. 4), the next task is activated when the logger 
performs and sends the analysis request to the facility manager to perform the initial tasks 
"filling the exposure record" and "treatment of the sample". Then it sends the notification for 
the next task to the sample preparer. 
 
After starting the task of processing the sample, the NAA laboratory manager has the choice 
to move to the next task in the workflow or stop (Fig. 5). If the facility manager chooses to 
continue the ongoing process at the stage of "initial filling of the irradiation listing", the 
preparer completes DYNAFORM "Filling the initial exposure records of the sample" and 
sends the notification to the analyst who will perform the "Second filling of the exposure 
records". 

 
FIG. 3. Workflow for irradiation request between the analyst, reactor operator, radioprotection agent 
and the reactor manager. 
 

 
FIG. 4. Performing "treatment sample" task. 
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FIG. 5. Sample management workflow. 

 
3.1.2. Sample Management 
 
This module allows preparers and analysts to manage the analysis phase for all samples of a 
series from its creation to the generation of analysis report. 
 
3.2. SPECTRA ANALYSIS 
 
This section covers the analysis and processing of the resulting gamma spectra of an 
experiment; the analyst is required to choose either the analysis and processing of spectra 
from the emulation software available within the laboratory (under .spe, chn extension), or the 
treatment of those analyzed and generated by another software (under .rpt, .txt extension) [5]. 
 
3.2.1. Analysis of spectra files 
 
By choosing the spectral analysis, the analyst is required to specify the type and code of the 
experiment (Fig. 6). From this information the system checks the status of the chosen 
experiment. Three experiments are available: Sample characterization (Fig. 7), 
Characterization of the reactor (Fig. 8),  and Detectors Characterization (Fig. 9). 
 
3.2.2. Sample analysis 
 
In this section, the analyst is required to enter the data of the first sample spectrum and 
secondly those of the monitor used (Fig. 10). After this step, the system allows the user to 
view the information extracted and filtered from spectrum files (Fig. 11). In this context, the 
system first checks the existence of the spectrum in database, and then extracts the parameters 
of each peak of the spectrum. 
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FIG. 6. Spectral Analysis Page. 
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FIG. 7. Inserting data page for sample characterization. 
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FIG. 8. Inserting data page for the characterization of the detector. 

 
 

 
FIG.9. Inserting data page for the characterization of the reactor. 
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FIG. 10. Inserting data page of the sample spectrum. 

 
 

 
FIG. 11. Sample selection for concentration calculation. 
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3.3. FACILITIES CHARACTERIZATION 
 
3.3.1. Reactor 
 
The reactor characterization consists of the calculation of characteristic parameters of the 
reactor [6]. In this context the analyst must specify the desired factor (α, f, Φth, Φep) and 
position of the reactor to characterize (Fig. 12). 
 

 
FIG. 12. Reactor characterization page. 

 
If the user has chosen the factor "α"; the system displays the N irradiated monitors and their 
spectra. Thus the analyst is required to select some specific data needed to perform the 
calculation such as spectrum for the used monitor, calculation method among the four 
available, α calculation accuracy and the reference monitor. 
 
Regarding the f factor, the system displays the spectra of all irradiated three monitors so that 
the user can select those useful to calculate this factor. When the user selects the three spectra, 
the system displays the value of f and the value of f (a, b) for every combination of two 
monitors (a, b) [6] [7] [8]. In order to optimize the resources (time, material), the system uses 
the same experience to calculate the thermal flux and epithermal flux. 
 
As for the flux calculation, the system allows to recall the analysis of the monitor used in the 
last flux calculation experience and the corresponding spectra. 
 
3.3.2. Detector 
 
The system proceeds in the same manner explained above by asking the analyst to include the 
information of the spectrum resulting from experiment (Fig. 13). In this case, the system 
extracts only the peaks corresponding to gamma rays of the radioactive source used. 
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FIG. 13. Spectrum data insertion page for radioactive source. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
During the period of the CRP on Development of an Integrated Approach to Routine 
Automation of Neutron Activation Analysis, CNESTEN developed a Laboratory Information 
Management System (LIMS) managing all the activities within the NAA Laboratory. Multi-
user web interface insure increasing analytical capabilities, document dematerialization and 
decreasing data treatment time consuming. The following modules were developed: 
 

a. Workflow processes module, 
b. Sample analysis module, 
c. Facilities characterization (Detector and Reactor irradiation positions) module, 
d. Reporting module for reactor parameters. 

 
Remaining improvement to be performed based on achievements: 

a. Extend  the range of types of spectrum to be treated by the LIMS, 
b. Finalise spectra fitting, 
c. Finalise reporting for samples analysis, 
d. Develop matrix effect and COI modules, 
e. Develop QC for sample analysis. 

 
Remaining tasks to be performed based on technical point of view: 

a. Propose experimental benchmarks for software validation (Sample analysis, Facilities 
characterization), 

b. Manage trades and technical exceptions of the software, 
c. Create trace logs to facilitate the maintenance of the LIMS, 
d. Improve safety and stability of the LIMS. 
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Abstract 
 
Automation in NAA results in an increase in gamma-ray spectra to be processed within the same 

timeframe as before automation and leaves less time for troubleshooting. NAA facilities are therefore in need of 
effective and efficient troubleshooting mechanisms. This requires a thorough understanding of the physical and 
analytical concepts of NAA and of all the potential sources of error. Existing textbooks do not include these 
practical aspects of NAA and the NAA community is currently (2015) facing the retirement of a large group of 
practioners, leaving insufficient time for person-to-person transfer of expertise. Anticipating on today’s trends in 
education, an e-learning tool has been initiated addressing the fundamentals of NAA, covering sources of error 
encountered in the practice and methods to overcome them, and providing the basic steps for systematic 
troubleshooting. The e-learning tool is expected to function as a living book to be continuously modified, 
improved and extended if circumstances so dictate. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
 
Automation in neutron activation analysis (NAA) deals with the replacement of human 
manipulations in the analytical procedure by machines and software. Machines can vary from 
balances that can be read-out remotely, encapsulation tools, systems for successive or cyclic 
irradiation of samples to sample changers at gamma-ray spectrometers. Software is needed for 
managing and bridging all relevant data flows. The principal objective of automation is to 
increase the analysis capacity of the NAA facility by irradiations and measurements around 
the clock, i.e. also outside office hours.  
 
Once the increased capacity is effectuated into an increase in requests for samples to be 
analysed, also the number of gamma-ray spectra increases; and with it the potential number of 
conflicts in the interpretation of the results. Similarly, more quality control materials will have 
to be analysed and equally so a larger number of unacceptable deviations from the expected 
results may occur. Similarly, automation demands that gamma-ray spectrometers work 
reliable, and there will be pressure in the facility if performance tests indicate problems. This 
pressure simply results from the fact that the turnaround time of the analysis - the time 
between the acceptance of the request and reporting - should be kept the same. Consequently, 
the NAA facility may face a situation in which the number of spectra to be analysed and 
interpreted within the same timespan may double or even triple; and with it, the spare time for 
resolving problems may reduce substantially. 
 
Finding the root cause of such non-conformities and resolving them to prevent reoccurrence 
may be a time consuming task which could diminish the advantage of automation in NAA. 
An automated NAA facility may therefore face a new challenge, viz. implementing an 
efficient and effective method of trouble shooting.  
 
Trouble shooting in NAA is, fortunately, eased by the relative simplicity of a technique that is 
based on fully understood physical phenomena and for which a full measurement equation 
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can be written down. However, use of this advantage requires firstly an understanding of the 
concepts of the technique and the derivation of the measurement equation.  
 
Several books and other guidance documents exist on the concepts and execution of NAA [1-
6], but a dedicated part is often missing on (sources of) errors and troubleshooting once 
results are not trusted or unacceptable. This knowledge is typically obtained by hands-on 
experiments or transfer of knowledge by experienced scientists over relatively long period of 
time. Worldwide experience practioners are retiring and a new generation is trained to 
continue the neutron activation analysis facilities. However, there is often overlap time 
between leaving expertise and newcomers. These are few of the considerations for the 
research plan of developing a modern e-learning tool on practical aspects of NAA, the 
associated sources of errors and approaches for monitoring, identifying and compensation for 
them by trouble shooting. 
 
1.2. OBJECTIVES  
 
The overall objective of the research proposal is the development of an e-learning tool in 
NAA as a ‘living book’, comprising practical information on the conduct of NAA. The e-
learning tool will allow for inclusion of infographics, animations, movie clips and examples 
of smart forms for documentation. The tool will inform the user on (potential) errors made 
during e.g. the input of data, spectrum analysis and – interpretation and reporting and to some 
extent take over the educational role of the NAA supervisor. The tool will contribute to foster 
experience in NAA on the conduct of the technique, on sources of error and ways to 
overcome them in a pragmatic way. Eventually, e-learning will contribute to reduce the 
threshold for laymen in using NAA, and thus may provide an outlook for increased utilization 
of facilities and research reactors. Sub-objectives of the proposed research are: 
 

 Documenting  pitfalls experienced by newcomers in training of NAA, as well 
as sources of error in NAA (incl. spectrometer performance control, calibration 
and gamma-spectrum interpretation) and suggestions for pragmatic solutions; 

 Development of input for infographics and e-learning tools for finding the 
optimized analytical protocol, including sample preparation, selection of 
detector and irradiation, decay and counting conditions; 

 Making NAA easier to be used by laymen. 
 
1.3. WORK PLAN 
 
The work plan towards the objectives of the proposal was structured as follows: 
 

Year 1 
 Compilation of pitfalls experienced by newcomers in training of NAA, errors 

made and misinterpretations of training guidelines. This will be realized during 
the in-house training of new NAA users at the Reactor Institute Delft. In 
addition, the newcomers will be asked to formulate routes to overcome such 
problems. 

 Compilation of sources of error in gamma-ray spectrum analysis, spectral 
interferences, isotope-specific problems and recommendations for dealing with 
them in the practice.  

 Compilation of sources of error in spectrometer performance verification and 
methodologies for monitoring and correction. 
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 Information exchange with other CRP participants on routes of implementation 
in different existing software packages. 

 
Year 2 
 Development of tools for root cause analysis of errors made in NAA on basis 

of internal quality control results and results of participation in interlaboratory 
testing schemes. 

 Development of input for e-learning tools on quality control and quality 
assurance in NAA. 

 Integration of tools with the existing software package for NAA at Reactor 
Institute Delft. 

 Start with exchanging compilations with participants in this CRP for 
integration, if applicable, in their own software modules. 

 Coordinating the realization and implementation of e-learning tools. 
Year 3 
 Coordinating the realization and implementation of e-learning tools. 
 Final testing of completed e-learning by NAA users of different scientific 

background in different laboratories. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
2.1. COMPILATION OF PITFALLS AND ERRORS 
 
The results of the compilations made in the first year of the CRP are listed in Appendix 7.1. 
The problems encountered by newcomers result from insufficient understanding in depth of 
the metrological concept of NAA. Most - and possibly all - textbooks on NAA provide a 
simplified derivation of the equation linking the irradiated mass to the measured peak area, 
but do not present the essential equation for calculating the mass fraction of the elements in 
the practice, when employing, e.g. the relative or comparator method. Newcomers thus 
depend largely on the information transferred by experienced NAA practioners on 
assumptions and preconditions in e.g., calibration and quality assurance. This situation 
extends to the k0 method of NAA which is an attractive approach for multi-element analyses 
without the consumption of expensive certified reference materials as practised in the relative 
method of NAA. Also here, a simplified overview is missing of preconditions and the practice 
of calibrations, the routine use of this method and what to do in case of problems or poor 
results. Most information provided includes a high level of detailed physics, relevant for 
experienced users but overwhelming and therefore less suitable to newcomers. 
 
Although as vast number of materials have been analysed worldwide, relative few people 
have found their way to the publications that provide insight in analysis procedures and 
typical detection limits. Only few laboratories maintain their own database with historical 
results. 
 
Finally, basic concepts of quality assurance and quality control are not systematically 
introduced. Chaotic situations may occur if there is no simple system for systematic coding of 
samples, data file names and results.  
 
Commercial gamma-ray spectrum analysis software packages end with a list of gamma-ray 
energies, peak areas and assigned radionuclides. The next step, interpretation of the 
correctness of this analysis and transformation of peak areas towards element masses has to 
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be done by self-made software. However, the software often deals with a database comprising 
more radionuclides than can be produced by reactor activation, which may result in confusion 
and errors. Human interaction is needed to decide on the resolution of multiplets of gamma-
ray peaks, the inspection on relative intensities of peak areas of multiple gamma-rays from the 
same radionuclide, the matching of results on different radionuclides produced from the same 
chemical element. Good gamma-ray catalogues with intensity ratios are often missing. This 
requires ample experience and a good guidance is missing. The correction of the contribution 
by uranium fission products in e.g., the assessment of the amount of some of the lanthanide 
elements is not always done or technically possible. 
 
Gamma-ray spectrometers are usually inspected for peak position and energy resolution, but 
rarely on peak shape and occurrence of peak tailing. Control charts are not always used to 
inspect for trends. Root cause analysis of peak broadening or peak shifts is not always 
possible or done as oscilloscopes are not available or the absence of experience. As such, 
inability to resolve problems by unreliable gamma-ray spectrometers may jeopardize the 
overall objective of the entire automation project.  
 
2.2. INPUT FOR E-LEARNING TOOL 
 
The e-learning tool for NAA will act as a living book. It will have a modular structure to 
which, if relevant, continuously new or better information can be added such as animations or 
movie clips. The tool will be complementary to existing textbooks as it will comprise 
information on the practice of NAA that either never has been published or which may be not 
universally available (anymore). For pedagogical reasons, each module will be extended with 
a voluntary self-test.  
 
Initially, the e-learning tool is built with a series of PowerPoint slides. Ideally, these should be 
narrated with a voice-over.  
 
The input for the e-learning tool has been completed together with Mr. S.Landsberger from 
the University of Texas in Austin, TX, USA. A list of the modules is given as appendix 7.2, 
see also chapter 2.3 for further explanation. 
 
2.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF E-LEARNING TOOL 
 
The implementation of the e-learning tool comprised the following activities:  
 

 The support of an IAEA consultant on educational programs. The consultant 
recommended limiting, wherever possible, the number of slides per module to 
about 40-50. Each module will, in principle, be equivalent to a study load of 1 
academic hour. Secondly, the consultant recommended on the inclusion of 
Terminal Training Objectives and Enabling Training Objectives, and on the 
PowerPoint template. 

 The IAEA confirmed that its nucleus platform will serve as a home base for the 
e-learning module. 

 The International Committee on Activation Analysis (ICAA) has confirmed its 
willingness to patronize the e-learning tool pending some questions on legal 
responsibility following the use of the tool. Patronizing by the ICAA provides 
an outlook for permanent maintenance and expansion of the too. 

 An IAEA workshop for testing the usability and effectiveness of the e-learning 
too has been scheduled for October 2016.  
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3. DISCUSSION 
 
The e-learning tool anticipates on a general trend in education in which visualization is a key 
issue, i.e. visualizing the theory and physical concepts of NAA as well as the approaches for 
practical execution. This is especially important for a learning process on recognizing errors, 
and systematic searching for their root cause. The e-learning tool can expand with examples 
of practical cases that occurred in various NAA facilities and which usually are not suitable 
for documenting in scientific publications. However, they can easily be compiled and 
preserved in a tool that thus comprises the fundamentals, and not just the success stories of 
the practice but also the (daily) pitfalls.  
 
The PowerPoint slides will gain substantially in effectiveness if a voice-over can be added. It 
may set, however, limitations to future expansion, as slides can easily be added, but their 
explanation may be less simple to add. 
 
So far, only the basics of the NAA theory have been included and at some parts, like in k0 
standardization, or prompt gamma analysis some details have been left out deliberately.  
There is no doubt that, if the number of viewers and users of the e-learning tool increase, 
suggestions will come for updates and extensions. It will depend on the eventual patron ship 
of the ICAA how this will be done in the practice and how suggestions will be reviewed prior 
to implementation.  
 
At first, the participants of the IAEA workshop in October 2016 will serve as a reference if 
the tool may serve its purpose in the practice. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Automation of NAA and an increase in number of samples analysed within the same time 
span as before automation, leave substantially less time left for resolving problems that may 
occur with instrumentation, quality control, interpretation of spectra and/or QA/QC. An 
effective and efficient trouble shooting mechanism is therefore essential for automated NAA 
facilities, and should be based on a thorough understanding of the physical and analytical 
concepts of NAA. 
 
Tools are needed to train newcomers in NAA, to transfer expertise that was never 
documented before and to outline the principles of troubleshooting. The e-learning tool 
initiated in this contribution to the CRP anticipates on the changing trends in education, and 
provides an opportunity to foster experience in NAA hitherto not documented on the practice 
of NAA, sources of error, findings ways to monitor and resolve them. As such, the objectives 
of this work plan in the research agreement have been met. 
 
The continuation of NAA as a respected technique for multi-element measurements will 
largely depend on the support of the NAA community itself by maintaining, expanding and 
taking advantage of this e-learning tool. 
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Appendix I 
 

COMPILATION OF PITFALLS AND ERRORS 
 

I.1. LIST OF PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY NEWCOMERS 
 

 Insufficient knowledge that a basic measurement equation (‘the activation equation’) 
exists; almost no knowledge on the derivation thereof. 

 No awareness that amounts are measured, and mass fractions are calculated. Same 
applies to detection limits. 

 Insufficient awareness on the impact of the additional factors to the parameters in  the 
basic measurement equation and how to estimate the values thereof, such as dry mass, 
neutron flux and neutron spectrum gradients, geometry and (neutron, gamma-ray) self-
absorption effects, coincidence effects. Consequently: these factors are ignored.  

 No insight in interfering reactions and how to correct for them (e.g. the P-Si-Al-Mg-
Na case; or the Fe-Mn case, U fission products, etc). 

 Insufficient knowledge on potential sources of contamination such as impurities in 
vials, element transfer from sampling tools, environmental dust, feltwriter ink, etc. 

 Because of the above: no ability of systematic trouble shooting in case of an apparent 
erroneous measurement result. 

 Relative method: insufficient awareness that samples and standards should match as 
close as possible with respect to shape and size, irradiation and counting geometry; 
that corrections for dry mass should be done on other portions than the ones for 
analysis; that neutron flux gradient corrections may be needed, etc. 

 Calculus errors in estimating uncertainty of measurement because the uncertainty in 
certified values is often quoted as expanded uncertainty (k=2, e.g. NIST SRMs) or as a 
95 % confidence interval (approximately 4 SD), whereas software provides counting 
statistics as 1 SD. 

 k-0 IAEA software provides no graphical tool by which people understand for which 
part in the activation analysis process they are asked for input. Moreover, the software 
is very rigid and deviates too much from all documented information on the basic 
principles of NAA, in which is described that specific peaks are used to identify 
radionuclides and thus the elements. 
It is not sufficiently transparent why certain actions cannot be carried out if 
information is not entered or if e.g. the date of calibration date is later than the date of 
counting. 

 Many newcomers deal with reactors with relatively low flux conditions, and thus have 
to count close to detector end-cap; with all problems related (geometry mismatch 
between sample and standard, coincidence summing effects) 

 Efficiency calibrations with multi-nuclide point sources at geometries close to end-
cap. Gamma-ray spectrum analysis software provides the efficiency curve but no 
awareness that in close end cap distances; this curve is only usable for the 
radionuclides present in the source. 

 No awareness on the importance/need of internal quality control. Blanks are often 
used; internal quality control samples (independent of the standards used) not. Control 
charts (if any) have dynamic boundaries. 

 Circular validations using the same CRM for calibration and quality control. 
 No awareness that absolute photopeak efficiencies at a given distance can be estimated 

on basis of first principles using the ‘relative efficiency for 1332 keV of 60Co’. 
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 Insufficient awareness that literature contains a vast amount of information on what 
can be achieved in NAA w.r.t. detection limits; but also inability to translate that 
information to their own conditions. 

 Absence of a ‘home-archive’ with examples of own measurement results and 
detection limits for a variety of materials, to be used for a first estimation of feasibility 
of analyses of new materials. 

 Insufficient ability to understand how optimization in NAA can be achieved by 
selection of irradiation, decay and counting time; nor on the self-validation based on 
more than 1 gamma-ray line of the same radionuclide or the results from different 
radionuclides produced from the same element. 

 Smart and unambiguous coding of samples, spectrum files, customer codes for quick 
retrieval of data and experimental conditions. 

 
I.2. SOURCES OF ERROR IN SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, ISOTOPE SPECIFIC 

PROBLEMS  
 

 Multiplets: 82Br-76As, 152Eu- 65Zn- 46Sc; 82Br-60Co; 56Mn-27Mg; 511-85Sr; 29Al-
28Al(SE) 

 Verification of presence of other lines of the same radionuclide and the correctness of 
the (relative efficiency corrected) intensity ratios 

 No verification if answers obtained in 2 different radionuclides match (e.g., 69mZn—
65Zn; 169Yb-175Yb; 122Sb-124Sb; 54Mn (Fe)-59Fe, etc. 

 Full energy efficiency curve measured with radionuclides emitting coincident gamma-
rays (e.g., 88Y, 60Co, 152Eu), resulting in errors in intensity ratios of different 
radionuclides 

 Full energy efficiency curve fitting problems in the 50-150 keV range 
 Absence in the lab of a good gamma-ray catalogue with intensity ratios 
 Uranium fission product correction done using conventional chemicals; no awareness 

that uranium chemical compounds are depleted in 235U so that fission product 
corrections are wrong 

 k0-approach: use of not the latest compiled data; no use of SMELS to verify if self-
made software works well and if all self-measured parameters (irradiation position, 
counting geometry, coincidence corrections) are adequate. 

 
I.3. SOURCES OF ERROR IN SPECTROMETER PERFORMANCE CONTROL 

 
 Mostly related to ‘energy calibration’. 
 No attention to peak shape; only FWHM, but tailing is not inspected; if tailing occurs, 

no ability to identify the source of the problems. 
 Inability to derive information from peak shifts on cause of the problem and to solve 

problems such as instable amplifier fine gain, DC shifts etc. 
 No abilities of trouble shooting with oscilloscope; often oscilloscope not available. 
 No preventive maintenance in cleaning of HV supplies (electrostatically attracted 

dust). 
 HV supply often located next to spectroscopy amplifier in NIM-BIN 
 Insufficient cooling of NIM-BIN by positioning it flat on the desktop. 
 Amplifier settings often done by sales representative. 
 Too much trust in LN2 filling schemes of once per week. 
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 Control charts with statistical boundaries whereas parameters are not statistically 
correlated; 
Control charts with dynamic boundaries 
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Appendix II 
 

CONTENTS OF E-LEARNING TOOL 
 

Draft 1, November 2015: “Neutron Activation Analysis Principles, Errors, Quality Assurance 
and Quality Control”. 

 
 Title  Contents 

 Module 01 
 Introduction 
 Sub-module 1.1. Basic 

principles of NAA 
 Sub-module 1.2. History / 

Important Milestones 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Define the concept and approaches to NAA;  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Provide basic definitions of NAA; 
 Explain the need for NAA; 
 Describe the sources and types of;  
 Explain the basic steps in performing NAA. 

 Module 02 
 Radiation and radioactivity 
 Sub-module 2.1. Radioactivity 

and radioactive decay 
 Sub-module 2.2. Interaction of 

radiation with matter 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide the basic knowledge of 

radioactivity. 
 Provide the basic knowledge of ionizing 

radiation. 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Provide definitions of radioactive nucleus 

and its basic properties. 
 Explain the major modes of the interaction 

of radiation and its environment. 
 ETO3 
 ETO4 

 Module 03 
 Decay schemes and 

interpretation 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Explain the mechanism for interpreting the 

decay schemes and databases   
 Enabling training objectives: 

 Explain the principles of estimation of 
gamma-energies and their intensities. 
 ETO2 

 Module 04 
 Neutrons and neutron sources 
 Sub-module 4.1 Sources of 

neutrons 
 Sub-module 4.2 Neutron 

energy distribution 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the variety of neutron sources for 

NAA. 
 Explain the output of neutron sources. 
 Enabling training objectives: 

 Identify the proper source of neutron for a 
given application. 
 Provide a correct selection of the neutron 

energy for measuring certain radionuclides. 
 Explain the mechanism of using a Neutron 

flux in activity calculations. 
 ETO4 
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 Title  Contents 
 Module 05 
 Nuclear reactions and 

activation 
 Sub-module 5.1 Nuclear 

reactions 
 Sub-module 5.2 Cross section 
 Sub-module 5.3 Basic equation 

for neutron activation 
 Sub-module 5.4 Errors and 

corrections 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the values of nuclear reactions 

with neutrons. 
 Explain the probability of the 

interaction. 
 Provide an overview of the 

mathematical relation between the 
input and output parameters of nuclear 
reactions. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Find the appropriate nuclear reaction 

to determine the best product nucleus 
for NAA. 

 Describe the main approaches to use 
the appropriate cross section in 
calculations for the amount of the 
activity produced by the nuclear 
reaction. 

 Specify the key stages for calculating 
induced activity in nuclear reaction. 

 Correct for e.g. neutron self-
absorption. 

 Add 2 ETOs Select methodologies for 
measuring the neutron flux gradient 

 Find indications for degree of neutron 
self-attenuation in sample and 
standard 

 Module 06 
 Decay process 
 Sub-module 6.1 Basic equation 

for neutron activation and 
decay 

 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the mathematical relation 

between the produced activity and 
activity after a given waiting time. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Select the appropriate waiting time to 

yield the required analytical result.  
 ETO2 

 Module 07  
 Radiation detectors 
 Sub-module 7.1 Types of 

detectors 
 Sub-module 7.2 How to 

choose a Ge detector 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the difference between 

ionization and scintillation detectors. 
 Explain the technique for optimization the 

cost benefit ratio in procurement of 
radiation detectors. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Select the appropriate radiation detector 

for the given application – need to be 
reformulated. 

 Select the appropriate Ge detector for the 
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 Title  Contents 
given application. 

 Add 2ETOs 
 Module 08 
 Gamma-ray spectrometer 

electronics 
 Sub-module 8.1 Pulse 

processing 
 Sub-module 8.2 Analogue 

systems 
 Sub-module 8.3 Digital signal 

processing 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the way of interaction of the 

gamma radiation with the detector 
material results in a gamma-ray spectrum. 

 Describe the basic processing of signals of 
gamma-ray detectors. 

 Describe the advanced processing of 
gamma-ray detectors.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Ability to maximize the electronic settings. 
 Ability to maximize the electronic settings. 
 Ability to maximize the electronic settings. 
 Add 3 ETOs 

 Module 09 
 Dead time and loss free 

counting 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the effects of measuring high 

counting rates. 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Correct the dead time. 
 Explain the mechanism of using electronic 

dead time stabiliser. 
 Module 10 
 The shape of gamma-ray 

spectrum 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Identify the key principles of various 

interactions between radiation, detector 
and its environment results in the shape 
of the gamma-ray spectrum. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Differentiate between photo peaks and 

other peaks in the gamma-ray spectrum. 
 ETO2 

 Module 11 
 Gamma-ray spectrometry 
 Sub-module 11.1 Efficiency 
 Sub-module 11.2 Cascade 

summing 
 Sub-module 11.3 

Measurement equation for 
neutron activation, decay and 
measurement 

 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the relation between source 

strength and measured peak area(s) 
 Describe the coincicence summing effect 

resulting from measuring sources at high 
absolute counting efficiency 

 Describe the relation between element 
mass irradiated for NAA and the peak 
areas measured 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Measure the photo peak efficiency curve. 
 Estimate the conditions under which the 

cascade summing occurs and the 
corrections needed.  
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 Title  Contents 
 Introduce the main features of trouble 

shooting. 
 Explain which fraction of the emitted 

radiation is actually detected. 
 Describe the phenomena of simultaneous 

detection of gamma-rays. 
 Identify the mathematical relation 

between the elemental mass and the 
measured peak area. 

 Module 12 
 Basic calibration 
 Sub-module 12.1 Absolute 

method 
 Sub-module 12.2 Relative or 

comparator method 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the process of NAA from all the 

fundamental aspects. 
 Describe the process of NAA by calibration 

using a reference material. 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Perform NAA without the use of a 

calibrator. 
 Perform NAA using an appropriate 

reference material. 
 Add 2 ETOs 
  

 Module 13 
 Advanced calibration 
 Sub-module13.1 Single 

comparator method 
 Sub-module 13.2 k0 method 
 Sub-module 13.3 Calibration 

by modelling 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the NAA using a 

single element calibrator. 
 Provide an overview of the k0 method for 

the calibration. 
 Describe how the induced and measured 

activity can be predicted by a computer 
modelling. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Plan all the required experiments to 

implement the single comparator method. 
 Plan all the required experiments to 

implement k0 method. 
 Select the appropriate computer 

programmes to undertake the modelling. 
 Add 3 ETOs 
  

 Module 14 
 Uncertainty of measurement 
 Sub-module 14.1 Uncertainty 

concepts 
 Sub-module 14.2 Uncertainty 

in comparator method 
 Sub-module 14.3 Uncertainty 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the basic concepts of uncertainty 

measurement. 
 Outline the relationship between the 

uncertainties in input and output 
parameters in the comparator method. 

 Outline the relationship between the 
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 Title  Contents 
in k0 method 

 Sub-module 14.4 The top-
down approach 

uncertainties in input and output 
parameters in the k0 method. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Estimate the uncertainty measurement. 
 Estimate the uncertainty in measurement 

in comparator method.  
 Estimate the uncertainty in measurement 

in K0 method. 
 Add 3 ETOs 

 Module 15 
 The practice 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Explain the principle of how the practical 

conduct of NAA may take place.  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Introduce different approaches in NAA. 
 ETO2  

 Module 16 
 QA pre-analysis 
 Sub-module 16.1 Feasibility of 

analysis 
 Sub-module 16.2 

Decomposition effects during 
irradiation 

 Sub-module 16.3 Sample 
preparation 

 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the methodology and theoretical 

basis for decision making if the required 
analysis can be performed. 

 Explain under what conditions the safety 
of irradiations can be compromised by the 
type of material to be compromised.  

 Describe basic concepts of sample 
preparations. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Decide on the feasibility and appropriate 

analysis and protocol. 
 Estimate the risk of irradiating the certain 

material and performing safety analysis.  
 Decide the best protocol for sample 

preparation. 
 Add 3 ETOs 
  

 Module 17 
 QA performing analysis 
 Sub-module 17.1 Irradiation 
 Sub-module 17.2 

Measurement 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the actions to undertake for the 

irradiation process to prevent the 
mistakes and errors. 

 Describe the actions to undertake for the 
measurement process.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Implement QA procedures for irradiation. 
 Implement QA procedures for 

measurement. 
 Add 2 ETOs 
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 Title  Contents 
 Module 18 
 QC 
 Sub-module 18.1 Instrument 

performance tests 
 Sub-module 18.2 Control 

charts 
 Sub-module 18.3 Internal QC 
 Sub-module 18.4 Report 

checking 
 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Identify if instruments for the NAA process 

perform within predefined specifications. 
 Inspect if trends occur outside the 

expected limits of the monitored 
parameters. 

 Inspect the random or systematic errors 
that may have affected the quality of the 
analysis. 

 Verify if final report contain all the needed 
results for the client. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify problematic areas and 

specifications for correct operation. 
 Interpret control charts. 
 Apply appropriate QC measures by using 

reference materials including blanks. 
 Provide systematic and independent 

verification of results before sending them 
to the client. 

 Add 4 ETOs 
 Module 19 
 External QC 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the role of participation in 

laboratory intercomparison schemes for 
independent QC. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Select and implement an appropriate 

laboratory intercomparison scheme. 
 Interpret the results of the 

intercomparison schemes and to take 
corrective actions if required. 

 Module 20 
 Quality management 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Outline the objectives of quality 

management according to international 
standard ISO/IEC17025. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Describe the main requirements to adhere 

on registration of observations. 
 Identify and respond to nonconformances. 

 Module 21 
 Analytical characteristics 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Identify the advantages and disadvantages 

of NAA in comparison to other techniques 
for measurement of elements. 

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Decide if NAA is the most appropriate 

technique for a given applications. 
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 Title  Contents 
 ETO2 

 Module 22 
 Cyclic NAA 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the principle of cyclic NAA. 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurement cyclic 

NAA would be an appropriate approach. 
 ETO2 

 Module 23 
 Epithermal NAA 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the principle of epithermal NAA. 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurements 

epithermal NAA would be an appropriate 
approach. 

 Decide if epithermal NAA can be realized 
at the given RR. 

 Identify which neutron filter would be 
most appropriate for epithermal NAA. 

 Module 24 
 LS NAA 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Enabling training objectives: 

 Module 25 
 Automation in irradiation 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the various 

concepts of automated systems for 
irradiation at RRs.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Participate in the design of an automated 

system for irradiation at the given RR. 
 ETO2. 

 Module 26 
 Automation in counting 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the various 

concepts of sample changers for gamma-
ray spectrometry.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Participate in the design of sample 

changer for counting in NAA. 
 ETO2. 

 Module 27 
 Automation in data processing 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe which information has to be 

available for qualitative and quantitative 
NAA and the process flow to be 
automated.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurement cyclic 

NAA would be an appropriate approach. 
 ETO2 
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 Title  Contents 
 Module 28 
 Basic principles of Delayed 

neutron counting 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the principle of DNC.  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurements DNC 

would be an appropriate approach. 
 Decide if DNC can be realized at the given 

RR. 
 Module 29 
 Basic principles of prompt 

gamma analysis 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the principle of PGA.  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurements PGA 

would be an appropriate approach. 
 Decide if PGA can be realized at the given 

RR. 
 Module 30 
 Basic principles of neutron 

depth profiling 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Describe the principle of NDP.  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify for which measurements NDP 

would be an appropriate approach. 
 Decide if NDP can be realized at the given 

RR. 
 Module 31 
 Radiation protection in the 

NAA laboratory 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 List the major sources of radiation 

exposure in the conduct of NAA.  
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Minimize radiation exposure in the 

conduct of NAA. 
 ETO2 

 Module 32 
Low-level gamma-ray counting 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide shielding protocols in a NAA lab 

for low level gamma ray counting 
 Enabling training objectives: 
 Provide sources of radiation in a NAA lab 
 Provide procedures for reducing natural 

background 
 Annex 
 Module for equations and 

Errors & Corrections 
 (Methodology and Maths) 

 Terminal training objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the relationships 

between input and output parameters in 
NAA.  

 Enabling training objectives: 
 Identify how a measurement result is 

affected by the input parameters. 
 ETO2. 
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Abstract 
 
In the process of automation of neutron activation analysis technique, design and manufacture of an 

irradiation sample changer was performed with the aim to increase the number of irradiated samples, minimize 
the intervention of the analyst and protect him from radiation exposure. The device comprises an aluminium 
turntable disc which can accommodate the sequential sending of twenty polyethylene capsules using the existing 
pneumatic transfer system to the irradiation position in the reactor. After irradiation, capsules return by two 
routes, one of them allows its storing and, therefore, irradiation can be done when the reactor operates non-
working days. The system is handled from a touch screen 7- inch allowing display the progress of irradiation. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Peruvian research reactor RP-10 is a pool type reactor, its nominal power is 10MW but 
since January 2015 is operating to 3.5 MW. The fuel material is U3O8 (enriched to 20% in 
235U) in a MTR assembly. Five control rods (fork type) made of cadmium; silver and indium 
are used to operate it. Light water is used as cooler and moderator and graphite and beryllium 
as reflectors. The core is at the bottom of a stainless steel cylinder, open swimming pool, 11 
m deep and 4 m of diameter.  For sample irradiation there are one central irradiation position, 
three around the control rods, 2 peripheral, one rabbit position, four radial channels and one 
tangential. For neutron activation analysis, samples are irradiated by two ways: using a 
pneumatic transfer system, which is installed in one of the peripheral irradiation position (A-
1) and inside a core position using the other one (A-7). 
 
Considering that neutron activation has been identified as the most suited opportunity for 
commercialisation of research reactor services [1] and that automation in the stages of the 
analysis can avoid bottle necks, it was decided to design and build a sample changer for 
capsules irradiation.  
 
The analyst used to irradiate by placing the polyethylene capsule containing a set of samples, 
inside the sending port (Fig.1). Then, samples are sent to the irradiation position using the 
pneumatic transfer system activated by a vacuum pump and six electro valves, bridge 
configuration (Fig. 2), which generate the airflow to transport the capsule along a tube of 70 
meters length to the peripheral A-1 reactor core position in 8 seconds. The irradiation of 
samples depends basically on the availability of an analyst and as a result, samples could not 
be irradiated in weekends. Therefore, it was decided to design and built a sample changer 
irradiation to automate the irradiation stage of the process and minimize analyst intervention 
preventing radiation exposure and enhancing the possibility to continue performing neutron 
activation analysis by handling bigger number of capsules and samples (each capsule 
containing up to 20 samples). 
 
The irradiation system resulted in 24 drawings and has dual function: It can be used to 
irradiate samples when the reactor operates on working days for determination of short, 
intermediate and long lived radionuclides and in non-working days for intermediate and long 
lived radionuclides determination.  
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This report presents a description of the design and gives a general view of its operation.  
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 2. Electro valves and airflow generation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 1. Sending port for samples irradiation. 
 
2. RESULTS 
 
2.1. DESIGN AND BUILT OF THE IRRADIATION SAMPLE CHANGER  
 
2.1.1. The sample changer  
 
The irradiation sample changer is a rotatable wheel design [2], located inside a hood in the 
radiochemistry laboratory. It has three main parts: 1) A double disc, one fixed and other 
movable, made from aluminum 2) A compartment of falling capsule reception with a falling 
tube, made from stainless steel and 3) The operation system, which  has a stepper motor and a 
piston (Fig. 3). 
 
The double disc is 290 mm of diameter and is supported by two stainless steel brackets which 
are fixed to the base of the radiochemical hood. The falling tube also makes the role of 
bracket and is fixed on the compartment of capsule reception. The inferior disc is fixed and 
has a 26 mm diameter hole, which is aligned with the hollow falling tube. The upper disc is 
turntable and accommodates the irradiation capsules (Fig. 3a). 
 
Once the capsules (Fig. 3b) are loaded into the changer wheel, the upper disc rotates in steps 
of 18 degrees and is positioned in the drop hole of the fixed lower disc, so that the capsule 
falls vertically from the drop tube to the compartment reception and is located in front of the 
sending station (Fig. 3c), where it will be pushed by a piston to the sending initial position of 
the pneumatic transfer system (Fig. 3d) 
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FIG. 3. Sample changer irradiation and its parts. 

 

 
FIG. 4. Scheme of the routes using the pneumatic transfer system. 
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2.1.2. Sending and returning of the capsule 
 
The pneumatic system has two sub-systems/functions: 1) Sending and returning the capsule 
which goes from the sending station to the reactor irradiation position and 2) Following 
derivation route and temporal storage of irradiated capsules (Fig. 4). 
 
The whole system comprises two sample changer disks (DI), four solenoid electro valves 
(EV), six exchange valves (VI and A1) with rod linear actuators, two miniature linear 
actuators (A2, A3) and three shielding’s (BL). 
 
It was necessary to modify the existing system, adding a second subsystem (Fig. 4, orange 
dotted lines).  
 
In the control panel presented in Fig. 5, the irradiation time and the code of capsule are preset 
to send it to the irradiation position. Then, the solenoids valves and the vacuum pump 
provided in Fig. 2 are activated and the capsule reaches the irradiation position. After that, the 
capsule can return to the shielding, BL 3 following the route as illustrated in Fig. 6. When the 
reactor operates in non-working days, per example, capsules sent to irradiation can remain 
stored (Fig. 7). 
 

 
FIG. 5. Control panel of capsules irradiation. 

 
The subsystem 1 has one derivation in its returning route, performed by an exchange valve, 
VI 5 which changes the trajectory of the capsule using a linear actuator to the shielding BL 3. 
In this system, electro valves EV 1 and EV 4 are the only ones that work. The estimated time 
of sending and returning of capsules is 8 and 14 seconds, respectively. 
 
For the returning of capsules after irradiation in the subsystem 2, the exchange valve is 
activated in the first place, VI 1; then the vacuum pump is turned off and the valve change its 
position to derivate the capsule to the shielding BL 1. The electro valves EV 2 and EV 3, the 
valve VI 2 and the sample changer DI 2 works synchronously. All irradiated capsules are 
located in the disc DI 2 where they will remain until measurement [3]. 
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FIG. 6. Sub-system 1 for samples irradiation. 

 

 
FIG. 7. Sub-system 2 for samples irradiation. 

 
2.2. ELECTRONICS AND SOFTWARE 
 
The main component of the system is a single board computer Raspberry Pi 2 B+, with a 
processor ARM Cortex-A7 with four nuclei of 900MHz. Also has 1 GB RAM, an HDMI port 
for the touch screen 7-inch to display and handle the sample changer; four USB ports, one of 
which is connected to a USB hub with external power to operate the touch screen. Other port 
has connected an Arduino board R3 which use a Atmega328 microcontroller. This allows 
controlling the stepper motor (Minebea 29SM-k711) and the linear actuator (FA-150-S-12), to 
rotate the changer disc and push the capsule to the sending station, respectively. The 
Raspberry Pi 2 B+ also has 40 general purpose input/output pins, where an expansion card 
was installed with a CAN bus communication protocol module [4]. 
 
The software designed allows sending capsules in a sequential way and can display the 
progress (percentage basis) of the irradiation. The software runs in a Raspberry Pi 2 B+, using 
an operating system Raspbian Jessie. A control algorithm was designed in Python 2.7 
programming language. A graphic user interface was implemented using PyQt 4, which is an 
adaptation of the graphic library Qt for the programming language Phyton. This makes that 
the developed software can work as multiplatform, it means that can works with windows 
operating systems, GNU/Linux and Mac. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The sample changer made in-house allowed the automation of capsules irradiation in a 
sequential way, increasing the number of samples irradiated and the use of the RP-10 research 
reactor.  
 
The technical expertise and knowledge gained during the manufacturing process guarantee the 
sustainability of the pneumatic irradiation system, because in case of troubles these can be 
resolved immediately in-house.  
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Abstract 
 
The present status of development of software packages and equipment designed for automation of 

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) at the reactor IBR-2 of FLNP, JINR, Dubna, RF, is described. The NAA 
database, construction of sample changers and software for automation of spectra measurement and calculation 
of concentrations are presented. Automation of Quality Control (QC) procedures is integrated in the software 
developed. Details of the design are shown.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Joint Institute for Nuclear Research neutron activation analysis (NAA) is carried out using 
the installation REGATA at the IBR-2 reactor of Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics [1]. 
The IBR-2 reactor is a fast neutron pulsed reactor with narrow neutron pulse (240 µsec) and 
small repetition rate of pulses (5 Hz). The reactor staff permanently performs experiments 
with different neutron moderators in order to increase the thermal neutron flux. That is why 
the relative method of NAA is used.  
 
In the framework of international programs in life sciences and materials science at this 
facility, analyses of a large number of samples are carried out. In such circumstances 
automation of analytical procedures, data processing, registration of samples and 
interexchange of information is of high priority. This requires organization of labeling, 
storage and recording of analyzed samples as well as certified reference materials and flux 
monitors, irradiations, measurements and processing of -spectra of induced activity, and 
systematization of analytical results.  
 

Improving of the quality and productivity of NAA can be achieved through: 
 Storage of information about all stages of NAA in electronic database; 
 Automation of data input for spectra analysis; 
 Automation of sample preparation and irradiation of samples, SRMs and flux 

monitors; 
 Automation of measurements of spectra using sample changers; 
 Automation of the process of calculating the concentrations, storage of analytical 

results, and data reporting; 
 Use of programmable QC procedures, rapid statistical analysis of the results; 
 Fast check of all stages of analysis and search for any information on NAA from any 

computer in the Department. 
 

This paper describes how these requirements have been implemented by development of new 
hardware and software for comprehensive automation of NAA at the IBR-2 reactor. 
 
2. SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATION OF NAA 
 
The software package for automation of neutron activation analysis at IBR-2 reactor in Dubna 
includes the following programs [2, 3]: 
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1. The database of information about all steps of analysis. 
2. A set of service programs to automate and facilitate the completion of the database:  

 Environment of NAA; 
 Information about clients; 
 Information about samples; 
 Weight of each sample; 
 Journal of measurements; 
 Search for most appropriate SRM. 

3. A program for automation of measurement of the induced activity using the program 
for spectra analysis Genie-2000 and Batch Support Tools  S561 Genie-2000 
(Canberra).  

4. A program for calculation of element concentrations based on analysis of gamma 
spectra with the program Genie-2000.  

 
All information about clients, samples, SRMs, flux monitors and about all steps of NAA at 
the IBR-2 reactor is stored in by special software - NAA database. The database diagram is 
presented in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 

FIG. 1. The structure of the NAA database. 
 

The NAA database was developed using the MS SQL-server software. It is stored at hard disc 
of server with a copy at a second hard disc. Once per week all information is copied to the 
external hard disc. The access to the database is arranged through the net and is possible with 
three levels of access, using individual passwords: 

 Lowest level is for searching and receiving any information about NAA; 
 Middle level allows to change and save information in same parts of database; 
 Highest level gives opportunity to change and save any information. 

 
The creation of such databases gives the opportunity for electronic circulation of documents, 
which is very useful taking into account a large distance between offices and reactor. The 
search and entering of any information in the database is very fast and comfortable. Besides 
this, database allows carrying out statistical analysis of the obtained results, which is 
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particularly useful in analysis of environmental samples. All information saved in the 
database is divided into several parts: information about samples, SRMs and flux monitors, 
beginning from their receiving or purchasing till the results of analysis; information about 
irradiation; auxiliary information about clients; parameters of physical environment and 
statistical analysis. 
 
Fig. 2 shows the main window of the database interface. It has a lot of additional windows, by 
means of which one can insert and check information about customers and received samples, 
used SRMs and neutron flux monitors and their masses, as well as data on all steps of the 
NAA: receipt of samples, sample preparation, irradiation, spectra measurement and 
processing, and statistical analysis of the results. Each sample set in the left top corner of the 
window has its own unique code, colored according of fulfilled steps of analysis. The opened 
log of irradiation in the right top corner contains all information about short or long 
irradiation. In the lower part of this window it is possible to find any information about SRMs 
and flux monitors.  

 

 
 

FIG. 2. The main window of the database. 
 

Most of the information is entered into the database automatically by using a set of service 
programs. Part of information is entered into the database manually but is very comfortable 
and fast. In the future, this part of information will be reduced with further development of 
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software and setup for irradiation at the IBR-2 reactor. The structure of software for 
automation of NAA is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
 

FIG. 3. The software structure for automation of NAA at IBR-2 reactor. 
 

In addition to the database several service programs were developed for automation of 
entering information in the database. These are mentioned above: Environment of NAA, 
Information about clients, Information about samples, Weight, Journal of measurements and 
Standard search. 
 
The program Environment of NAA allows running the database and some other programs, 
opening the journals for registration of discrepancy in NAA and the time of filling the 
detectors with liquid nitrogen. Using this program it is possible to send message by e-mail and 
directly to the screens of computers of all or selected employees of our department.  
 
The program Weight automatically saves the weights of samples, SRMs and flux monitors, 
prepared for short and long irradiation, directly from balance in the database. 
 
The program Journal of measurements reads the information from the headers of measured 
spectra and compiles the list of these spectra. The review of this list allows determination of 
missing or wrong spectra (with high dead time, short measurement time) which must be re-
measured. 
 
Using the program Standard search it is possible very fast to find the most suitable SRM with 
certified values of concentrations and lowest values of uncertainty for any element or set of 
elements. This program can show all certified concentrations of elements in one or several 
chosen reference materials too. 
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3. AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA 
OF INDUCED ACTIVITY 

 
Four spectrometers are used for -spectra measurement. Three of them are equipped with 
sample changers. Each sample changer consists of a two-axis linear positioning module 
M202A by DriveSet (DriveSet.de, Germany) company and a disk with 45 slots for containers 
with samples manufactured in JINR workshops [3].   

 

 
 

FIG. 4. General view of the sample changer. 
 

Each module M202A is fixed above two metal tables with adjustable feet by means of the 
Bosch Rexroth aluminum module profile system. On one of the tables a rotating disk with 
samples is installed. The dewar with the detector is placed below another table, and the head 
of detector is locted above the surface of the table. The disk with samples as well as the 
detector are surrounded by a shielding (Fig. 4). 
 
The disk is rotated by a stepper motor EPL64/2 with a two-way shaft from Nanotech 
(nanotech.com) company. On one side the shaft of motor is connected with the shaft of the 
disk by means of a coupling. An incremental encoder is mounted on the other side of motor 
shaft. The initial cell in the disk is determined by an electromagnetic sensor while an 
increment encoder controls the selection of any other cell with samples on the disc. 
Positioning accuracy of the disc can reach 0.01°. 
 
The movement of containers from the disk to the detector and back is carried out by a device 
M202A manufactured by DriveSet company. It comprises horizontal and vertical linear 
positioning modules. Each axis is made of high-strength aluminum profile with integrated 
hardened steel rods. A carriage with precision guide rollers moves along the track. The 
carriage of each module moves by means of a screw with trapezoidal thread, which is rotated 
by a stepper motor. The brake for the vertical axis is not needed because of the self-locking 
trapezoidal thread. Each axis is provided with two ends and one reference sensor as well as 
with a linear incremental encoder, which allows the determination of the position of the 
carriage. The end sensors exclude the possibility of damage of the devices while moving to 
the physical boundaries of the axes. Reference sensors allow one to specify the initial 
positions of the modules. Positioning accuracy can reach 0.1 mm. Maximum speed of 
movement along both axes is 0.08 m/s and acceleration up to 1 m/s2 with a maximum load of 
1 kg. The maximum vertical movement for this module is 400 mm and for the horizontal one 
800 mm. Harnesses are laid into movable cable-channels. The special spring-pressed grab is 
used to capture the container from the disk (Fig. 5).  
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FIG. 5. The grab of container. 
 
Control of linear positioning module M202A and disc with samples is provided by a Xemo 
S360U controller by Systec (systec.de) company. Each sample changer uses its own 
controller. Each controller can control up to four axes. All controllers are connected to the 
same PC via USB ports. The libraries for OS Windows, necessary for developing the program 
to control the devices and measurements of spectra were included in the purchased package. 
 
Each container selected from the disk is moved to the detector and is held above it during the 
measurement of the spectrum. The spectra are measured in one of the four fixed height 
positions above the detector. Control of the container position during the measurement of the 
spectra is performed by incremental encoders. After completion of the measurement the 
container is returned to the same location on the disk which then rotates for selection of the 
next sample. A block diagram of the automation system for measurement of gamma-ray 
spectra is shown in Fig. 6. 
 
The program Measurements was developed to automate measurements of -spectra of induced 
activity and to control the sample changers of four spectrometers during measurements 
simultaneously.  
 
The program is written in Visual Basic. The software Genie-2000 (Canberra) is used for 
spectra measurements. The XemoDll library by Systec company was used to create a program 
module to control the sample changers. Interaction with the program Genie-2000 is performed 
by means of a dynamically generated program using the REXX programming language 
(REstructured eXtended eXecutor – “restructured extended executor”) in the Batch Support 
Tools S561 for Genie-2000. The Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to work with the 
database. 
 
The logic diagram of the program “Measurement” is shown in Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 6.The block diagram of the automation system for -spectra measurement.  
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FIG. 7. The logic diagram of the program Measurement. 

 
An installation of samples to a disc and spectra measurement are carried out according the list 
of measured samples received automatically from the database. After start of the program one 
must make the initial settings. The sequences of two possible settings for measurements with 
database and with sample changers (a) and with database but without sample changers (b) are 
shown by arrows on Fig. 8 accordingly. The program automatically proposes the next free 
names of spectra for each detector. The format of name of spectrum is AB12345, where A is 
detector number, B=0, 1, 2 is type of spectrum (0 is spectrum of short-lived isotopes, 1 is 
spectrum of medium-lived isotopes and 2 is spectrum of long-lived isotopes) and 12345 is the 
sequence number. Such names of spectra are necessary for proper operation of the program 
for calculation of element concentrations. 
 
After the beginning of spectra measurements according to the name of sample all the 
necessary data for calculation of concentrations are taken from the database and from the 
corresponding files and recorded automatically in the fields of the program and in the headers 
of spectra. It is necessary to notice that Genie 2000 at first makes the test measurement of 
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spectra for each detector during 10 seconds to determine the dead time. If dead time is more 
than 20%, the program changes the position of samples on detectors. After the end of spectra 
measurements, the program stores the spectra to hard disc of PC and file names of measured 
spectra to the database. Then measured samples are returned to the same cells on the disc and 
the samples from the next cells are moved to the detectors. Maximum number of 
spectrometers and sample changers controlled by this program is four. 
 
Each sample changer is equipped by Ethernet video camera, which allows visualization of the 
operation of the system in remote mode, to make a picture of the sample during measurement 
and save this picture in the database. Thereby possible human mistakes during installation of 
samples to the discs can be revealed. 
 
In the case of fault a special device (Netping 4/PWR-220 v3/SMS) can send SMS about of 
interruption of measurements and reload the controllers of sample changers and computer in 
remote mode. The program allows minimizing human involvement in routine long-term 
measurements of the spectra of the induced activity.  

 

  
(a)                                                                               (b) 

 

FIG. 8. Windows of the program for automation of spectra measurement in two different operation 
modes – with (a) and without (b) sample changers. 
 
4. PROGRAM - CONCENTRATION 
 
Automation of calculation of element concentrations in the samples based on the results of 
analysis of the spectra of samples, standards, and monitors is achieved by using the program 
Concentration. The flowchart of this program is shown in Fig. 9.  
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FIG. 9. The flowchart of program Concentration. 

 
The program uses values of radionuclide activities recorded in output files of the Genie 2000 
analysis of spectra of samples, standards, and monitors to calculate the values of element 
concentrations in the samples. The operation of the program relies on the file nuclides.txt. 
This file contains the list of detected nuclides and the type of measurement files used to detect 
the nuclides. Because the same nuclides may be detected after different irradiations and from 
the data of different measurements, the types of measurement providing the best identification 
(least uncertainty and maximal sensitivity) are listed in the table nuclides.txt file. The file may 
be edited by adding new nuclides, deleting unneeded ones, and changing the type of 
measurement. Additionally, files with certified values of element concentration in the 
standard samples are needed.  
 
Thereby the program Concentration allows one to: 

 Make a correction of activity of isotopes in the samples and standards using the 
neutron flux monitors; 

 Make a group standard using several irradiated SRMs; 
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 Check the compiled group standard calculating the concentration of elements in 
each of the standards through the group standard and making the resulting table 
where obtained and certified values are compared; 

 Calculate the concentration of elements in the samples using the group standard; 
 Compile an intermediate table of results and to check the results by creating 

graphs based on the elemental concentrations obtained from different 
measurements; 

 Compile the final table and to save it into the database. 
 
Intermediate table of results consists of four columns for each radionuclide. It can be stored as 
MS Excel file (the “xlsx” extension). To verify the quality of data processing, the correlation 
graphs for 24Na–24Na, 122Sb–124Sb, 141Ce–140La, and 233Pa–239Np are drawn automatically. The 
first graph is interactive. It is possible to draw any correlation graph in this window. 
 
A final table is created only if there are no errors in the intermediate table. This table is ready 
to be saved in the NAA database. Ref. [4] gives a detailed description of this program.  
 
The flowchart of NAA at IBR-2 after modernization is shown in Fig. 10. The main results of 
automation of NAA are: 
 

 All data about of all stages of analysis are stored in the database; 
 The database allows use the electronic document circulation and gives good 

opportunities of searching, sorting and the analyzing the collected data;  
 There is the program and equipment for automation of spectra measurement; 
 There is the program for automation of concentration calculation and 

presentation of final results; 
 Automation of QC procedures; 
 Several service programs bringing additional opportunities to automation of 

NAA. 
 
One should add separately that the automation of sample irradiation remains to be done. 
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FIG.10. The flowchart of NAA at IBR-2 after modernization. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Software and equipment for the automation of NAA were developed at the FLNP JINR. 
Large volumes of data were processed, the efficiency and quality of analysis increased, and 
the number of human errors performed during NAA decreased. The software developed is in 
everyday use as a working tool in the Department of NAA and Applied Research at the 
FLNP, JINR. The implementation of sample changers allows measuring spectra automatically 
through evenings and nights without presence of operators. 
 
All improvements were achieved by fast and easy access from any PC of our Department to 
information about all steps of analysis stored at the database; automatic entering the data for 
spectra analysis; automation of some procedures of QC; automatic measurements of spectra in 
the out-of-working time; automation of calculation of concentrations; fast and easy statistical 
analysis of results. Number of samples for determination of short and medium-lived 
radionuclides increased. However, the number of samples for determination of long-lived 
radionuclides is limited because of low neutron flux density at irradiation position. 
 
The renewal of pneumatic transport system for sample irradiation is in progress, but full 
automation of irradiation has many difficulties, especially for long-term irradiation. It is 
explained, in the first hand, by low neutron flux density of thermal and epithermal neutrons. 
On the other hand, flux of gamma-rays and fast neutrons in the IBR-2 reactor is very high, 
that prevents usage of transport tubes, containers and package material from polyethylene 
because of its low radiation resistance. That is why 80-90 samples are irradiated 
simultaneously during 3-4 days in aluminum transport containers. After irradiation, the 
activity of aluminum containers is very high that requests long cooling time before manual 
repacking of samples into clean polyethylene containers for measurements. 
 
The automation of short irradiation can be achieved with usage of a small inner containers for 
samples placed in a large transport container. The unit for automatic extraction of small 
containers from the large ones should be developed. In this case, it will be possible to send 
samples after irradiation directly to a detector. 
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Abstract 
 
Lack of automation in pneumatic transport system (PTS) has been identified as a bottleneck of neutron 

activation analysis (NAA) at the TRIGA Mark II reactor of the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI). Therefore, the 
existing PTS at the JSI was upgraded to increase the level of automation in the laboratory and consequently offer 
possibility to increase utilization of the reactor. The main goals of the PTS renewal were to improve overall 
quality of irradiations, to increase safety and to improve timing precision. At the same time, as little 
interventions into the existing tubing connections as possible were implemented to lower the costs involved and 
to facilitate the licensing procedure. The upgrade comprises only two new mechanical components: a terminal 
station and an automated capsule loader. Similar solution can apply to any TRIGA-type PTS thus facilitating 
improved utilization of TRIGA reactors for NAA. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The 250 kW TRIGA Mark II research reactor of the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) having the 
maximum neutron flux in the central thimble of 1013 n cm-1 s-1, is in operation since 1966. 
The reactor is a light water one, with solid fuel elements in which zirconium hydride 
moderator is homogeneously distributed between enriched uranium. Irradiation facilities  
(Fig. 1) comprise the central thimble, the so called triangular channel for bigger samples, two 
pneumatic transfer systems (PTS) for shorter irradiations, few other vertical irradiation tubes 
and the 40 position rotary specimen rack located in reflector assembly [1]. Other experimental 
facilities include two radial and two tangential beam tubes, a graphite thermal column that 
provides well-thermalised neutrons and a thermalizing column accompanied by a quite unique 
dry cell facility [2]. 
 

 
FIG. 2. Irradiation facilities at the JSI TRIGA reactor. 
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Soon after its commissioning, the reactor has been utilized for NAA. Early applications were 
dedicated to development of radiochemical procedures for determining trace elements in the 
environment and in human health. Radiochemical NAA (RNAA) procedures for the 
determination of numerous elements were developed and successfully applied in 
characterizing Standard Reference Materials prepared by NBS, a predecessor of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology. Simultaneously, procedures for the determination of 
long-lived radionuclides by combination of NAA and other radiometric methods have been 
developed and applied. Along with the development of nuclear and gamma spectrometric 
equipment in late seventies and early eighties, instrumental INAA (INAA) has attracted ever 
more applications, gradually replacing the RNAA procedures, whenever applicable. Further 
decline in the application of RNAA occurred as consequence of introduction of other modern 
analytical techniques. In the late eighties, the k0 –based NAA was introduced, gradually 
replacing the relative method of INAA, eventually resulting in its accreditation as a routine 
analytical tool in 2009. Nowadays, the k0 –NAA is used as primary analytical tool, along with 
the RNAA as a dedicated technique in cases where it prevails due to its advantages over the 
other analytical methods. The pneumatic transfer system has always been an important 
constituent of the irradiation facilities [3]. In the year 2001 a new fast pneumatic transfer 
system (FPTS) was installed [4] to process samples with very short-lived nuclides, but it 
never gained much popularity, mainly due to problems with capsules’ activation and 
somehow unfriendly design. 
 
The standard pneumatic transport tube system (PTS) dedicated to short irradiations is of 
original TRIGA design and in operation since the reactor’s commissioning. The original PTS 
(Fig. 2) had a very basic design consisting of only a few components: receiver assembly, 
tubing, blower and valve assembly and a simple control unit with two switches and 5 minute 
countdown clock.  
 
It operated on vacuum-generating principle and required an analyst’s physical presence during 
operation. The analyst had to manually introduce a rabbit into the transport tube in a station 
located in the reactor hall. Then, by means of pressing a button and thus inducing under-
pressure in the tube, the rabbit was send in the reactor core for a pre-determined irradiation 
time. After elapsing the time, the rabbit was automatically send back to the station. The rabbit 
should then be manually sent to a laboratory located outside the reactor building. The 
described procedure was time consuming and induced unnecessary excessive exposure of the 
analyst to ionizing radiation. So, in spite of trouble-free operation, it was decided to bring the 
old pneumatic transfer system up to date. 
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FIG. 3. Receiver assembly of the original PTS with the countdown clock on the wall above. Receiver 
assembly is now replaced with automatic loader. 
The main goal of renewal was to improve overall quality of irradiations with PTS and in this 
respect the focus was on making the new system more user-friendly, with increased safety, 
improved timing precision, logged traceability of system events and automated data 
processing. The new design aimed that the interventions in the existing tubing connections 
should be minimal to lower the involved costs and relieve the required licensing procedures. 
As short sample transfer time was not the key factor (there is also FPTS available), the system 
of transferring capsules by vacuum remained. It was decided to replace the original receiver 
assembly with a new computer controlled automatic loader that would serve as an 
intermediate station to prevent direct connection between the laboratory and the reactor core. 
 
2. RESULTS ACHIEVED 
 
2.1. DESIGN 
 
It was decided to introduce a revolver drum design of the automatic loader with capacity for 
20 capsules. As the new loader is connected to the existing tubing connections and is used 
with the existing polyethylene capsules (26 mm × 64 mm), all shapes and sizes were adapted 
to the pre-existing equipment. The revolver drum design of automatic loader allows that all 
existing tubing connections, newly added stations and possible future upgrades terminate in 
the loader (Fig. 3). Such design allows for controlling the movement of capsules to different 
stations with one single device. At the same time the revolver drum design prevents direct 
mechanical connection between the reactor core and the receive station, which was one of the 
demands to prevent unloading of highly radioactive samples to the laboratory. 
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FIG. 4. Functional sketch of the new PTS. 

 
The automatic loader (Fig. 4) has a modular design. Inside the loader there is a cylinder with 
20 positions for capsules and above or below each position there can be an input-output port 
for the capsule transfer.  
 
The automatic loader is equipped with six input-output ports that can be easily redesigned to 
have more or less ports. Each port has a pneumatic hatch that prevents unintentional 
movement of capsules during operation and an optical switch that detects transitions of the 
capsule. Beside the input-output ports the loader is also equipped with numerous covers that 
can be removed to facilitate access to the loader interior in case of clogging of the system. 
 

 
FIG. 5. New automatic loader prepared for installation. 
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FIG. 6. New receiver assembly. 

 
The automatic loader replaced previous receiver assembly and a new send station mounted 
directly on the loader was added. The automatic loader is also equipped with a radiation 
detector to measure activity of irradiated samples before they are sent to the final station in 
the laboratory. One of the ports is connected to a cooling container where a too active capsule 
is unloaded to decay-off to the acceptable level before further processed. The other three ports 
that are currently in use are for capsule insertion, connection to the reactor core and 
connection to the laboratory. Two input-output ports are left empty for any further expansion 
of the PTS. 
 
Apart from the automatic loader only the receiver assembly (Fig. 5) in the laboratory was 
changed. The previous simple pulley device was replaced with a new station comprising 
pneumatic cover and an optical switch to detect capsule presence. Consequently, functionality 
of the station was enhanced by allowing for sending capsules to the automatic loader and not 
only receiving them upon the irradiation. 
 
All mechanical components, except pneumatic cylinders (supplied by Festo Company) were 
constructed in-house. The main construction material of automatic loader is aluminum (EN 
AW – AlMgSi1), while the cylinder and hatches are made from polyethylene. 
 
2.2. ELECTRONICS 
 
The main component of the new electronics is programmable automation controller (PAC – 
National Instruments cRIO-9024) with the 8-slot chassis and integrated Virtex-5 LX50 field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) chip (cRIO-9114). Four slots are occupied with 8-channel 
digital input module (100 µs, NI 9421), one with 8-channel fast digital input module (1 µs, NI 
9423) and three slots with 8-channel digital output module (NI 9472). All digital inputs and 
outputs operate with 24 V logic. 
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Cylinder inside the automatic loader is driven by electric motor (Festo EMMP-AS-55-M-LS-
TM) through a gearbox with ratio 1:180. The electric motor has integrated positioning 
encoder which ensures that capsule spaces inside the cylinder are correctly aligned to an 
appropriate input-output port. The electric motor is controlled by the motor controller (Festo 
CMMP-AS-C2-3A-M3) which communicates with PAC through digital inputs/outputs. PAC 
demands a position of the cylinder, and the motor controller takes care about correct 
positioning and provides diagnostics. The accurate homing position of the electric motor is 
provided with an optical switch. 
 

 
FIG. 7. Two optical switches (marked with arrows) for speed measurements and timing mounted on 

PTS tube just above reactor tank. 
 
Pneumatic cylinders (Festo ADN-25-45-A-P-A) that move hatches inside the loader are 
controlled by a set of valves (Festo MEH-5/2-5,0-B) and are supplied with compressed air 
through pressure regulators from the previously existing compressed air installation (7 bar). 
Each pneumatic cylinder is equipped with a set of sensors (Festo SME-8-K5-LED-24) that 
detect the open or close position or none of them if the hatch is jammed. 
 
Detection of capsule transition through input/output ports of automatic loader is done with 
optical switches (Omron E3X-SD). The optical switches also detect presence of the capsule in 
new receiver assembly and the cooling container. Besides, the optical switches are used for 
speed measurements (Fig. 6) of capsules travelling in or out of the reactor core. In the case of 
speed measurements, optical switches are connected to the fast digital input module and 
signals are processed with FPGA to provide higher accuracy.  
 
Radiation level is measured by a Geiger-Müller (GM) tube ZP 1400, which is mounted on the 
automatic loader above one of the input/output ports. The GM tube is also connected to the 
fast digital input module and signal is again processed with FPGA. 
 
Interface between users and PAC are two fan-free, touch screen terminals (Posiflex XT-
5415IR) with infrared touch interface to allow user interacting with the terminal also in 
gloves. One terminal is located near the automatic loader and the second one in the laboratory. 
The terminals are connected to PAC through a gigabit Ethernet network. 
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As the capsules’ transfer remained by means of vacuum, the original blowers and valve 
assembly remained unchanged. But instead of manual switches they are now controlled by 
PAC equipped with contactors. Also the light indicating that PTS is in use remained 
unchanged; however, more lights were added to indicate when the irradiated sample is 
travelling in the tube. 
 
2.3. SOFTWARE 
 
Software development was done in LabVIEW 2010 environment. A single software package 
performs user access control, component testing, data acquisition, communication with user 
terminals and controls the whole process of irradiations in the PTS. Complete software 
package is deployed to PAC and consequently the whole process is controlled by PAC. There 
is no PC technology involved in controlling the PTS except for the user terminals which are 
used only as a user interface to PAC. 
 
Safety and security of PTS are assured by user access control. Before any usage of PTS, the 
software requests user to log on with a password. After successful log on, software proceeds 
to component testing. Tested are all components that can be tested without actual use of the 
PTS: all pneumatic cylinders, positioning of electric motor, radiation detector and all optical 
switches. When component testing is successfully completed, the PTS system is ready for 
irradiations. 
 
The user has to load capsules into the automatic loader first. The process begins with 
choosing the right send station where samples will be loaded and followed by entering sample 
data. The system can cool the sample with air during irradiation, change receive station or 
select sample priority. Data is checked and software allows the user to insert the capsule to the 
send station. Cover of the send station opens and when the capsule is detected, the system 
transfers it to the automatic loader. The system checks with optical switches if the capsule 
reached the loader successfully and when the transfer is confirmed, the user can proceed with 
insertion of another capsule or initiate the irradiation.  
 
Upon initiating the irradiation process, the system starts irradiation of prioritized samples, if 
any, and continues with other samples. The capsule that is in sequence for irradiation, is 
transferred to the reactor core. On top of the reactor there are two optical switches which are 
used for speed measurement and at the same time they start the clock measuring irradiation 
time. After irradiation time has elapsed, the capsule is transferred back to the loader. The 
speed is measured again and, with the known distance from the optical sensor to the reactor 
core, the irradiation time is corrected to exact value. 
 
Upon detecting that the capsule is back in the automatic loader, the cylinder moves the 
capsule to a measurement position. Activity of the sample is measured with the GM tube, the 
pulses are counted and recalculated to an approximate dose rate. If the dose rate is below the 
level approved by the Radiation Protection Unit, the capsule is sent further to the laboratory. 
In case that the dose rate exceeds the approved level, the capsule is automatically unloaded to 
a shielded container where it decays off before being transferred to the laboratory. 
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FIG. 8. Screen capture of user interface during insertion. 

 
The next sample is sent to irradiation as soon the irradiated capsule is removed from the 
receive station. During the irradiation process no new capsules can be loaded to the automatic 
loader as the cylinder stays fixed on position to receive capsule from the reactor. However, 
irradiation queue can be stopped and new capsules can be added to the loader between two 
irradiations. 
 
The user is continuously informed about the actual status of the system. During irradiations 
there is an overview status displayed on which capsule is currently irradiated, when the 
irradiation will be finished and how many samples are yet to be irradiated (Fig. 7). The user 
can stop irradiation queue or current irradiation at any time. After the irradiation is completed 
and radiation measurement is done, the user is informed on approximate activity of the 
sample. 
 
All system events are logged along with the relevant timings, the sample information and the 
measured activity. The data is presently saved locally, but the planned expansion of separate 
reactor LAN will also allow for preparing sample information in advance and consequently 
further automation of the process. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is reasonably expected that the new automated PTS (Fig. 8) will improve the overall quality 
of irradiations in our TRIGA Mark II reactor by the increased safety, the improved timing 
accuracy, the introduced data logging and the user friendly design.  
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FIG. 9. New automated pneumatic transfer system. 

 
The introduced new technology brings room for further improvements and expansion of the 
system. There are two expansions already planned: (1) introduction of the network database, 
addition of reactor power level logs to each sample data and introduction of automated 
capsules’ weighing to protect the PTS and further increase radiation safety, and (2) 
connection of PTS with the system for long irradiations in the rotary specimen rack located 
within the reflector assembly. 
 
Similar system can easily be introduced to any TRIGA-type PTS as the construction is 
modular and flexible. Interventions to pre-existing tubing connections are minimal, whereas 
electronic and software parts are easily adjustable. 
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Abstract 
 
A Syrian sample changer was designed to transfer an activated sample from the sample tray to the 

detector, to measure its radioactivity, and to return it back to the tray after a specific measurement time. Its 
operation is fast, smooth and reliable; it is pneumatically-actuated and uses a sensor system to verify position 
while providing feedback to controller. An interface system to connect the sample changer with the gamma 
spectrometer was built up and the SYR-Sample-Changer program was installed. The main software (SYR-
Sample-Changer.exe) including three slaves programs. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
All neutron activation analysis laboratories around the world have a large number of samples 
to be analyzed (environmental, archaeology, biological and epidemiology), and most of these 
laboratories have limit of ability to service the needs of specific research fields. Indeed, in 
most of these cases the NAA service requests have to be rejected not because of lack of RR 
availability (flux, irradiation site), but because of limited capacity in automation and data 
processing. In addition automation leads to an improvement in analytical quality through the 
minimisation of human error.  
 
Monitoring of the environment for radioactivity of the irradiated samples is an important 
objective of the role of Syrian Atomic Energy Commission. This requires the collection and 
radiometric analysis of a large number of environmental samples (soil, plant and biological), 
which may number thousands per year. This multiplicity of samples highlights the need for 
some form of automatic sample changing system. The automatic sample changer described 
here is suitable for use with most existing gamma spectrometry systems that based upon high 
pure germanium (HPGe) detectors in vertical mode. The sample changer allows the fully 
automated measurement of up to 64 samples in one run. 

 
FIG. 1. Main parts of sample changer: 1. Horizontal (width) movement axis (X); 2. Length movement 
axis (Y); 3. Vertical movement axis (z); 4. Samples tongs; 5. Cylinder for move shield cover;  
6. Samples tray; 7. Sample; 8. Detector; 9. Vertical movement guide; 10. Samples tray shield;  
11. Detector shield; 12. Detector shield cover. 
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2. OBJECTIVES  
 

(a) To provide automated sample changer connected with gamma spectrometry to deal 
with irradiated samples (acquisition, save the spectra, etc.). 

(b) To decrease radioactive exposure during the manual measurements, and to keep the 
radioactive sample away from workers. 

(c) To save time, effort and money. 
(d) To connect the automated sample changer with the gamma spectrometry, and to 

programme an interface system between the sample changer and the MCA card in the 
gamma spectrometry. 

 
3. PRINCIPLES AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
 
3.1. MECHANICAL PART 
 
3.1.1. Main structure and components of sample changer 

 
Figure 1 illustrates the main parts of sample change. 
 
3.1.2. Apparatus description 
 
The schematic diagram for automatic samples changer and the sample changer tray with x, y, 
z FESTO robot system shown in Fig. 2 holds up to 64 samples, which will be used in our 
laboratory. The apparatus consists of the following five pneumatic drives: 
 

(a) Gripper for grip the sample; 
(b) Z-drive for lift and down the sample; 
(c) X-drive for displacement the sample from tray to detector and go it back to 

tray; 
(d) Y-drive for tray movement; 
(e) C-drive for open and close the cover of the detector shield. 

 
X and Z drives, gripper, Y drive and tray are connected directly via an adapter plate using 
screws and centering sleeves. 
 

 
FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the sample changer and the tray with x, y, z FESTO robot system 
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FESTO-DGPL drives were chosen to achieve displacement on both X and Y axes for their 
advantages (FESTO catalog): 
 

(a) Compact, fitting length relative to stroke; 
(b) Highly adaptable, thanks to wide choice of mounting and attachment options; 
(c) Adjustable end-position cushioning systems; 
(d) Can be combined with the modular system for handling and assembly technology; 
(e) Maintenance-free (for up to 5000 km with a recirculating ball bearing guide). 

 
FESTO provides analogue displacement encoders along DGPL X and Y drives to adjust the 
positions of samples in tray and on the top of detector .We used MLO-POT-(stroke)-TLF 
which is suitable for us for the following reasons: 
 

(f) Conductive plastic potentiometer; 
(g) Absolute measurements with high resolution; 
(h) High speeds of travel and long service life. 

 
For these two complicit systems, (especially for X-axis) MPYE proportional directional 
control valves were installed.  
 
The directly actuated proportional directional control valve has opposition-controlled spool. 
This transforms an analogue input signal into a corresponding opening cross-section at the 
valve outputs. In combination with an external position controller and displacement encoder, 
a precise pneumatic positioning system can be created. 
 
MPYE valves Reduce machine cycle’s times by optimizing cylinder speeds and allow 
different speed levels and speed ramps to be set. 
 
For both Z-axis and cover movements DNC (Double acting standard cylinder) drives were 
chosen, DNC drive has many advantages (FESTO catalog) as: 
 

(a) The modern design and construction saves up to 11% on space compared to ordinary 
standard cylinders, thus permitting a considerably more compact system design; 

(b) The proximity sensors fit flush in the profile slot. On the one hand, this does away 
with the need for additional mounting kits and on the other, it protects the proximity 
sensor against mechanical damage; 

(c) An extensive range of accessories makes it possible to install the cylinder virtually 
anywhere; 

(d) The widest range of variants on the market provides the right DNC cylinder for every 
application. 

 
For these two DNC drives and gripper, CPE (Compact performance) valves were selected. 
The solenoid valves CPE, Compact Performance are distinguished by their minimal width and 
low power consumption at high flow rates. 
 

(a) To handle the sample from tray to detector and reverse; 
(b) Double-acting piston drive; 
(c) Self-centering; 
(d) External/internal gripping; 
(e) High gripping force and compact size; 
(f) Max. repetition accuracy; 
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(g) Gripping force retention; 
(h) Internal fixed flow control. 

 
3.1.3. Compressed air requirement 
 
Properly prepared compressed air helps to prevent faults in pneumatic components and to 
prevent any malfunctions or damage. The clean compressed air increases the service life of 
the components and reduces machine failures and downtime, thereby increasing process 
reliability. The Compressed air must be free from contains contaminants such as particles 
(dust), water (humidity) and oil (oil-free operating compressors). 
 
The compressed air should have the following properties: 
 

(a) The air must be unlubricated. 
(b) Pressurized air must be filtered to 5 µ (for Servo-pneumatic positioning using 

proportional directional control valves, compressed air tools), so LFR-D-5M-
MAXI-A filter with pressure regulator and pressure gauge was used. 

(c) Slowly pressurize the complete system; this will prevent sudden uncontrolled 
movements from occurring. 

(d) Air pressure has not to be exceeded 6 bar (for normal operation air pressure must be 
between 4-6 bar) 

 
3.2. ELECTRONICS  
 
a) We went through all WinTMCa32 batch file commands and its instructions in order to 

build-up a new exchanged batch file to be linked with the sample changer. 
 
b) We have built-up a new batch file (startup.wpb) that needed for the sample changer, this 

batch file has the following preset parameters:  
(i) The number of samples (Sample Number): the samples tray capacity is up to 64 

samples as shown in line 50 bellow, Fig. 3 - the sample number could be changed 
according to your requirement beside of the (Sample Number %d). 

 
FIG. 3. WinTMCa32 batch file instructions. 

(ii) The acquisition counting time period that could be changed according to your 
requirement beside of the Time %d in seconds, (Fig.4). 

 
FIG. 4. WinTMCa32 batch file instructions. 

(iii) The file names that will be saved respectively from spectrum1 to the last spectra 
spectrum. Sample Number %d into spectrum directory as shown below in line 25 
new spectrum, Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 5. WinTMCa32 batch file instructions. 

 
c) We built-up main software (SYR-Sample-Changer.exe) Fig. 6 which has three slaves 

programs: 
(i) The first program monitors and controls the LPT channels in order to send 

values to the second program. 
(ii) The second program checks the parameters of the batch (startup.wpb) then 

decides the needed process to actuate the FESTO SPC-200 Sample changer 
system procedures that communicate with the LPT channels. 

(iii) The last one runs the FESTO SPC-200 Sample changer system with the proper 
position of samples, number of samples and the counting time of each sample. 
 

 
FIG. 6. Sample Changer Main Program. 

 
d) Design a proper interfacing with LPT hardware to be linked with the VB.net controlling 

program: 
(i) Parallel port or the printer port is one of the hardware that we used to 

communicate with external circuitry. 
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(ii) The application that we have developed, sample changer main controlling 
program was in Visual Basic .NET and it is using driver software for direct 
port access, this program working under Windows 7. 

(iii) Port accessing is prohibited so we have to have a driver in order to 
communicate with LPT ports directly. 
Parallel port is usually comes as 25pin female port and it is commonly used to 
connect printers to computer Fig. 7. 

(iv) We used optic-couplers (ULN2803) with the interfacing hardware. 
(v) There is some more useful information to consider when programming printer 

port, usual printer port is a 25pin female “D” shaped port, like in Fig. 7, and it 
has several registers. A register is a place where you can write values and 
retrieve them in here, there are also registers called Data Register, Control 
Register and Status Register. 

(vi) Data Register: This is the register which allows user to write values into the 
Port, in simple words these pins can be used to output a specific value in data 
register, or you can change voltages in specific pins, they are called output 
pins. There are altogether 8 output pins available ranging from D0 to D7. 

(vii) Status Register (Pins): These are called the input pins or status register this can 
hold value that the outside world gives to the parallel port. So this port acts like 
a reader and it has 5pins for inputs. Pin range is from S4 to S7. 

(viii) Control Register (Pins): This register can be used in both ways, this enables 
user to write values as well as read values from outside but not that most of the 
control pins work in inverted manner, you can see them with dash sign on top 
of the pin. Pin range is from C0 to C3. 

(ix) Ground Pins are used as neutral. These pins are used as (-) in batteries because 
if you’re connecting a device to parallel port in order to read or write you have 
to use one or more ground pins and read or write pin to work. 

 8 Output pins [D0 to D7];  
 5 Status pins [S4 to S7 and S3]; 
  4 Control pins [C0 to C3];  
 8 ground pins [18 to 25].  

 
 

 
 

FIG. 7. LPT Inputs/Outputs. 
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4. PROCEDURE 
 
Figure 8 shows all programms which we made to connect all main parts of the sample 
changer. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

FIG. 8. Main Block Diagram box for Sample Changer.  
 

(1) First we should set all parameters we would like to apply for all samples which are 
ready to be measured by gamma spectroscopy. 

(2) The sample changer main program (SYR-Sample-Changer.exe) monitors the 
input/output signals and current status of the sample changer. 

(3) The FESTO SPC-200 start running its internal control program Fig. 9 by pressing the 
START switch button. 

 

 
FIG. 9. FESTO SPC-200 Internal Control Program. 
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(4) (4) The WinTMCa32 batch file (startup.wpb) coordinates with all of the sample 
changer related input/output signals and program (SYR-Sample-Changer.exe). 

(5) (5) When the sample take place on top of the detector, the FESTO SPC-200 sends 
an acknowledgment signal to the main program SYR-Sample-Changer.exe. 

(6) (6) The WinTMCa32 will start counting the first spectrum that related to the fist 
sample. 

(7) (7) The WinTMCa32 will save the first spectrum into the spectrum directory and 
tell the main program that the first spectrum had been finished. 

(8) (8) On behalf of sample changer the main program sends back handshaking signal 
in order to let the FESTO SPC-200 pick-up the related sample and return it to its 
original place into the sample changer tray. 

(9) (9) When the FESTO SPC-200 photocell finds a new sample next to the previous 
one, in this case it will run a new procedure from step (1) to step (9) and so on, 
otherwise it will finish and stop working. 
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Abstract 
 
One major realistic improvement in neutron activation analysis is the automation of irradiation and 

counting facilities. Incorporating thermal and epithermal neutrons for short-, medium- and long-lived NAA can 
truly expand the array of elements that can be determined. The addition of Compton suppression techniques with 
automatic sample changers can still further drastically lower detection limits for elements not traditionally 
determined by routine NAA methods. At the Nuclear Engineering Teaching Laboratory at The University of 
Texas we have significantly developed capabilities in employing thermal and epithermal irradiation procedures 
including cyclic activation analysis. Automated counting procedures for Compton suppression and prompt-
gamma have significantly reduced personnel time and human errors. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Automation is any process that reduces the need for operator intervention. An ultimate 
concept would be to remove the need for any human intervention, with machine talking to 
machine controlled by software. As many independent modules should be created as possible, 
to give the analyst the greatest flexibility in its use in a given situation. Automation in NAA 
can enhance the revenue-generating capabilities of a laboratory, raise the socio-economic 
benefits and increase reactor utilization. All of these areas can increase the visibility and 
impact of the facility. New markets may be opened by increasing capacity or particular 
limiting steps may be overcome. Automation is of most benefit where large numbers of 
similar samples need to be analyzed or may also be advantageous where there is a high 
demand to run small batches of samples. For example, throughput is significantly increased if 
jobs can be run around the clock, rather than being limited to running during working hours.  
 
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is truly a unique analytical method in that there is an array 
of parameters that may influence the uncertainty of the final results coupled with the need to 
wait for extended periods of time to determine longer-lived isotopes for a complete study of 
the elemental composition of samples. While in the 1960’s NAA was the undisputed multi-
elemental technique of analysis the last twenty years has shown that other methods notably 
inductively coupled plasma- atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), inductively coupled 
plasma- mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and to a lesser extent particle induced x-ray emission 
(PIXE) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) have gained a lot in popularity for research and 
commercial applications. Furthermore, there are fewer research reactors available for reliable 
access involving commercialization of NAA services or long-term academic investigations. 
Enhancement of research reactors utilization via NAA is seriously hampered by the lack of 
automation in hardware and software. As well, many facilities have not fully exploited the use 
of epithermal neutrons to ameliorate the set of elements that can be determined in a routine 
fashion. Other instrumentation methods such as Compton suppression in conjunction with 
thermal and epithermal neutrons can also be effectively employed to dramatically improve 
signal to noise ratios as compared routine NAA. At The University of Texas we have 
endeavoured to increase efficiency of NAA by exploring several facets of automation of 
irradiation and counting facilities, and to use of epithermal neutrons and Compton 
suppression to reduce background. All these methods have allowed the University of Texas to 
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have one of most dynamic laboratories which includes a very comprehensive set of elements 
that typically cannot be achieved by routine NAA.  
2. AUTOMATION OF IRRADIATION FACILITIES  
 
Automation is any process that reduces the need for operator intervention. An ultimate 
concept would be to remove the need for any human intervention, with machine talking to 
machine controlled by software. As many independent modules should be created as possible, 
to give the analyst the greatest flexibility in its use in a given situation. Automation in NAA 
can enhance the revenue-generating capabilities of a laboratory, raise the socio-economic 
benefits and increase reactor utilization. All of these areas can increase the visibility and 
impact of the facility. New markets may be opened by increasing capacity or particular 
limiting steps may be overcome. Automation is of most benefit where large numbers of 
similar samples need to be analyzed or may also be advantageous where there is a high 
demand to run small batches of samples. For example, throughput is significantly increased if 
jobs can be run around the clock, rather than being limited to running during working hours.  
 
3. OVERVIEW OF NAA FACILITIES 
 
The 1.1 MW TRIGA reactor, situated in the Nuclear Engineering Teaching Laboratory, has 
several in- core facilities for irradiation as can be seen in Figure 1. The first is the pneumatic 
tube system for short-lived NAA; the second is the 3-L (3 fuel elements that have been 
removed) facility that is primarily used for epithermal irradiations with a cadmium-lined tube 
and the RSR (rotary specimen rack) which is used for long irradiations with thermal neutrons. 
The pneumatic tube system can also be placed inside the 3-L facility for short-lived NAA 
with epithermal irradiations.  
 
The prompt gamma facility as seen in Figure 2 can be used with and without a cold source. A 
complete description of the facility has been previously published (1).  
 

 
FIG. 1. TRIGA reactor showing three irradiation facilities. 
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FIG. 2. Prompt gamma facility. 

3.1. IRRADIATION TIMING FOR SHORT-LIVED NAA 
 
One critical step in the automation of NAA is the precise accounting of irradiation times for 
short-lived isotope production. This is particularly true for durations in the order of seconds. 
For instance a one second uncertainty in a 10-second irradiation leads to an automatic 10% 
error in the final result. While this error decreases with longer irradiation times, often this is 
not possible due to the activity of the returning sample. We have incorporated an automated 
electronic system as seen in Figure 3 that can accurately determine the irradiation time within 
0.1 seconds. The top module displays the irradiation time while the bottom modules display 
the decay times. In such a system the worker can irradiate up to two samples, with one sample 
being irradiated while the other one is being counted. This type of procedure has greatly 
increased the number of samples processed in one day.  
 

 
FIG. 3. Electronic modules for irradiation and dual decay times. 

 
3.2. IRRADIATION AUTOMATION FOR PROMPT GAMMA ACTIVATION 

ANALYSIS 
 
For the prompt gamma facility we have incorporated an automated sampler changer. The key 
goals of this project were the following: 
 

1. Reduce the amount of additional material in the beam line. 
2. Reduce the time required to change samples from ~7 min to fewer than 10 sec. 
3. Create a system that would be fully automated requiring no user interaction, i.e. a 

system that can communicate with the existing detector software. 
4. Create a system that would have a capacity of up to eight samples. 
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FIG. 4. Automated irradiation facility for prompt gamma activation analysis. 
 
The sample changer is controlled through the GENIE PC-2000 gamma-ray spectroscopy 
software. Gamma-ray spectrum live time and the number of samples are initially user defined. 
The system then automatically acquires spectra, saves the spectra, advances the samples, and 
initiates new spectral acquisitions. 

 
3.3. CYCLIC ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
 
The employment of cyclic activation analysis is rather limited in the number of elements that 
can be determined as compared to routine NAA. However it has proven to be useful in several 
analytical situations (2-3) particular for fluorine, oxygen, selenium, silver using both thermal 
and epithermal neutrons. We have developed a comprehensive irradiation facility that is 
capable of handling up to thirty samples. An overview on the system and the computer 
controlled commands are depicted in Figure 5.  
 

 
 
FIG. 5. Overview of cyclic activation system (left) and irradiation, decay and counting control system. 

 
3.4. COMPTON SUPPRESSION NAA 
 
Since the early 1990’s Compton suppression NAA (CSNAA) has gained a lot of recognition 
that it can significantly decrease backgrounds allowing the detection of radionuclides not 
normally reliably determined. Compton suppression works well for unstable isotopes that 
emit only one gamma ray such as 137Cs. Some radionuclides that have two or more gamma-
rays in their decay can also benefit from CSNAA, if one of them has weaker coincidences 
with the remaining gamma-ray(s). The radionuclides 76As (559 keV) and 122 Sb (564 keV) are 
two such cases in point. It is interesting to observe that radionuclides that have coincident 
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gamma-rays also are suppressed since the electronic set up is incapable of distinguishing 
events between Compton scattering and gamma-gamma coincidence. In fact this is very 
advantageous since the radionuclides that give rise to high backgrounds have strongly 
coincident gamma-rays: These photons include: 1173 and 1332 keV of 60Co, 1642 and 2167 
keV of 38Cl, 889 and 1120 keV of 46Sc, 554 keV and multitude of ’s of 82Br and 846,1810 
and 2112 keV of 56 Mn. In certain cases typical spectral interferences are also reduced or 
nearly eliminated such as the case of determining Cd through it 334 keV photon and the 
interference of the 336 keV photon from 239Np. Cd is determined from the 114Cd(n,γ)115Cd  
115mln reaction while U is determined from the 238U(n,γ)239U  239Np reaction. A typical 
Compton suppression system is shown in Figure 6a with its instrumentation shown in Figure 
6b (ORTEC hardware). However, Canberra has a more integrated system with less modules 
and a completely integrated system by PIXIE is shown in Figure 6c.  
 

 

 
 

FIG. 6a. Compton system. FIG. 6b. Compton electronics. FIG. 6c. PIXIE XIA integrated 
system. 

 
To show the usefulness of Compton suppression Figure 7 shows the spectra for short-lived 
NAA of a coal sample irradiated with thermal and epithermal neutrons with and without 
Compton suppression and a more detailed depiction of the determination of 160Tb using the 
879 keV gamma-ray and the 58Co using the 811 gamma-ray. Nickel is determined using the 
58Ni(n,p)58Co reaction. As can be see the backgrounds dramatically decrease as one uses 
Compton suppression. While not all stable isotopes have large resonance integral to thermal 
neutron cross section ratios it very useful to acquire data in both modes as to maximize the 
number of elements that can be reliably determined.  
 

 
FIG. 7. General spectra structure of short-lived radionuclides (left) comparison of thermal and 
epithermal NAA with and without Compton suppression for the determination of nickel and terbium 
(right). 
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4. SAMPLE CHANGER 
 
While sample changers have a long history of use in gamma-ray spectroscopy they have not 
been utilized with Compton suppression systems. This is due to the unique problems 
associated with replacing a sample that is completely surrounded by a combination of 
detectors. Motion required by the sample changer is dependent on three linear slides driven by 
stepper motors. One produces the motion that loads the sample vial onto a sample holder 
fitted to the top of the germanium detector. Two other stepper motor driven slides provide the 
vertical and horizontal motion required to move the germanium detector between the sample 
loader and the inside of the shield structure. Limit switches control the extent of vertical 
travel. A single switch determines the lower limit. The required upper height is different 
depending on whether the detector is being lifted into the shield or up to the sample loader. 
Therefore, two separate upper limit switches wired in series are used. For horizontal 
movement, there is a back limit switch that places the detector directly under the shield's entry 
point. This horizontal position and the bottom vertical position are initialized as coordinates 
(0,0). Moving the detector to the point under the sample loader is accomplished by sending 
the motor forward a specific number of steps. The detector can be moved to a more forward 
position before it encounters the forward limit switch (Figure 8c). This facilitates easier 
maintenance and removal of the detector. Before the first sample is loaded, the detector is 
moved completely down and then back, stopping just under the shield. The zero coordinates 
are initialized and the detector is then returned to the sample loader. This is where the cycle 
normally begins. A stepper motor controlled linear slide (Figure 8b) moves the sample vial 
out of the sample loader and onto the sample holder affixed to the germanium detector. This 
displaces the previous sample, which is then pulled down the exit guide by gravity. Sample 
holders of different heights are available to accommodate four different counting geometries. 
The sample loading mechanism is shown in Figure 8b. The germanium detector is moved, by 
a vertical slide (Figure 8d), down and below the shield table. It then is carried by a horizontal 
slide underneath the shield (Figure 8a). The vertical slide then raises the detector into the 
shield structure. Once data acquisition has been completed, the detector is again lowered to 
the bottom limit switch, moved forward to the correct distance, and raised until the sample 
loader limit switch stops it. The computer that does the data acquisition also controls the 
sample changer through stepper motor controllers (Figure 9e) connected to its serial port. 
OPRTEC Maestro MCA emulation software is used to communicate with two multichannel 
buffers connected to the computer. 
 

 
FIG. 8. (a) Detector on transport (b) Sample loader (c) Horizontal slide (d) Vertical slide (e) Stepper 
motor controllers. 
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5. REACTION RATES 
 

The rate of neutron interactions Ri of type i is obtained by integrating the product of the 
interaction cross-section i(E), the neutron flux (E) and the number of target nuclei N over the 
energy range of the incident neutrons.   

 
   




0

dEEENR i   (5) 

Concentrating on only radiative capture reactions, the reaction rate is generally broken 
into three terms that depend on the energy ranges (thermal, epithermal, and fast) of the incident 
neutrons. 
 

 
fastepith RRRR   (6) 

 
Many nuclides, especially those with low atomic number, have neutron capture cross 

sections that are proportional to 1/v at energies below 0.5 eV, where v is the speed of the 
neutron. Generally, the thermal cross section th corresponding to the thermal neutron energy 
(0.025 eV) is used to determine the thermal reaction rate Rth due to the thermal flux  th. 
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Resonance peaks dominate the neutron capture cross sections at energies in the epithermal 
range between 0.5 eV and 0.5 MeV. The epithermal neutron flux epi in a water moderated 
reactor like the TRIGA follows a 1/E distribution. Since the epithermal capture cross-section 
epi varies rapidly, the radiative capture integral I0 is used to refer to the cross section. The 
epithermal reaction rate Repi can be calculated: 
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where the epithermal flux epi is in units n s-1cm -2.The fast reaction rate Rfast is negligible 
because the capture cross section at high energies is very small.  The radiative capture reaction 
rate can then be written as: 
 

 epithth NINR  0  (9) 

In reactor based thermal irradiations, both terms in equation (9) are important. The thermal 
reaction rate term is eliminated for epithermal irradiations. By employing a cadmium filter, 
neutrons below energy 0.4 eV are removed from the flux. Irradiations executed in this manner 
are called epithermal, although epi-cadmium is more correct. In the epithermal region, 
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neutron cross-sections do not strictly follow the 1/v rule. Some elements possess large 
resonance peaks superimposed on the 1/v continuum in the epithermal range. Such an element 
is said to have a large resonance integral Io. Elements with large resonance integral to thermal 
neutron cross section ratios, Io/th, are very sensitive to epithermal neutron activation analysis 
(ENAA). Several nuclides that can be determined with automated short-lived NAA can be 
seen in Table 1. Because of the high resonance integral cross-sections even some medium-
lived NAA products can be determined with irradiations of 5-10 minutes in an automated 
system and be counted up to one day later. Properties of short-lived radionuclides is shown in 
Table 2.  
 
TABLE 1. RESONANCE INTEGRAL CROSS-SECTIONS OF ELEMENTS THAT CAN BE 
DETERMINED USING AUTOMATED PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS 

Nuclear Reaction      
59Co(n,)60mCo 1.91 
75As(n,)76As 13.56 

109Ag(n,)110Ag 15.38 
115In(n,)116mIn 16.33 

79Br(n,)80Br 11.5 
81Br(n,)82Br 18.52 

127I(n,)128I 23.71 
124Sn(n,)125mSn 61.54 

238U(n,)239U 103 
29Si(n,p)29Al ------ 

TABLE 2. PROPERTIES OF SHORT-LIVED RADIONUCLIDES 
Element Isotope Half-life Gamma Ray Energies (keV) 

Ag  110Ag           24.6 sec                657.8 
          Al  28Al           2.24 min                1778.9 

Ba 139Ba           83.2 min                165.9 
Br   80Br           17.7 min                616.2 
Br 80mBr           4.42 h                37.1 
Ca   49Ca           8.7 min                3084.4 

          Cl   38Cl           37.3 min 1642.4, 2167.5 
Co   60mCo           10.48 min                58.6 
Cu     66Cu           5.1 min                1039.4 
Dy    165Dy           2.33 h                94.7 

          F   20F           11.0 sec                1633.8 
          I 
          In 

128I 
116mIn 

          25.0 min 
          54.1 min                                 

               442.3 
               416.9, 1097.3 

          K     42K           12.36 h                1524.7 
Mg       27Mg           9.45 min                843.8, 1014.4 
Mn       56Mn           2.58 h                846.7, 1810.7 

         Na 
          P 
          S                                    

     24Na 
28Al1 

37S 

          15.0 h 
          2.24 min 
          5.05 min 

               1368.6, 2754.1 
               1778.9 
               3102.0 

          Sb    122mSb           4.15 min                 61.5 
          Se 
          Si                  

  77mSe 
29Al2 

          17.4 sec 
          6.6 min 

               161.7 
               1273.0 

          Sn      125Sn           9.2 min                331.9 
          Sr    87mSr           2.81 h                368.4 
          Ti      51Ti           5.8 min                320.1 
          U    239U           23.5 min                74.6 
          V     52V           3.76 min                1434.1 

1P is determined by the 31P(n,α)28Al reaction 
2Si is detected by the 29Si(n,p)29Al reaction 

0
 I
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A list of the salient features of the elements that can be determined, including their spectral 
and nuclear interferences, is presented in the following sections.   
 
5.1. SHORT-LIVED ACTIVATION PRODUCTS 
 
Ag A fast pneumatic facility is typically required to detect 110Ag, which has a 24.3 second 

half-life. Typical irradiation times are between 10 and 20 seconds. Sensitivities are 
significantly enhanced using epithermal neutrons. Because of the rapidly decaying 
short-lived products, a good control of the varying deadtime is needed (e.g. pulser, 
deadtime stabilizer or loss-free counter), (see Fig. 9). 

 

FIG. 9. Decay Scheme of 110Ag. 
 

Al The detection of aluminum is very sensitive. However, the interfering 28Si(n,p)28Al 
reaction must also be taken into account when using the 27Al(n,γ)28Al reaction. 
Typically, there are lower concentrations of silicon in food. But in food samples the 
presence of phosphorous can lead to the 31P(n,α)28Al reaction which can severely limit 
the capability of determining aluminum. Only when the reactor has a very small or no 
epithermal neutron component is detection of aluminum possible without the use of 
complicated irradiation schemes. (see Fig. 10) 

 

 
FIG. 10. Decay Scheme of 27Al. 
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Ba There are normally no spectral or nuclear problems associated with the determination of 
139Ba using the 165.9 keV gamma-ray. Sensitivity may be increased by employing 
longer decay times and counting times and/or epithermal neutrons (see Fig. 11).  

 

 
FIG. 11. Decay Scheme of 139Ba. 

 
Br The analytical accuracy and sensitivity of 80Br using the 616.2 keV photopeak is 

dependent on several factors, Good spectral resolution is needed from the 620.4 keV 
gamma-ray arising from the double escape peak belonging to the 1642.4 keV photopeak 
of 38Cl and the possible 619.0 keV photopeak coming from the medium-lived 
radionuclide, 82Br (see medium-lived activation products). The 616.2 keV photopeak is 
also situated on a high background with possible poor detection limits. There is also an 
internal transition of 80mBr which has a half-life 4.42 h and ‘feeds’ the 6l6.2 keV 
photopeak. If identical irradiation and counting times are not applied to the samples and 
standards then incorrect calculations may occur. The very sensitive 37.1 keV photopeak 
of the internal transition may be used but care must be taken for overlapping peals and 
self- attenuation of the low energy photon ( see Fig. 12). 

 

.  
 

FIG. 12. Decay Scheme of 80Br. 
 
Ca No interferences exist for 49Ca although a high efficiency detector is usually needed for 

the isotope which is activated from the low abundant (0.187%) 48Ca isotope with its 
3084 keV photopeak (see Fig. 13). 
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FIG. 13. Decay Scheme of 49Ca. 
 

Cl Normally no interferences exist. The use of the 2167.8 keV photopeak usually results in 
a better detection limit since it is usually situated on a lower background (see Fig. 14). 

 

 
 

FIG. 14. Decay Scheme of  37Cl. 
 

Co The 58.6 keV photopeak of the metastable 60mCo can be used with no known 
interferences. Sensitivities are not as good as for 60Co following a long irradiation. (see 
Fig. 15) 

 

 
 

FIG. 15. Decay Scheme of 60mCo. 
 
Cu Analytical sensitivities for 66Cu are only moderately good and very low levels cannot 

usually be detected due to the high background under the 1039.0 keV photopeak (see 
Fig. 16). 
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FIG. 16. Decay Scheme of 66Cu. 
 
Dy There is a possible interference from a 94.7 keV gamma-ray belonging to 233Th isotope 

(half-life 23.3 minutes). Contribution of this gamma-ray should be done by taking its 
ratio to the 359.9 keV gamma-ray of 233Th (see Fig. 17). Analytical sensitivities for the 
detection of 165Dy can improve using both epithermal NAA and/or longer decay and 
counting times. 

 
 

 
 

FIG. 17. Decay Scheme of 165Dy. 
 
F Fluorine is best determined by epithermal neutron activation. As with silver, a fast 

pneumatic system delivering the sample to the detector within a few seconds is 
essential. The detection of 20F is subject to interference from the 23Na(n,α)20F reaction. 
A careful evaluation of the interference factor must be taken into account (see Fig. 18). 

 

 
 

FIG. 18. Decay Scheme of 19F. 
 
I Iodine is determined with good results using the 128I isotope. Excellent sensitivities are 

achieved using epithermal neutrons. Some potential may exist for loss of iodine during 
irradiation due to its volatility (see Fig. 19). 
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FIG. 19. Decay Scheme of 128I. 
 

In Indium is usually difficult to detect using either the 416.9 keV or 1097.3 keV 
photopeaks. Detection limits are dramatically improved by using epithermal neutrons. 
The 1097.3 keV photopeak should be used since it is usually on a lower background. 
(see Fig. 20). 

 

 
FIG. 20. Decay Scheme of 116In. 

 
K No spectral or nuclear interferences are associated with the detection of 42K. This 

isotope can also be detected following a medium- or long-lived irradiation with a decay 
of only 1 day since it has a half-life of 12.3 hours (see Fig. 21). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

FIG. 21. Decay Scheme of 42K. 
 
Mg Sensitivities are usually adequate for the detection of 843.8 keV photopeak of 27Mg. 

Rather serious errors can be introduced either due to the competing 27Al(n,p)27Mg 
nuclear interference reaction (for reactors which do not have well thermalized neutrons) 
or to the possible strong overlapping peak of 846.7 keV from the 55Mn(n,γ)56Mn 
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reaction. If good resolution is not achieved between these two photopeaks, the less 
sensitive 1014.4 keV photopeak, also belonging to 27Mg must be used. However, 
aluminum concentrations are usually very low in food samples and the interference is 
very small or negligible (see Fig 22). 

 

 
FIG. 22. Decay Scheme of 27Mg. 

Mn Manganese can be determined using the 846.7 keV or 1810.7 keV photopeak. As 
previously stated a good spectral resolution is required to remove the overlapping 843.7 
keV gamma-ray of 27Mg. If time permits, one can wait 1 to 2 hours to let the 27Mg 
gamma-ray decay with its 9.45 minute half-life (see Fig. 23). 

 

 
 

FIG. 23. Decay Scheme of 56Mn. 
 
Na The measurement of sodium is excellently suited for neutron activation measurements. 

In general, there are no spectral or nuclear interferences. Then both photopeaks of 24Na, 
1368.4 keV and 2754.1 keV can be used (see Fig. 24). 
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FIG. 24. Decay Scheme of 24Na. 
 
P Phosphorous can be determined by the 31P(n,α)28Al reaction if there is a epithermal 

neutron flux component, but it may have a substantial interference with the 27Al(n,γ)28Al 
reaction. However, aluminum concentrations are usually very low in food samples and 
the interference is very small or negligible (see Fig. 25). 

 

 
 

FIG. 25. Decay Scheme of  28Al. 
 
S Sulphur has no known interferences but in general its activation cross-section is not high 

coupled with its low abundant 36S stable isotope and the 3102 keV gamma- ray has a 
low efficiency (see Fig. 26). 
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FIG. 26. Decay Scheme of 37S. 

 
Sb Antimony can be determined using epithermal neutrons and the 61.6 keV internal 

transition (IT) gamma-ray although this method of analysis is not often used  
(see Fig. 27). Care must be taken to account for any overlapping x- or gamma-rays in 
the vicinity, and possible self-attenuation effects. 

 

 
FIG. 27. Decay Scheme of 122Sb. 

Se This element can be detected using the 77mSe metastable isotope. As with silver and 
fluorine, a fast delivery system is required. If the phosphorous concentration is high in 
the sample, this may result in a high deadtime in the counting system (see Fig. 28). 

 

 
 

FIG. 28. Decay Scheme of 77mSe. 
 
Si The determination of silicon is very difficult in biological samples using conventional 

NAA methods. Silicon is best detected by the 29Si(n,p)29Al reaction and the analytical 
sensitivity for the determination of 29AI is greatly improved by using epithermal 
neutrons (see Fig. 29). 
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FIG. 29. Decay Scheme of 29Al. 
 

Sn The determination of tin is much better utilizing epithermal neutrons. There are no 
nuclear or spectral interferences and the 331.9 keV gamma ray is 100% abundant. (see 
Fig. 30) 

 
 

 
 

FIG. 30. Decay Scheme of 125Sn. 
Sr No nuclear or spectral interferences are normally associated with the detection of 87mSr. 

The use of epithermal NAA and/or longer decay and counting times may result in 
improved detection limits (see Fig. 31). 

 

 
 

FIG. 31. Decay Scheme of 87mSr. 
 
Ti No nuclear or spectral interferences are normally associated with the detection of 51Ti 

(see Fig. 32). 

331.9 
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FIG. 32. Decay Scheme of 51Ti. 
 
U Uranium can be detected using the 74.6 keV peak belonging to 239U. However, 

excitation of lead bricks (used for shielding) by gamma-rays interacting as a result of the 
photoelectric effect will produce photopeaks corresponding to the lead K x-rays at 72.8 
keV and 74.9 keV. Even the use of cadmium- and copper- lined lead brick may not 
totally eliminate the problem. Sensitivity is enhanced using epithermal neutrons (see 
Fig. 33). 

 

 
FIG. 33. Decay Scheme of 239U. 

 
V The sensitivity of vanadium is excellent with no known spectral or nuclear interferences 

(see Fig. 34). 
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FIG. 34. Decay Scheme of 52V. 
 
An evaluation of the usefulness of epithermal neutrons is depicted in Fig. 35. It is interesting 
to note that many major and trace elements in the human body can be determined by short-
lived NAA. An overview of these elements is shown in Table 3.  
 

 
 

 
FIG. 35. Comparison Four Spectra for a Coal Sample Irradiated for Short-Lived NAA for Two 
Different Irradiation and Two different Counting Modes. 
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TABLE 3. OVERVIEW OF ESSENTIAL, NON-ESSENTIAL AND POTENTIALLY TOXIC 
ELEMENTS IN THE HUMAN BODY1  

 
Essential Elements 

(major) 
Essential 
Elements  

(trace) 

Essential 
Elements 

(ultratrace) 

Non-Essential 
Trace Elements 

(stimulatory) 

Potentially Toxic 
Trace Elements 

Calcium Fluorine Chromium Boron Aluminum 
Carbon Iodine Cobalt Titanium Arsenic 

Chlorine Iron Copper Non-Essential Elements 
(unknown role) 

Antimony 
 

Hydrogen Silicon Manganese Antimony Cadmium 
Magnesium Zinc Molybdenum Arsenic Chromium 

Nitrogen  Nickel Non-Essential Elements 
(no role) 

Copper 

Oxygen  Selenium Barium Lead  
Phosphorous  Vanadium Cesium Mercury  

Potassium   Germanium Thorium 
Sodium   Rubidium Tin 
Sulphur   Strontium Uranium 

1Elements can be determined by short-lived NAA are in bold 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
We have judiciously maximized the use of neutrons through automation of irradiation and 
counting hardware and software in conjunction with thermal and epithermal neutrons and 
Compton suppression. Not only the array of elements has been significantly increased, but 
also detection limits and counting uncertainties have decreased and spectral interferences have 
also been decreased in for several radionuclides.  
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